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Council Says Gas Customers Will Pay Penalties
-

Customers of the Murray Natural
GasSystem will be assessed penalties if
they use more, than their yet-to-bedetermined individual allotments of
natural gas according to a
adopted unanimously by the Murray-. Coma= Council, meeting in special
session Friday afternoon.
Mayor John E. Scott has called a
meeting for 10 a.m. Monday morningin
the council room at City Hall to advise
local rnWeVants - :Cif the council's
position.
The action Friday came after many .
merchants throughout the city had
announced plans to return to normal
operating hours. Local businesses had
been asked two weeks ago to volun-

tartly cut back their hours of operation
by 20 per cent in an effort to conserve
energy.
At the same time, residents were
asked to cut back the thermostats in
their homes to 65 degrees during the
day and 60 degrees at night as part of
the energy-saving measure. The local
energy conservation effort was tftgun
after Gov. Julian Carroll had declared
an "energy emergensy". throughout
Kintucif.
The voluntary cutbacks, which have
been in effect since Feb. 1, have helped
to ease the gas overrun problem faced
by the local gas sy-stem according to
Supt. Tommy Marshall. The system
faces a $10 per mcf (thousand cubic

feet ),penalty on all gas used beyond the
city's entitlement for the period.
At the time of the cutback, Marshall
predicted that the system would be over
its ,allotment by some 55,000 mcf and
face a penalty of;550;000. Marshall said
Friday afternoon that if the energy
savings program were to continue, and
if weather is favorable, the system
could trim the overrun down to approximately 40,000 mcf by the end of the
winter entitlement period March 31.
Marshall explained the local
system's problem in another way by
telling the council that as far as alloted
gas is concerned the city would have it
all used up by March 12 under current,
curtailed, usage. That means that all

a
HOMECOMING-QUEEN AND COURT—Marlene Farrell-, center, was crowned Murray High 'Basketball
Homecoming Queen at the game between the Tigers'and Symsonia here last night. Attendants are Keane Gregory
(left) and Tammy Boone. Murrav High won the game 68-64. For a complete report turn to the sports section, pages
8 and 9.
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon

Certificates_Of Achievement
Presented To Three Murrayans

•

•

Three Murrayans, each either
presently or formerly connected with
local news media, were presented
Certificates of Achievement yesterday
by Brig. Gen. James Maxwell Leslie,
commander of the U. S. Army.Second
ROTC„Region.
Recipients of the awards are Walter
L. Apperson, publisher of The Murray
Ledger & Times, Charles (Chuck)
Shuffett,former owner and manager of
radio sration WNBS, and R. Gene
McCutcheon, editor of The- Murrii
_ Ledger Lk Times.
---Tht-awards--were -presented---at-a
luncheon hosted by the Murray State
University ROTC Department and
attended by several local officials.
Aniorig those in attendance were
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller, MSU President Dr. Constantine
Curris, Mayor John E. Scott, City
Judge Stephen Sanders, former mayor
Holmes Ellis, Dr. Hugh Oakley,dean of
the School of Industry and Technology,
at MSU,and Dr. William G. Read, vice-f
president for Academic Programs at
MSU.
, The certificate presented to Apperson
said:
" "As publisher of The Murray Ledger
& Times, Mr. Walter L. Apperson's
continuous support of the ROTC
program at Murray State University is

highly noteworthy. The Murray State
University ROTC Department was
little known and seldom heard of
throughout this portion of the state.
"Through your direct effort and
enthusiasm, new life was injected into
the Military Science recruitment and
the results were immediately noticed
by a substantial increase in the
university ROTC program. This
tremendous effort on your part is highly
commendable and certainly marks you
as a major contributor to our efforts in
building and maintaining a strong.
dynamic ROTC program at Murray
State University." The certificate presented to Shuffett
said:
"Mr. Charles Shuffett, former owner
and manager of the Murray radio
station(WNBS)has publicly supported
and endorsed the ROTC program at
Murray State University. He incorporated coverage of the Military
Science Department into his radio
programs at no cost to the government.
"In his radio editorials, he.staunchly
supported the ROTC programs during
the times when. such programs- were
being vehemently attacked throughout
tlle nation. His.generosity and support
were instftfmental forces in the three
hundred per cent increase in ROTC

enrollment since August 1, 1974. %1:
Shuffett has distinguished himself as a
citizen and supporter of the ttu i(
program and the U. S. Army."
The certificate presented
McCutcheon said:
"As editor of The Murray Ledger
Times, Mr. R. Gene McCutcheon ha displayed a keen interest in at,:
priivided pub1icit Tor- the ROT4
program at Murray State Universe:,
In repeated instances photographs an,:
press coverage
,
of ROTC active»iappeared in) The Murray Ledger
Times.
"In addition, he has printed full pa,:,
photo layouts to publicize ROTC We,at Murray State University at no cooto the government.
"Mr. McCutcheon has distinguish'- himself in the performance of his dLl'
as the editor of .The Murray Ledger
Times in support of the ROTC progra:: and the United States Army." •
Gen. Leslie told the group that R01
enrollment at Murray State Was up 44'
per cent at mid-term this year. He sa,,t
the local program should be„producir.,:
40 officers per year in the near future
Home base of the Second ROT(
Region is at -Pr. Knox. Gen Lesio
assumed command of the region in
September 1974

THREE HONORED BY ROTC REGION — Three Murrayans were pr ss.mted CertifiCaTes of Achievement by Gen.
James M. Leslie Friday, in recognition of their support and enthusiasm toward the Military Science Department at
Murray State University and the U. S. Army. At left, Gen. Leslie presents the certificate to,ChaBes(Chuck) Shuffett,
rAllr

gas used from March 12- to March 31
Marshall pointed out that the council.
reason some of the merchants went
would be subject to the $10 per mcf
in 1972, first was made aware Of the
back to a full normal work day was
penalty charged by Texas Gas Trannatural gas situation, and initiated
because Paducah, the home of our
smission Co.,the city's supplier.
policies thatfwent into effect in- 1973 to
governor, has gone full' hours, as -has "We are ftlfritr-a serious situation," - start . preparing for the current
Mayfield and maybe Benton.
Marshall told the council.„ .
situation. A council resolution at that
"Regardless of what Paducah arid "
The council has been autlfdrized, by
time prohibited any new customers,, Mayfield_ and Qenton might do,...it's a
Texas Gas to carry the overrun from
Erten being added-TO the system as Of
different problem here. Our problem is
the winter entitlement period into the June 1973, no new appliances would-be
$400,000 to $500,000 in penalties...
summer period.
hooked up to existing customers and
"The is. no doubt about it, se will
But Marshall added - that the city's
exterior gas lighting was cut off at that
pay it.. and the gas customert will pay
-total industriat-gas-- a-Doted-for the - "tithe • --- •
-- it"- Ariclithless we want to- be assessed
summer, under normal conditions, is
-If we had gone along then like some another $100 or $200 privately as a
approximately 85,000 mcf for a total of
other cities have done," Marshall said,
citizen plus the increase to the comten industrial customers."
"there's no telling what shape we'd be
mercial accounts, we will cut back...
"If we have an overrun of 50,000 to
in now."
"The answer isn't that. we shouldn't.
55,000 mcf," Marshall said "that's
Marshall said that other cities' is-the
use_any mare- gas - we must use -lessprobably 60 to 65-per cent of(he gas
area, however, who are not curtailing
gas...lf we do not cunback we will have
available (for the period)." The sevenbusiness hours, have nothing to do with
a .penalty and that penalty will be
month summer allotment period runs
Murray's situation. He said that
prorated among our customers."
from April 1 to October 31.
Paducah, Mayfield, Owensboro,
Councilman Dr. C. C. Lowry: "I
"All of the industrial customers have
Winchester and Paris, Tn.,for example
agree with Mr....chrisman. I think aLthis
been under a curtailed statement , of
buy from different- suppliers than
time we ought to remain on a voluntary
operation since the beginning of the
Murray. Their suppliers, he said;have
basis. I think we should again plead
winter." Marshall told the council.
their own storage fields and gas wells
wittithe people, stores and all to curtail
Marshall told the council that the
and gas that's not being used in
their hours. They ought to be informed
serious situation faced by the system is
Owensboro can be shifted into
that this penalty we're going to wind up
-not from the standpoint of having to
Mayfield,for instance.
with is going to have to be passed along
shut off homes...we are in danger of
"We don't have any 'shift'," he said,
to the customers, so . the amount of
facing a serious fine or a serious effect
"we're at the mercy of Texas Gas,and
penalty they pay is going to b
..e.'_ensome seven months from now.they're at the mercy of the people that
versely proportional to the aniiint "Ora,
One other avenue For the system to
sell to them."
curtailment they've dorW'
take in-helping to solve the pioI,lvnris
Ac ..Idb OuS gas VII
Merchants. wno Nave _returned -their
also being explored. Marshall pointed
available to them Marshall said, and
business operations to.regular hours
out. He said that the local system has
they allocate it under, the approval of
have also expressed an interest in
told Texas Gas that the local system
the FPC.
continued conservation.
wduld like to acfaare any gas available.
Mayor Scott and Marshall both
"We are still very conscious. of
on the intrastate within Kentucky pointed out that the cooperation shown
energy conservation," George Hodge,
not. controlled by the Federal Power
by most businesses during the volunpresident ,of the Downtown Merchants
Commission ) market up to a ceiling of
tary cutback had been extremely good
Association, said Friday. "We all have
$3 25 per mcf The system currently is
and expressed their appreciation for
our thermostats'lowered to the point
paying an average of $1,20 to $1.30 per
that Cooperation. But some council
where it is necessary to wear a sweater,
Ind
members wondered if the business and
and our lighting is cut back as far as
Mai-shall pointed out, however, that
residential custbmers understood the
possible. We want to. cooperate in every
finding any gas on the intrastate
seriousness of the problem. .
way possible in conserving energy, but
market was"along shot" and inclicatecl
Conimentiirom two of the members
we still have to serve our customers."
that he did not feel the city would have
of the council during the special
Another local merchant, Russell
much luck willithat alternative.
meeting Friday were:
Dowdy of Uncle Jeff's, said "We're not ,
-Speaking from the gas system's
,Couneilnisin H. Ed -Chrisman: "It
using any more energy when .we're
s:andpoint I was personally in hopes
looks to me like we have one or two Open than when we're. closed. We're
!..at this voluntary conservation effort
problems. In the conversations that I doing our part but we still have to serve
be.aarried-through the month.of
recatved liv4he last.few lasaare,-tbe--- . ornery at least," Marshall told the
ancil. "That would give us a chance
-.see what voluntary cooperation did,"
ta said. "It's been working and it will
work," ha added. "It won't wipe out the
entire deficit but it will - help. It could
get us down possibly to a figure that
maybe we could live with."
Marshall said that he feared with the
businesses going back to normal hours •
that homeowners, too, might start to set
their thermostats higher. Re said that
commercial- and residential gas users
account for 70 per cent of the system's
consumption.
If that were to happen, he said, "we
could'bee back up to a 55,000 mcf
overrun.
"I reallY see no alternative, and it's
not, going to be a popular thing,"
Discussing plans for the Calloway County Heart Fund for the business
Marshall said, "but if we're notable to
districts of Murray are Mrs-Carl Harrison, right, and Mrs. A. M. Alexander,
buy gas on this emergency basis, I see
co-chairmen of the drive from the Home,Department -of the Murray
no alternative but establishing a rate
Woman's Club. Members from the ten departments of the club — Alpha,
for certain classes of customers that
Creative Arts, Delta, Garden, Home, Kappa, Music, Sigma, Theta, and leta
would -take penalties into con— will be calling on the various businesses in Murray to collect funds for..
sideration."
the Heart Fund ,Drive during the month of February. Mrs. Harrison and Mrs.
Alexander said they hoped that The biefinesses will give generously when
Staff Photo by D•vnl tITWc-cmtatPM by the club members.
Cloudy and colder tonight. Partly
cloudy and cold -on Sunday. Lows
tonight in the low 20s. Highs Sunday in
the low to mid 30s. Winds becoming
northerly t6 10 miles an hour tonight. "-

Cloudy

Colder
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Carter Starts Review
Of CIA Over Payments

recipients of CIA funds, according, t(7
WASHINGTON AP - President
sources who have se,li the manuscript
'arter.has begun a sweeping review of
U.S. intelligence operations amid ...- Cyprip(Archhis14-Makarios and The
Tibetian I )alai 1..filla also have
reports that more than half a dozen past
received seNet pa!, merits. according to
and present foreign leaders received
the Washington Post
secret payments from the 'IA.
The CIA several years ago went to
King Hussein of Jcirdan. Willy Brandt
court to block former intelligeru f: ofof West Germany, Nguyen Van Thieu of
fitials Victor Marchetti arid ',loll!, I)
South Vietnam, Jomo Kenyatta of
Marks from revealing the-names of
Kenya;--Joseph Mobuto of Zaire and
foreign leaders who hiv. ru, elf
Forbes Burnham of .Guyana are
identified in a still-secret manuscript as
I See Carter, Page 12)

•
former owner add manager of radio,station WNBS. Walter Apperson (center)is congratulated by U. Col. Johnnie
Prichard, head of the Military,Science Departrneat at MSU, after being presented his award by Gen. Leslie. At right.'
Murraiy Ledger & Times editor Gene McCutcheon, receives his award and congratulations from.Gen. Leslie.
-
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.1Irs. Wilson Is
Hostess, Ruth
if'ilson Meet

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Saturday, February 19
Murray Shrine Club will
have a social and dinner at•the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Basketball games will be _at
MSU Fieldhouse as follows:
Murray men's junior varsity
at three p. m., Lady Racers at
5715 p. m., and Varsity Men at
7:30 p. in., all With. Western
Kentucky.
Chili Supper will be served
starting at. 5:30 p.m. at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church by the
Senior High UMYF.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
will, meetat seven.p.m. at the
Lodge Hall.

Community
Continuing
Nursing Eciticiition meeting
will be held at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Conference Room at 7:30 p.m.
with Dr. ,Charles Clark as
speaker.
Calloway
County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet on the
second floor auditorium of
Special Education Building,
Murray State, at 7:30 p.m.
Meals for senior citizens will
be served at North Second
Center at twelve noon. Film
will be shown at 12:45 p.m. Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets, at 7:30
p.m.

Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have a family dinner
Murray Lodge No. 105 F&
_nieetiivg at the Colonial House A.M. will meet at lodge hall at
„
Sthorgasbord at 6:30 p.m. with 7:30 p.m.
C. W. and Dortha Jones as
wagonmasters.
Bluegrass State CB Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Mrs. William Major will Calloway County Court House
serve lunch at her home, 817 at seven p.m.
North 20th Street, to members
of Chapter M of P. E. 0. at
Blood River Acteens will
twelve noon.
meet at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church at seven p.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodrnen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, February 22
McGavock High School,
Sunday, February 20
Nashville, Tn., Jazz-Rock
Senior trumpet recital by
__Ensemble and Madrigal
Fischer,
HenAnn
Jeryl
Singers will perform at seven
derson, will be at two p. m. p.m.
in the Student Center
and junior clarinet recital by Auditorium,
MSU. Concert
Rita Reasons,Dyersburg, Tn., free to
MSU students but
will be at 3:30 p. m. in Farrell others will have
to pay a small
Recital Hall, MSU.
admission charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams
of Hazel Route Two will have
an open house at their home in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary from
one to 4:30 p. m.
Open house in celebration of
50th anniversary of Mr. and
Mrs. Reggie Jones will be held
from two to four p. m. at their
home.

Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
Omicron Alpha Chapter, will
meet at the Woodmen
Building at seven p.m.
LaLeche League will meet
with Debbie Shapla, 1002
Fairlane, at 7:30 p.m.

'Mon Alibt
Be Thankful Teen
Takes The Pill

Inc

By Abigail Van Buren
1977 9, Cr.ca90 70bun• NY News Synd

DEAR ABBY: I don't know who to turn to. 1 just found
out that my 18 year old daughter is omthe Pill. I am nearly
crav wIb.hesrthi-vak. disappointment and shame. She. has
S steady boyfriendl thought was nice. I never dreamed this
was going on.
Should I Confront her and tell her I know? I'm so upset I
can ,hard13...sk!ep or eat. My daughter works steady and
live', at, home, and she's always been a clean and decent
girl. Please help me.
NEARLY CRAZY IN PENNA.
DEAR NEARLI : What are your alternatives? Confront
her and demand that she stop having sex? It won't work.
Once a girl becomes sexually active, she's not likely to abstain from sex because her mother asks her to. Besides,
she's of age. You could kick her out of the house, but what
would that accomplish?
As long as she has chosen to be sexually active, isn't it
better that she is taking precautions to prevent pregnancy
that could lead to a premature marriage, and abortion or an
unwanted child?
DEAR ABBY: I have been married to Paul for only six
months, but one of his habits is really driving me out of my
mind.
When he sits down to eat i whether we are at home, din
ing out or ,are guests in someone's home), the first thing
Paul does is to salt everything that requires seasoningand I mean he salts it up but good! Abby, he doesn't even
TRY it first; he just pours the salt on.
People look at him in disbelief. At the home of friends.
I'm sure they think there's something wrong with their
food. Shouldn't he take a little taste first? And then if he
likes things saltier, he could add a bit more salt instead of
doing it in these great broad gestures.
Or am I wrong to criticize him?
PAUL'S WIFE
_
DEAR WIFE: If your husband likes salt, he should be a
little more subtle in applying it, especially when he's•dinner guest. And he _should take a token taste -first, even
though he knows he's going to add more salt. Paul's craving for salt may he embarrassing for you, but
it could have more seripus implications. Tell him to mention
this to his physician.-

Murray TOPS Club will
DEAR .ABBYT-Is it possible for a man to be in -love with
meet at the Health Center at two women at the same time?
and this man I'mdating has never been
seven p.m.
married. When we met, he told me. quite honestly that he
Mr. and Mrs. Willis F.
had been seeing another woman, but that he wanted to date
Pritchett will have open house
Dexter Senior Citizens will me anyway.
from two to four p. m. in meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
I agreed, thinking that if anything serious developed becelebration of their. 25th Dexter Center.
tween us, he'd quit seeing her. Well, something serious DID
wedding anniversary.
develop, but he's still seeing her. He has us on a schedule.
Ellis Center will be open Some days are "hers" and some are "mine.- He's taken me
Sunday, February 20
from ten a.m. to one p.m. for on some nice trips but he's also taken her on several since
Alford Chapter No. 445 the Senior Citizens. Arts
and he met me. She knows about me, but she hasn't given him
up.
Order of the Eastern Star will crafts programs will
be
I am not insisting on
have 'a smorgasbord at the discussed at 10:30
a.m., sack who's mine exclusively. marriage, but I would like a man
Should I give him an
Masonic Lodge at Aurora at lunch at noon, and
band - I.realU love him and don't want to lose ultimatum'?
him, but his run
one p.m. Tickets are $2.50 for practice at one
p.m.
ning between me and this other woman is getting me down.
all you can eat and .children
What's wrong with him anyway?
Murray Quota Club will
FRUSTRATED
meet at twelve noon at the
First United Methodist Triangle Inn.
DEAR FRUSTRATED: How far "down" you are willing
to get before demanding exclusive rights is up to you. The
Church Women will have a
potluck supper at 6:30 p. m. at
Aglow Fellowship will meet quickest way to lose him is to give him an ultimatum, so
don't go that route unless you're willing to surrender your
the, church followed by the
at Ken Bar Inn at 10:30 a.m. 50 per cent of
this illusive Romeo. I think he's marriage shy,
first session of the mission
and finds safety in numbers.
study.
Special program on "How
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Can I Handle Problem of
Wesley Student Fellowship
Finding
A
Job
After Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
will be at United Campus
Graduation" will be held by "How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
Ministry from six to 6:45 p.m.
the UCM at Hart Hall at seven long, self-addressed, stamped (24e) envelope.
p.m.
Woman
Monday, February 21
West Kentucky Barrow
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have its Show will be held at nine a.m.
sweetheart dinner at 6:30 p.m. at the Livestock and Ex:
at the club house for members position Center, College Farm
regular
monthly active lay reader in St. Mary's
The
Road. No admission charged.
ahd guests.
meeting of the Women's Episcopal
Church
in
Aglow Fellowship will be held Madisonville, and is a
Alpha
Epsilon Rho, national Tuesday, February 22, at member
Murray
Chapter,
of the church choir,
broadcasting society, will 10:30 a.m. at Ken-Bar Resort, as well
Secretaries, will have its
as being very active in
sponsor
a
television
auction on Highway 641 in Gilbert- Bible Study groups and
'program of the year" dinner
at Winslow Ca.",eteria, MSU,at over MSU-TV (Channel 111 sville.
seminars in other churches.
from seven p.m. to midnight.
seven p.m.
The speaker Will be Jean
All women are invited to
Holmes, from Madisonville, attend the meetings of the,
an attorney, licensed to Aglow Fellowship, which is
practice in both Kentucky and entering into its second year of
Vac
comma 5te42. -in
New York State. Miss activities in the local area. It
IN
Holmes, born in Louisiana, is is a fellowship of Christian
an Episcopalian, and will also women who come from all
be speaking in a Faith Alive denominational backgrounds
Thre Sun.
'The Mod*" (R)
Weekend at Grace Episcopal :to share the love of God, ofweekend ficers said.
Church,
the
Open - 6:45 \
and
Aglow
following ' her
The meeting begins at 10:30,
L Start -7:15
"Room Of Chain:" (R)
engagement.
- with art early luncheon, In the
At Aglow, she will be Ken-Bar dining room.
sharing her testimony of how
Each Feature Shown Once Nitely
she studied all of the major
religions of the world, and
many: of the minor ones, in her
COOPER GIRL
search for something real and
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Cooper,
true. She was active in hypnosis, graphology, palmistry, Camelot Drive, Murray,
ESP. TM, yoga, Zen Bud-, announce the birth of a baby
114, Nwr
If7717)
dhism, Ouija boards, I Ching, girl, Celena Gay, weighing six
Bai'hai, astral\ projection, pounds eleven ounces and
IT'S LAUGHTER UNLEASHED'
SILVER STRERI-1
Rosicrucian- measuring nineteen inches,
mind-Control,
WALT DESPIEY
1 P.,?
finally found born on Tuesday, February 1,
she
before
ism,
114:
- ENt
what she was looking for, in at 7:37 p.m. at the MurrayChrist, a spokesman Calloway County Hospital.
Jesus
1.1
The new mother is presently
said.
eestictv rucTnew Wiiim
She was raised in a on leave of absence from the..
'
. L Sat. 1140
Lute Show Fri
Mee Wed
Christian atmosphere, but as Calloway County Board of
Ci4sifl
- "Love Lips"(X I
II Or Ower 044ty _
she grew older, she had Education. The new father is
wandered away from her employed by the Murray
An BENIN&
We Ira!
early faith, and if- was only -Warehousing Corp. and is also
Wei
(411:ers Id las.1 •
after years of searching in all engaged in farming.
nel 04.1.ATM'AMC..
Maternal grandparents are
of religions and
kinds
•OVENTUM 11031.1111•11111
philosophies, that she realized Mrs. Dot Mortdh and the late
t
ROGER
'
,ARVIN MOORE
CONDUCt
that her real answer lay in the Bob Morton of Lynn Grove. .
SHOUT AT
Lordship of Jesus% Christ, the Paternal grandparents are
THE DEW
/1.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Cooper,
spokesman added.,
Miss Holmes is now an also of Lynn Grove.

Lawyer To Speak ,f
The liglott: Fellows up Wet

DOUBLE
FEATURE!!

IRV ovEstiaREI

;eat=

siutrogv:"-----;t .... ----- ..
...4.i.

VA

,,Aoc421.04G

The Ruth Wilson Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women met on
Wednesday, February. 9 at
7:30 p.m. in the home of Mrs.
J. B. Wilson with Mrs. John
Trotter as co-hostess.
Mrs. Wilson, chairman,
conducted' the business. The
treasurer's report was by
Mrs. 'George Fielder. Mrs.
Dick
Sykes,
Sunshine
Chairman, gave her report
and a sunshine offering was
taken. Mrs. Trotter, vicechairman,distributed the 1977
program booklets. Names
were drawn for new prayer
partners.
Mrs. Maurice Ryan gave the
devotion entitled, "Just a
Sprig of Hope." Mrs. John
Fortin presented a program
on "Joy," the high point being
excerpts from a recorded
sermon,"Enthusiam," by Qr.
Norman Vincent Peal.
During the socill heour the
hostesses served refreshments to the members
present: Mmes. Harold
Douglas, Z. C. Enix, Otis
Erwin, James Frank, C. W.
Jones, Keith Kennedy, W. P.
Russell, Fred Schultz, Jessie
Shoemaker, Haron West, Max
Whitford, George Fielder,
John Fortin, Maurice Ryan,
Dick Sykes, and two guests,
Mrs. John Whaley and Mrs.
Josie Knight.

I

HOSPITAL NEWS

I

Fraternal activities for Woodmen of the World Rangers and Rangerettes were planned for 1977 it a recent meeting of the Executive Council members. Tentative plans include trips out of state, skating, pizza parties, and other monthly activities. Pictured, left
ta right, are Donna Garland, Jeanie Lamb, Cynthia Hart Loretta lobs. Jamie Washer,
Glenda Smith, Diana Lyons, and Tim Scruggs. Not pictured are Jean Richerson and
Grover Burkett. Mrs. Jobs, Washer,Scruggs, and Burkett are Woodmen personnel and
the others are counselors from Tau Phi Lambda Woodmen Sorority.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

vtletlo

FOR MONDAY,FEBRUARY ml, 177
VIRGO
AQUARIUS
up
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Conscientious application of
Do not coast when you should
your talents now will bring
be moving into high gear in
gains for some time to come.
business, work or financial
ARIES
But you MUST have confidence
matters. But neither press nor
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
in yourself and in your goals.
strain. Follow a smooth course.
Competition may be keen but.
LIBRA ."
PISCES
IL
Where you have the know-how, (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23-1-(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
don't be afraid to enter the race.
Note the fine points in comYou may feel somewhat
Especially favored: business
plicated matters, affairs of
lethargic, but give yourself a
transactions, manufacturing
import. Make statements,
pep talk. Fine opportunities lie
and home renovations.
decisions with particular care.
ahead, and incentive CAN be
TAURUS
Past procedures may have to be
quickened to meet top
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
changed.
requirements.
Protect assets. Don't let
SCORPIO
YOU BORN TODAY are
money_ slip through heedless (Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
endowed with a wealth of talent
fingers, or let talents be wasted
Direct interests and unand the charactefistics needed
on fruitless ventures.
dertakings
discerningly
to build a happy and successful
GEMINI
channels
through
various
the
life. Your keen sense of justice,
(May to June 21) 11.9t" offered. : Use your quicklove of beauty, integrity and
Auspicious Mercury inaffectionate nature are outfluences fan the fires of en-' thinking mind to help you out of
possible
standing. You have an exunpleasant
inthusiasm for intellectual purtremely logical mind and, if you
volvements and don't let imsuits, creative thinking of any
pulsive action get you into
choose one of the arts or
kind. This should be a day never
them.
professions as a career, as is
forgotten.
SAGITTARIUS
quite likely, you also have the
CANCER
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
practicality to carry out your
(June 22 to July 23)
Jupiter propitious- Your
moat "way out'' ideas. You are
eonsieteney and
Laeli
talent for remembering and
a true humanitarian, intensely
steadiness
bring
could
profiting by experience can be
interested in the welfare of your
problems. Strive to counteract:
applied smartly now. New
fellowmen, and responsibility
Don't procrastinate and don't
iecords can be set.
rests well upon your shoulders.
scatter energies.
CAPRICORN
Fields in which you could reap
LEO
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
your greatest successes:
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/24iQ
Especially favored now: -science, the law, statesmanFollow a flexible program,
science, research, educational
ship, music, literature, paintgeared smartly to the needs of
matters, all endeavors which
ing; any field which involves
the day. Present new ideas
require meticulous handling of
traveling and (or) dealing with
briefly and lucidly. Expect the
details.
the public.
Unexpected:
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

)(

February 15, 1977
Adults 138
Nursery 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Pogue (mother
Sandra), 612 Fairlane,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
James L. Bean, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Blanche B.
Hatcher, Rt. 2, Murray, Miss
Cheryl Clark, 7061 Regents'
Hall, MSU, Miss Terri L.
Malcolm, Rt. 1, Hazel, Donald
S. Houston, Fit. 3, Murray, L.
D. Cathey, 1711 College Fm.
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Margie C.
Dowdy, Rt. 8„Murray,Ronald
Komisar Jr., Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove, Tn., Michael J. Inman,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn., Larry G.
Rogers, 1639 Farmer, Murray,
Augustus W. Russell, Box 349,
Murray, Truman H. Anderson, Box 27, New Concord,
Mrs. Berfiadine 0. Adams,612
Ellis fir, 1 Murray, Miss
Lucille Billington, 1302 S
16th:, Murray, Mrs. Mary 0.
Smith, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Helen Rayburn, 1607
Dodson Apt. B., Murray, Mrs.
Daisy M. Wickkoff, Rt. 6,
Murray, Parvin D. Rhoades,
Rt. 1, Almo.
February 16, 1977
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Margaret L. Campbell,
R.R. 5, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Anna
M. Nance, .R.R. 1, Murray,
Mrs. Carolyn J. Rollins and
Baby Boy', R.R. 3, Murray,
Barry Grogan, R.R. 4 Box 64,
Murraf; Robert M. Murphy,
Box 2773 University Station,
Murray, Mrs. Karan A. Beam,
Fox Meadows Tr. Ct., Murray,
Ms. Renea C. Oliver, General
Delivery, Hazel, James M.
Lassiter, R.R. 1 Box 36, Almo,
Mrs. Hazel W. Patterson, New
Concord, Mrs. Ida M. Stunson,
504 Vine St., Murray, Alton W.
Hawkins, R.R. 5, Mayfield,
Mrs. Bonnie R. Vincent, 809
Waldrop Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Reda Adams, 821 Glendale,
Murray, William T. Kincheloe, R.R. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Annie 0. Sanders, R.R. 1,
Farmington, Ms. Anna M.
Stanley, R.R. 1, Hazdin,
Homer Hicks, 102 S. gorter
St., Paris, Tn., Rex C.
Williams, R.R. 1, Mize], Ms.
Maude F. Nance, New Concord, Mrs. Mae Outland, 210
South 9th St., Murray, Mrs.
Vara P. Hale, 215 S. 15th St.,
Murray.

COOKING IS FUN
ByCECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
COME FOR DESSERT!
Avocado Lime Pie
Tea or Coffee
AVOCADO I1ME PIE
It has no-cook filling.
2 large avocados, seeded
and peeled
2 teaspoons grated lime
rind
kt cup lime Juice
14-ounce can sweetened
milk
Baked 9-inch pie shell
Sieve avocados - there
should be from ivy-A-7"cups.
Stir in lime Ond and lime juice,
then condensed milk. Turp into
the pie shell. Chill for.at least/
several hours to allow filling to
set. Pretty garnished with
whipped cream.

e4,1!

He was a pood Ole troy. Just wanted to put up that CB
antenna for his son. Never even took notice of those power
lines close by. Lost his balance and that antenna he was
holding fell right into the wires.
If he'd just looked around him first-noticed where
those lines were and stayed away from them . . . If he'd
just been more careful
Ask us for a copy of the free booklet Danger, High
Voltage. And be careful around power lines.

AZT

West Kylural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
AllmwmansminminpIL
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-Special Erent,s Planned.At ileefing
Of The Tau Phi Lambda.Sanirit%.

FOR SUNDAY,FEBRUSY 20. 1977
What kind of day will foreit and ingenuity. you
tomorrow be? blind out-what -ishauld solve 'all situations
the stars say, read the forecast handily.
given for your birth Sign. SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 •to Dec. 21)
ARIES •
A day which
q4 bring you
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
strengthened purpose . and
There are numerous ways in stepped-up ambitions. You can
which to advance your interests achieve much,both on your own
- now, but not everything will run _ and with backing.
EXACTLY as expected: Bear CAPRICORN
with unavoidable delays.
(Dec, 22 to Jan. 201 .
'
‘TAURUS
Don't put anything into
( Apr. 21 to May 211
.
operation without knowing If
You could hurt your cause by you can follow through. Your
bong too hasty. too ready to fervent desire to attliin must be
form an opinion drawn from thoughtfully directed...4i
insufficient data. Explore AQUARIUS-,
avenues.of surer procedure.
'(lan. 21 tO•Feb. 19) -•GEMINI
Your receptive mind should
.
041P
( May 22 to June 21) aa
be stimulated now, so don't let
Some beneficial influences, 'down in purposeful, vigoroith
others less generous, hit the • action: A gOod day in whichto
latter could-actually add sail-i.-.-istalte--piaris-fee the-future. - the day. Avoid words or actions PISCES
that
could
bring
on (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
disagreements.
This day's success Will
CANCER
depend largely on your mental
I June 22 to July 231
(If attitude. Do not be disappointed
Your active mind seeks ex- if all your wishes are not
pression now. Direct it with granted immediately. Take
forethought,
.
discernment, delays in stride.
Review investments, future • .
•
plans. Changes may be
YOU BORN TODAY, in the
'Ws,. !tonna Gail
first decan of Pisces, are a most
required.
in
individual. Your
LEO
and Robert 1)itle Elkins
(July 24 to Aug. 23) I/244g intuition is outstanding, your
Stars now give you strength memory remarkable. You are
Mrs. Jean Barger, 901 North Sixteenth Street, Murray, anwhich can be astutely employed talented and ambitious, but
nounces the engagement and approaching marriage of her
to benefit yourself and others. sometimes lose confidence in "1oldest daughter, Donna Gail,to Robert Dale Elkins,son of Mr.
Look for the best and you will yourself and,your goals. Try to
Barger's
Route
One.
Miss
• and Mrs. Forte- Elkins of Hardin
find it. Be alert td distortion of acquire morigaith.in the things
father is the late Finley Barger.
which you inherently believe
facts.
for, at his best, the Piscean can
The bride-elect, a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
VIRGO
NEW HYDE PARK, N.Y.
Island Jewish-Hillside
RI ", overcome all obstacles and
Aug. 24 to Sept.- 2
( AP)- There is no point in a
School, is presently employed by Fisher-Priee Toys. Her granCenter. "Spanking or punishing
achieve
almost
anything
he
Fine
in
influences'. Persevere
parent purnshinK a child who is
a child will not solve the.probdparents are Mrs. Julie Bolin, Owensboro, and Mr. and Mrs.
affairs that require strong desires. You are extremely
a bed wetter or rewarding such
lem. Do not turn bed wetting
W.Z.Clendenen,Lynch. ?
backing and character. This versatile and There are many . a child for staying dry at night,
into an emotional tug-ot-war "
Mr.Elkins,a 1974 graduate of South Marshall High School. is
says a specialist in children's
day will have many unexpected fields in which you can carve an
Or, Gauthier says that 40 to
Murray
Route
Five.
Hall
Masonary,
kidney
diseases.
now-employed by Bobby
advantages- even if you-have enviable- career. -but the best- IS per cent of all children are
"Bed
wetting
is
entirely
out
still bed wetters at the age of 5.
to search some out yourself.
outlets for your talents are
The double ring ceremony will be performed on Saturday,
The cause of nocturnal enuLIBRA
music, writing, the stage, - of the control of the bed wetApril 2,at 7:30 p. m.at the Calvary Temple Pentecostal Chur.tLn.
ter,"
says
Dr.
Bernard
Gauresis the medical term for the
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 234 —
science.
invention
and
ch, U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray. All friends and relatives
thier,
physician-in-charge
of
pecondition)
"is still a matter of
_ A thorough reappraisal of statesmanship. Ott the personal
'
are invited to attend.
diatric nephrology at Long
• controversy," he explains, "alrecent weeks can be the basis side, you are alwayt helpful,
though many physicians, infor highly improved future companionable one of the.
cluding myself, think the prob..
planning. Don't stymie yourself world's true humanitarians,
lern is seldom. psychologiCal. I
through outmoded 'ideas, But you CAN be misled through
believe it is usually due to deSTUBBLEFIELD BOY
methods. Be progressive.'
'
,Our einotions and sympathies,
maturation of the mechaSCORPIO
.
ak. if you don't use your head.
Mr_ and Mrs. Terry Stub- layed
nism which controls the blad(Oct. 24 to Nov. 224 'glee*" Birthdate of:„Joseph Jefferson,
blefield are the parents of a der during sleep._ As the child
Some challenges possible, but famed dramatic actor; Mary
baby, boy, Andrew Wesley, grows older, further developface _them. -- with. confidence _Garden,operatic diva: Sidney
eighinuseven phundS five ---,went of-- the,---nervouls system
With your .Sign's excellent Polder, film star.
_
solve the problem."
ounces, born on Tuesday,. Will
In Many children, bladder de-

Don't Punish Bed Wetter,
Kidney Specialist Advises
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Festive, Formal
and Exotic Coffee

'The regular monthly uKorning Convention.
meeting of Tan Phi Lambda
The convention will be held
Sorority, Omicron Alpha in' Bowling Green, April 1-3,
Chapter, Woodmen of the
Diana Lyons and Martha
World, was held Jan. 25, - atipbadrus were elected to-go as
seven-P. m.at the Woodmen of delegates. Alternates are
the World Building.Carol McDougal and Judi"
The meeting was opened Scruggs. Several other
with the Opening ritual,with- members---expressed interest
Martha Antlrus, president in 'attending and will give
presiding. A welcome was definite answers at the next
extended to the netv mom- meeting.
hers: Sara Alexander, Judy
Donna Garland was elected
Scruggs,Kathy Zea and Laura to serve as the delegate to the
Jackson. Four members from Executive Council.
the on,campui.r.orority were
A pledge ceremony was held
also present who were Susan with four new members being_
Carter, Rhonda Orutchlr and pledged: Sara- ;
41- leaander,Sherry Stone.
.
Judy szcraggs Kathy Sea and
The roll was called by Laura Jackson.
secretary Diana Lyons with 10
The next meeting will be
members 2resent..,t, The held Feb. 22, at seven p. m. at
minutes were read and ap- the Woodman Building with
prov.ed._,A, trim iirers. report- Cynthia- Mora -as-hostess -and -was given by Martha Andrus .CarofMcDougal as co-hostess.
in . the absence of the An initiation will be held fortreasurer.
the new members.
Reports on the following
The following - memVers
committees or events were were present: Martha Andrus,
given: Rangerettes and Donna .Garland, Ernestine
Rangers Progr anvs
( _Garland,, Cynthia Hart,
Scholarship Committee, Loretta Jobs, Jeanie Lamb,Outstanding Citizen, Scrap- Diana Lyons, Carol Mcbook, Ky. Little Miss and the Dougal, Jean Richerson, Ann
The
-Spann.

L•*
.-A

occasion is formal. the ditiner a labor of loVe -and the derm
pf-Ovules- tne perreci cnditsc It's Owlish C011oA, .4 11.1,..4144,1
m
tull-bOdWii beverage that a made'with Sanka' brand 9:'
chin_olate
'ree °flee The unii,ual blend of ingredients
1,
, tiiew.ea
aiornatIc bitters has, le
,Ind orange peel
lb the Otte(' Cia!ol'Th
"piep.ired whipped toppinii and nut
noig 'Pr An after dame, bei,mage that doubles as ites:',
e't

,DANISH COFFEE
.) cops cold water

,

M.r...6&72744-

METRICS AT MEALTIME
the7(f-etrids
.
the A/ "t" arc co
actrics are

February 15, at St. Vincent
Hospital, Birmingham, Ala.
The father is a senior at the

'
Thin48
!
1

University of Alaharna School

Grandparents are Mr. and
'Mrs. Ewin Stubblefield of
Hazel and Mr. and Mrs., Ed
Bondurant of - Birmingham,
Ala. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Collie Stubblefield of Hazel, Mr. and Mrs.
Crawford McClure of Murray,
and Mrs. and Mrs. Arnold
Jenkins of Memphis, Tn. A
great great grandmother is
Mrs. Ola Laney of Pisgah,
Ala.

What „are the metrics? Why.
the Metric-system of measurement,of course.
,

While full conversion to the —
metric system is I() years 3%VillY.
should start thinking metin 1821 that the US change
Inc now
-40 the metric system, but
whet our appetite for that
Congress never got around to
future day. the Customer
adopting hio- proposal.
Still,you can't keep a good idea Assurance Home Economics
Department if Whirlpool Icordown, and in December. I975.
Roration offers this metric
C_origress_.passed the Metric
tier
it's low in
Conversion Act which provides
calories to help keep your kilofor a complete adoption of the
gran.. pounds.. down.
metric system over the next
•
ten years_
METRIc UNPIN sol"P DIP
Now, metric measure.; are
Ingredients Metric Customerscropping up in more and more
250 rro• I ,up
Its'. s.55r1
areas of American life from
LOW
ream
ch.-0,4,
,up
cameras to cars,eye glasses to
,mott
snow skis.
T
411.IP
Metrics have even entered the
114•11,,,tvrsh,ru
I rn;
kitchen. If you'll look at the
packaged foods in yourcup- 'ni mtildtter
--

John Quincy Adams proposiiii1

SCHOOt

WNCH MENU

„,

Thoroughly blend yogurt and
cream cheese Stir in soup mix
and Worcestershire sauce
Cover and refrigerate at least
:I hours Makes 500 milliliters
liter or just oi.er 2 cups

board,you'll probably find over
'halfof them list the ing-redients
in metric as well as customary
units. You may even be cooling
a one-liter bottle of soda pop in
your refrigerator.

Help Celebrate

1-1ZUT11-1
L)A....._
These Sole Prices Good
through Tues., Feb. 22

Woven Wire Fence
36-6-12/
1
2
roll $36
"
Barbed Wi;e
Heavy,our very best wire
/
2 Ga. 4-pt, 80 Rds
-121

si99,5

13/
1
2 Ga. 2-pt., 80 aft—
Cutlery
Case•Buck•Oueen
Hen & Rooster

10%
Stoves
King Circulator
fire-brick lined
Was 211 95 Save 530

95

Off Marked Price

,KnigIlLiirculatot

Illustrated here are versions of The Wispy Scoop, one
of the new hair styles for spring and summer 1977 as
designed by the National Hairdressers and
Cosmbtologists Association.

Tifife—Hibliteremony
Held for Miss Miller

•

The Baptist Young Women
of the Flint Baptist Church
honored Miss Patti Miller,
bride-elect -of Carl Hosford,
with a candlelight White Bible
Monday,
ceremony 'on
February 14, at seven p. m. in
the. church sanctuary.
Miss Diane Beale presented
the program and Mrs. Sondra
Rice presented a special
message in song.

was
The
bride-elect
presented with a white Bible
by Miss Susi lines, and with
several pieces of. her chosen
pattern of pottery from (he
group by Mrs. Mary Beth
Imes.'

Mrs. Wanda Roberts led the
closing prayer. Refreshments
of punch!, cake, nuts, and
cookies were served.

Mrs. hicille Potts Guest
Speaker or Rho Chapter
The Rho'Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa met on Saturday,
gabruary 12, at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord for a
bincheoe meeting.
Doll Reddick, Maybelle
,Walker and Tot McDaniels
were hostesses for the

cor•

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hese net

meeting.
- The Jackson Purchase -is
seen from a histori, al
viewpoint, was the idv
chosen by the guest speak
Mrs. Lucille Potts.
„„. Joanna Sykes -conducted a
bigiiness *meting follaiing
Mrs. Pott's speech.
the next meeting will be held
on Monday evening, Match 21,
at the home of Betty Riley -

received their honie-delivered

Cast fire box
was 5249 50 Save S30

S21950

cony of

T. Murray

ledger L

Times by 5-30

MeedelFriday or by 3:30 p on. On Saturdays are urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p a and 6 p. no.,
Isteeday-friday, or 3!10 p at.
avahl p on, Saturdays to lessee

Beale Hardware
Third and Main

delivery of vim imwspape,. Calls
mast be placed by hp m rashJoys or 4 p. on. Saturdays. to
goorotte• delivery.

PARTY SUGGESTION
Here's a serving suggestion
for your party from the
National-*oifer council: dip
bite-size chunks of chicken in
a mixture of'hy,g,.and water;
roll in flour to which sesame
seeds and salt have itleen
added; and brown in hot
Then at nadir time, servg_ the
chicken nuggets with tifothpicks and a variety of sain.es
for dipping.

Glinda Jeffrey, Food Services director for the Murray
City Schools, has released the
menus for the lunchrooms for
the coming week. They are
subject to occasional change.
The menus are'as follows:
CARTER ELEMENTARY
- Monday - bar-b-quecl
chicken on bun, french fries,
fruit salad, and cookie;
Tuesday - turkey and'
dressing, green peas, .cran,
Wednesday - spaghetti, tossed
salad, peaches, brown bread,
and cookie; Thursday hamburger, potato chips, tomatoes, plums, and cookie;
Friday - taco, lettuce,
tomatoes, cheese, applesauce,
and cake.
ROBERTSON
ELEMENTARY - Monday bar-b-qued beef, creamed
potatoes, fruit salad, and
cookie; Tuesday - turkey and
dressing, green peas, cranberry sauce, rolls, and jelly;
Wednesday - spaghetti, tossed •
salad, peaches, beown bread,
-and-- cookie; Thursday ' hamburger french fries,
mixed fruit, and Cookie:
Friday - taco salad,
beans, applesauce, and .cake.
MURRAY MIDDLE Monday - bar-bAued beef,
french fries, mixed fruit, and
cookie;, Tuesday - pizza, fruit
gelatin, A corn, and cookie;
Wednesday - turkey andgravy, green peas, cranberry
sauce,. rolls, and ielly,
17rsday - tacos, lettuce,
tdiiatoes, cheese, beans,
pe ches, and cake; Friday • chili dog, creamed potatoes,
fruit, and cookie. Hamburgers- and french fries are served
- ily.
URRAY HIGH -Monday
- ba b-qued turkey on bun and
cookie; Tuesday. - pizza and
cookie; Wednesday - Chicken,
rolls, and .jelly; Thursday -tacos- and , chocolate cake,;
Friday- - vegetable soap and
peanut butter..eookie Ham-,
burgers and french fries are
available daily along with chef
salad's and a choice of fruits
and vegetables.

-miXiCatl

.•
•

velopinent advances enough to
keep the child dry all night by
the age of 2. But sometimes
this point in -physical_matiwity
is hot'reached before the age of
Gauthier explains.()etasionally, the problem continues
into adulthood.
Or, Gauthier advises a Medical checkup for a youngster experiencing nocturnal enuresis.
Medication or other types of
treatment can be prescribed to
help in Most cases over the age
of 7. But Dr. Gauthier finds it
important to work with parents
to prevent bed wetting from becoming a stress situation be- -;
tween parent and child.
Once in a white, bed wetting
can be traced to a diseaR condition - but only rarely,- he
says. He lists kidney infection.
chronic kidney disease and diabetes as possible causes. However, other symptoms would
generally be present in such
cases; he adds.
Among the symptoms he suggests watching for are unusual
pallor or puffiness of the face,
an increase in fluid intake,
burning,or fregaency of urine,
blood in urine or failure of a
young child to thrive:

pi_cittecolate syrup
.
6 drop,aromatic bitter,
decaldeleated_cottee
bay leaves
Orange peel from I medium mange
_Prepared whipped topping
Ground nutmeg
add i.ticulate syrup
I.I.dter Into 6- or 8-cup peicolator
,or. orange
aromatic bitters Place Lot'ee
,'
b isket Place basket in percolatoi and pert ',late
Oins

tierIlLnde

tr

bnai

CIMOVO

t1,15 tact

POW'

cups and garnish with whipped topping and
(- os or 8 demrtassv tift's rIOS

"The simpler
your return,,
the-lesswe charge."

H•nr
PT.'S klent

Reason No. 2 why H&R Block
should do your taxes.
Block didn't become Ainerica's largest
income tax preparer by charging high
prices. For example, if you qualify for the
short form, we charge a very low price
And our price always includes your
*resident state return.

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St.
753-9204
OffICI HOUR'S

9. es to hp. Siomskriays, 9a., to 5 o in Set

Thank You...
But Hang In
There
,By turning down your therrnostats and cortservilw
natural gas, you've helped Us stretch our resources to meet the
current shortage. We want tifsay -Thank you -- but don't stop•
now!" •
We wish we knew how icing the situation is. going to last,.but
we don't. We do know that ,we need your continued support and
_ cpoperation. And your continued toleration of coolen, tdpperatures will keep natikral gas flowing to all out residentild
'customers,, -some of ours commercial customers, and ;lb extremely reduced amount to industry. '
Only by keeping the lid on gas usage can we keep stretching
our supplies to take care of everyone. And your finger on the
thermostat.is what does it.
. Please keep youre thermostat set,,,at' 65 degrees or below
during the day. And-dress warinly. Arnight, set the thermostat
at 60 degrees or belnw,for yoirr home.
• ,Thank you.

Murray Natural Gas

s

Editorials and opinionated ankles on this page are presented for
to purpose of prot iding a forupi for the free exi harige
differiru,
“Pinik111,
triter, to the editor in response to editorials and
pinionated articles are ern onriged
flit ..ditors of this newspaper :drone!, belie.. that to11101
opinionated articles to oat, those mm hi parrallet the eiktorial
ofillosoptit of this newspaper uould be a dissery ice to our readers
refore at urge readers who donut agree with ansditorial stand ir
•
dee, presented by an indly idual uriter
, Miami to
it fio
par to olar
ta in, ho os-cd

The Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson, publisher

Business Mirror

Published Hy
\1 l' RAY NEWSPAPERS. Inc

R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
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Aitonunent by Lilly, when broken
down as follows, illustrates how he —
and presumably others on the council
whose job it is to seek the 'greatest
production at the lowest fair cost — was
provoked:
-Steel is an industry whose
production procedures are increasingly
prescribed by government ...
" ... whose costs are substantially
influenced by government.
"... whose market share exists as the
sufferance of government ...
"... and Whose profitability is affected a good deal less by innovation
and enterprise than it is by what it must
spend to comply with a mushrooming
list of federal rules and regulations."
- Later in the report, Lilly commented:
"What started off as a widely supported effort, to accomplish certain
socially desirable objectives through
regulation has now grown so gigantic
that the industry is having an increasingly difficult time accomplishing
its most socially beneficial objective,
that of producing iron and steel."
While regulation has a long and
necessary history, Lilly said "The
scope of government intervention is
growing by leaps and bounds."
The number of agencies affecting the
industry remained static at 13 from 1950
• to 1960, he said, but rose by 4 from 1960
to 1965. By 1970, 5 more had been added; and between 1970 and 1975, 7 additional.
The number and extent of programs
creating regulation has also risen as
Congress has given new rulemaking
powers to existing government offices,
states the synopsis accompanying the
catalog.

More Parents Can-Claim
Child Care Costs for 1976

(1) Expenses now are claimed"as a
tax credit rather than as an itemized
deduction Now those who take the
standard deduction, as well as those
who itemize, will be able to claim child
care costs
(2) The S35..b00 iltcomelimitation
has been lifted The amount claimed
is no longer reduced 50 cents for every
dollar of income over $35.000.
(3) Payments made to relatives may
be claimed, even when the relative
lives in the taxpayer's home, as long
as the relative cannot be claimed as a
dependent oh the taxpayer's return.
and the payments are subject to Social
Security tax
(4) The credit is extended to married couples who file jointly, where one
spouse works full-time and the other
works part-time or is a full-time stude), or where bath wr,...Ark part-time
Prey u yrio-th spouse-l-hd To work
full-time. These sre speciahules for
determining the amount of the credit
when the mixed-employment situation
exists
(51. The credit is also extended to a
divorced or separated parent who has
custody of a child under IS. even
though the parent may not be entitled
to a dependency exemption for the
child, as long as the parent claiming
the credit has custody for a longer
period during the year than the other
parent A deserted spouse is eligible
for the -credit when the deserting
spouse is absent for the last six months
of the taxable year. rather than for
the whole year
The credit 'is 20 percent of eligible expenses The maximum redit that may
be taken is limited to $400 for one dependent and to $800 for two or more
dene-ndedfc
fhe expenses on which the credit is
based cannot exceed the smaller of the
couple's two incomes In other words, for
couples to claim the maximum credits.
each "Spouse must earn at least $2000 to
claim that much in expenses for one dependent, or $4000 each for two or more
If. for instance one spouse worked
full-time and earned Slt.000 in 1976, but
the other spouse worked part-time and,
earned only S1.000_ their credit waded
be 20 percent of $1.000:
: or $200 no
matter how many dependents they, had.
and even though they might have Paid
more than $1.000 in child or disabled
dependent care costs:
•
When one of the. spouses is a full-time
student, or disabled, he or she is considered "employed" for the months in w hish
he or she'is actually in school or disabled
The "salary- the Tax Reform Act gives
the spouse is 5166- pee Month when there'
is one dependent and $333 per month
when there are two or more Therefore.
if one spouse of a couple having two dependents worked full-time and earned
$15,000 while the other spouse attended
college for )en Months of the year, the
student spouse's -income- for the year
is considered to have been $3.330 Since
$1330 is the smaller of the tWo income:
the expenses on which their credit is
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t I Column of la,torical and genealogical
anecdote.. shone, anti family fluff's,)

10 Years Ago Today

Written By Judith A. Maupin
The Castle on the Cumberland

Grd news from The TritertiarRe-StIVe
Sery ice, for taxpayers who pay for child
or disIbled dependent care: rules for
claiming these expenses have been' liberalized starting with the 1976 tax year
Five changes made by the,Tax Reform
Act of 1976 will enable more people to
claim child and disabled dependent care
costs on their 1976 returns The changes
are:

OPINION PAGE

Echoes From The Past

Over 25 Federal
Agencies Affect Steel
NEW YORK ( AP) — When the
Council on Wage and Price Stability set
out to catalog all the federal regulations
that affect the steel industry it did not
know it was descending into a snakepit,
but it was..
Regulations slithered off in all
directions at once, so entwined it was
sometimes impossible to tell where one
ended and another began and,
the
whole
especially,
where
meandering mass was headed:
When asked for their lists- of
regulations affecting the steel industry,
said William Lilly HI-, acting director,
"they ( agencies ) told us they were
unable to provide them because they
simply didn't know what regulations
impacted on which industries."
The council persevered, and now its
catalog is complete — insofar as can be
determined. It is 235 pages long. It lists
more than 5,000 regulations from more
than 25 agencies, and that doesn't include state regulations.
"Astonishing,- exclaimed Lilly.
"OW- catalog portrays how a major
industry, such as iron and steel, can
hardly make even routine decisions
without taking into account the
directives of some federal agency."
Sympathy'seldom is gasted on the
steel industry, but the enormous list
compiled by the wage and price people
-might make any intelligent observer
wonder if it wouldn't be bettet to begin
again.
The catalog certainly is provocative
enough to make most rational beings
wonder if we in the United States are
now working to make and accommodate ourselves to regulations, or
to the production of products.

PAGE

based-also would he- S-3,3313. assuming
they spent arleast-thar ittuctr.-Thc-credit
itself would be $666
.
Payments must -have been made for
the care of, dependent children under 15
years of age, a disabled spouse or disabled
dependent of any age. The cost of
nursery school or day care outside the
home may be included if thse serv ices
are necessary to enable the taxpayer to
work or attend school Disabled care
.costs may include payments for' a housekeeper, maid or cook, accotding to the
IRS.
To claim the credit_ taxpayers must
file the long Form 1040. even if they
take the standard deduction The credit
is computed --on Form 2441, which is
attached to the return
Additional information is available in
the free IRS Publication 503, "Child
Care and Disabled Dependent Care"
which ma', be ordered by filling out the
handy blank in the tax package

Taix Forms Duefor
Farming,Fishing
While April 15th is the filing deadline
for most peopls_farmers and people
engaged in commercial fishing must file
by March 1st if they did not submit a
declaration of estimated tax for the final
quarter of 1976. The declaration of estimated tax was due January IS, 1977.
The IRS points out that taxpayers subject to the above requirements are those
.who earned.two-thirds of their gross income through farming or fishing.
Taxpayers who may be affected by
these special filing requirements can obtain more information by ordering free
Publications 225, "Farmer's Tax Guide,"
. 595, "lax Guide for Commercial Fishermen," and 505, "Tax Withholding and
Declaration of Estimated Tax,' from the
IRs

Letter To The Editor

Thanks Paper
To the Editor;
I want to publicly thank your
newspaper for the cooperation given to
the Read-a-thon project we conducted
to support retarded citizens.
I also want to thank again the many
students who participated in the
program and helped to make it a
tremendous success. With the support
of the many parents, grandparents,
friends, and neighbors, the participants, not only read many books,
but made a substantial contribution to
the ,mentally retarded citizens
organization of this community.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Donald E. Jones
Ch. Read-a-thon—Zeta Dept.
Murray Woman's Club

Bible Thought
if Goa be for us, who can be
against us? Romans 8:31.
The Christian plus Cod is alysav,
in the majority'

Visitors to the Land Between the
Lakes often come across a small picnic
area in the northern end called Ramey
Overlook, named for a once-prominent
family in the area. What makes this
spot so striking is the view across the
lake of Eddyville Prison, which from
that distances illustrates how it got its
nickname of the Castle.
Its official name is the Kentucky
State Penitentiary, and most of 'the
town of Eddyville has been moved,
since the impoundment of Lake
Barkley. Dr. Luke Blackburn is the
man who is responsible for the penal
system in Kentucky; when he was
elected governor in 1879, he started a
reform movement which resulted in the
authorization, in 1880, of the building of
a maximum security prison. The bill
originally called for a prison to be built
on not less than 200 nor more than 600
acres, with eight acres enclosed by
walls not over 25 feet high, containing
not more than 500 cells.
When the final site was chosen, it
covered 87 acres, costing $4,000, of
which Eddyville's own citizens contributed one fourth. Construction was
begun in October 1884, and when it was
completed, the actual walled enclosure
was a little larger than specified, being
1012 acres instead of eight.
Eddyville Prison, being a maximum
security prison, has the dubious honor
of being the one with the electric chair.
Since its inception, there have been 162
men electrocuted there, the first one in
1911. The period of 1932-1934 was most
active in this respect; Warden Tom
Logan authorized 21 legal executions,
although he did not attend any of them,
nor would he certify that the judgment
of the 'Court had beencarried out.
Dr. Frank Kodman regularly
receives a newspaper which is
published by members of the prisons of
Kentucky, entitled Inter-Prison Press.
It contains, besides reports of inmate
. p_oetry and other original
'work--of-the -inmates. Following is a
poem written in 1939, by a ,man called

Sylvester Warner who was executed for
murder in February of that year.
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Interest In Info Up
Interest in discovering information
about the consumer, particularly the
records on credit files at the credit
bureaus, has increased.
Almost all consumers have a credit
report on file at one or more credit
bureaus. This information may be used
by credit, grantors, insurance companies, prospective and present employers, and collection agencies.
Credit bureaus compile information
on the consumer including job history,
address changes, marital status, and
social security number. Also, material
reardin_g credit history; credit experiences, and public record information deemed important is compiled.
One example of how this information
may be used is when a consumer aii!
plies for credit. The bank or business
contacts the credit bureau to investigate the consumer's credit history.
Thus, it's important that the consumer
report is correct and up-to-date.
The Federal Fair Credit Reporting
Act protects the consumer's right to
have fair, impartial, and complete
information on file.
Under this law the' consumer may
review his credit file at any time by
either visiting the credit bureau or
making a telephone call preceded by a
written request. To protect confidentiality of the records the consumer
is re- iiireci
_Wiper aden-.
tification. Then, the credit bureau
representative must review the credit
record explaining the information to
the consumer.
If there is a question about any item
in the credit file, the credit bureau is
reasonable period of time. If the informatint) -is foond/o be innaccurate or

Islands, aboard the radar pocket,escort
ship, Finch, after four months with the
U. S. Seventh Fleet in the waters off
South Vietnam.
- James Clopton and Randy Thornton
are attending a school, sponsored by
the National Warm Air Heating and Air
Conditioning Association at Martin, Tn.
Mrs. Lela Roberts was honored with
a dinner on her 90th birthday held at the
home of her datighter, Mrs. Vernon
Moody.

My Death Cell Meditations
My name is Vester Warner, the truth
Pvt. James L. Sills, son Of Mr. and
to you I'll tell
Mrs. Loyd Sills, completed a helicopter
Of why I'm here in Eddyville, locked
maintenance course at the Army
up in this death cell.
Aviation School,Fort Rucker, Ala.
I was a homeless orphan, my mother
Radioman Seaman Joe P. Phillips,
she was dead.
USN, will return to Guam; Marianas
I drifted into evil by my companions
led.
I started into drinking, no one a
warning said',
Then I became a rambler, the
Three for the last time on February 28.
Dave Shelley of the Tappan Stove
downward path I tread.
Cmpany, Mansfield, Ohio, will give a 'He will retire after having served the
*One sin led to another, I felt I was an
Postoffice Department for 32 years.
demonstration of the electronic range
outcast;
at an open meeting of the Home
Snow was falling thick and fast this
I drank to drown my troubles and to
Department of the Murray Woman's
morning in Murray with the mixture of
forget the past.
Club on February 21.
the sleet and snow sticking to the
One night in late December we did an
Floyd C. Arnold, metalsmith second
ground.
awful crime,
class, USN, has reenlisted for six years
One that I'll never forget, if I live a
The Rev. Loyd Wilson was the
while serving at the U. S. Naval Radio
long, long time.
devotional speaker at the Founders
Station, Wakiawa,Hawaii.
There is no use in telling- just how it
Day program held by the Kirksey
Jesse J. Roberts of Murray will
was done,
School PTA.
deliver the mail on Murray Route
For fear some other outcast boy
might try to kill someone.
Ever since that fateful evening I've
pondered my life over;
agricultural professor, spoke at the
Murray State Teachers College will
I've bitterly repented with
, aching
meeting of the Calloway County Farm
celebrate its 25th anniversary on March
heart and sore.
Leaders held at the National Hotel.
8 with a chapel program on March 12.
I cannot make restitution for the evil
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
The Murray Manufacturing ComI had planned,
and Mrs. Ortis Key on February 16, a
pany acted as host to members of the
But I can still plead for mercy at
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Woodall on
Rotary, Lions, and Young Business
Christ the Saviour's hand.
February 16, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Men's Clubs during the past week by
Although the courts of justice all
Ralph Riley on February 18.
giving conducted tours of the Tappan
mercy did deny,
Marriages reported this week include
stove factory.
And sentenced me to prison, and in
Mary Lou Outland to Roy Hoffman
Deaths reported include James
the end I'll die, •
Turner Barber, Charles W. Garmony, Swann on February 19, Bettie Lou
I've made my peace with God, I'm
Mohler to Baron Palmer on February 1,
Larry Franklin Holland, infant son,and
ready now to go.
Marjorie Carolyn Bowden to John T.
J. A. Bridges,age 75.
I know I'll be happier there, than in
Jones on February 8, and .Delores
The average for the two days of sales
this world below.
Anderson to Clyde E. Robertson,Jr., on
Young folks please take my council, .of dark fired tobacco on the- Murray
February 16.
floors was reported as $22.60, according
as on through life you go;
Dr. Ella Weihing will represent
to Cecil Thurmond of the tobacco
Be very careful of the seed that bury
Murray at the AAUW Biennial Conmarket.
where you sow.
vention at Dallas, Texas, April 14-18.
Paul Robbins, Murray State
Please shun all bad companions and
put your trust in God,
And walk the path that mother and.
Christ the Savior trod.

Consumer Comments

By Robert F.Stephens,
Attorney General

Staff Sgt. Billy G. Tharpe, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Gene 0. Tharpe, has been
decorated with the U. S. Air Force
Commendation Medal at Vandenburg
AFB,California.
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can no longer be verified, the item must
be deleted.
In situations where the credit bureau
investigation does not solve the dispute,
the consumer can file a brief statement
of about 100 words clarifying his side of
the question. This report must be included in any future credit reports that
the bureau gives. The consumer may
request distribution of this report or
notice of the deletioni of an incorrect
item to any person that has received
employment reports within the past two
years and all others who have received
a credit report in the last six months.
The Fair Credit Reporting Act further states that the consumer cannot be
charged-fOr a review of his credit tile if
he has been denied credit within the last
30 days because of the credit bureau
report or have received netice from a
collection agency affiliated with the
credit bureau. But the credit btrreau
may charge a reasonable amount for
the consumer interview of these events
have not occurred.
If you have a consumer complaint,
write to the Office of the Attorney
General, Division of Consumer
Protection, Frankfort, Ky., 40601. The
office has found that it can most effectively deal with written complaints
and encourages you to write when you
have-a complaint. However,if you have
an emergency sitation call the Consiimer Hotline. The number is 1-800-3722960.

The Memphis, Tn., Commercial
Appeal on Tuesday carried pictures of
the executives of the Murray Red Cross
Chapter and a complete story on the
way Murray is "capably handling the
situation of refugees from the flooded
areas near and around Murray."
The first mail from Paducah came
through by rail Tuesday on the 3:40
train, according to H. T. Waldrop,
postmaster.
Deaths reported include Mrs. W. W.
Haley, age 73, Mrs. Effie Hill, age 60,
Mrs. Charles N. Parker, age 30, Miss
Rebecca Paschall, age 76, 0. B. Boone,
Sr., age 65, Mrs. Tommy McManus,age
28, and Mrs. Phillip Anderson, age 80.
Mrs. Mary Neale, Calloway County
Court Clerk, said 660 car license tags

for 1937 had been sold thus far.
The tobacco averages climbed again
this week going up with an average of
$8.44 which was thirteen cents above
last week's average.
Hugh Gingles, dairyman of Kirksey,
has received a National Honor Roll
certificate from the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture in
recognition of his dairy herd averaging
in excess of 450 pounds of butterfat in
1935-36.
Marriages announced this week
include Nell Waggoner to Ralph
McCuiston on February 13, and Novie
Orr to O. T. Paschall on February 6.
"Beloved Enemy" starring Merle
Oberon and Brian Aherne is showing at
the Capitol Theatre.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
island of Cyprus within one year.
Today is Saturday, Feb. 19, the 50th
In 1963, the Soviet Union agreed to
day of 1977. There are 315 days left in . withdraw its troopsfrom Cuba.,
the year.
Ten years ago: South Vietnamese
Today's highlight in history:
paratroopers killed 200 North -VietOn this date in 1878, Thomas Edison
namese -solders in savage fighting
was granted a patent for the
northeast of Saigon.
phonograph.
Five years ago: President Nixon left
On this date:
Hawaii on his historic.jourhey to China.
In 1473, the man credited with
One year ago: Patricia Hearst infounding modern astronomy, Copervoked the Fifth Amendment 19 times at
nicus, was born in Torun, Poland.
her bank robbery trial in San
In 1803, Ohio was admitted to the
Francisco.
Union.
Today's birthdays: Prince Andrew,
In 1881, Kansas adopted prohibition.
second in line of succession to the
In 1942, during the Pacific War,
British throne, is 17. Actress Merle
Japanese bombers carried out their
Oberon is 66. Actress Mia Farrow is 31.
first attack against the mainland of „ector Lee Marvin is 53.
Australia, hitting Darwin.
11. Thought for today: The wajr, you can
In 1959, Britain, Greece and Turkey
tell a girl from a boy inlhe 15-year-old
signed -„an agreement providing inset is that the girl's feet are bigger.
dependence for the Mediterranean
Cartoonist Al Capp.
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Let's Stay Well

Managing Parkinson"s Disease
Q: Mrs. V.B.'s 60-year-old uncle has Parkinson's disea.se She
wants to know the symptoms,the
cause and treatment, and
whether this illness progresses to
a fatal outcome She aLso wants
to know what kind of, specialist
treats this tlln
A: Parkinson's diseise (also
known as paralysis aeitans or
"shaking palsy-i usually occurs
in laIñ1if. thOugtrthis disease
may more rarely appear in a
younger petson.
The face -appears somewhat
exprewonless The automatic
swinging of the arms is often lost
so that they hang more or less
motionless at the person's sides
while walking. Resting muscles
exhibit a fine tremor that lessens
when the inter_les are used. The
victim usually walks with a shuffling gait

By F.J.L Blasingarne, M.D
The cause of Parkinson's disPhysicialis wh(11 specialize in
ease is not known It results from
degenerative changes in the treating organic diseases of the
nervous system (neurologists(
lower part (basal ganglia of the
often manage eases of Parkinbrain. Some authorities feel that
son's,disease
earlter infection by the influenzal virus riav later result in
Sex-Change Surgery
Parlurson's disease in some per.
Q Mr ..12.K asks if a sex'
sons.
change operation can be done to
The illness is not contagious It
is usually not a killer but often" benefit a homosexual.
A: The complicated matter of
progresses slowly with more
muscular impairment, tremors, hotnasexuality cannot be solved
in most cases by surgery.
rigidity and weakness. Mental
HovffntT, ttt...V1tX1.-11L.sexdepression may he associated
change operations in the United
with it.
States is growing dramatically
Those with Parkinson's disAbout 3.500 Arnericarts have had
ease lack' a substance called
such surgery
dopamine. Many cases are
If a person has the body of one
relieved by making dopamine
sex but identifies psychologiCally
available through the use of a
drug known as Levo-dopa, and emotionally with the other,
detailed study-Should be done to
which is converted to dopamine
determine whether hormones
iNthe body
I
..

^

shoultht he given. surgery ad.
vised, psychotherapy carried out
or no treatmeAt given Some of
these patients go for years without eonsulting a physciah about
their signs and symptorn.s.
Greater attention is being
given to such perplexing cases
Several major medical centers
for example, Johns Hopkins
Hospital in Baltimore, Md . and
Stanford University Medical,
Center in Palo Alto. Calif I have
established special clinics to
treat such patients.
Even leading authorities disagree as to the cause of such sexual disorders and their treatment Each case requires careful
studs and evaluation, preferably
hy a physician or ,a group of
physicians who regiclarly handle
such patients.
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Murray Business News Briefs
Business Forum
The beginning of a New
Year, the\inauguration of
the President-elect and the
Carter Administration
make it a very logical time
'to examine one of the
oldest, but, perhaps, most
misunderstood economic
institutions - small
business and the privatu
- sector. The even more
j _crucial question -is: --cAn
kniall business suiviv.e"
In towns, villages and
cities across the country
are the last vestiges of a
once familiar Americary- ,
-way-014de, e mat'id-dependent business. The
manufacturer, the
wholesaler, the retailer
who offer Specialty small
business services are being
threatened
out . - of
•
existence.
One of the major
reasons, according to
Wilson
S.; Johnson,
president of National
Federation of Independent
Business
NFIB), the

The crucial question is: Can small business survive?

country's largest small
business organization, is.
that originally small
businesses werefoinlded on
a system of trading freely
and competitively with
minimal government interference. Today, small
businesses have had to
adapt to, a more Modified
system of trade and deal
with Stich- obstaeles as
restraints and contools.
That small business is a
part of our economy is no
historical accident.
Although religion was one
of the primary reasons the
etildnittS voyagecT---115-theNew World, it is important
to note that d' goodly
number were merchant
adventurers. Here in the
New World, a do-as-onecan, - individualistic enterprise
was . 'born.
Although private enterprise was only in its
beginning stages, it
nevertheless was a major
part of early 17th and 18th
century America.

In the spirit of adventure,
the-colonists experimented
with new ideas and
products, established
select regional and local
markets. Within their own
organizations, small
business owners had the
chance to develop a close
rapport among their staff
as well as v,ork toward the
personalized attention and
Specialized service that
their customers desired.
The opportunities, . within
reason.vivere unlimited.

paperwork-,
increased
unemployment
corn.pensation benefits and
various - monopolistic
practices. One example is the high
level .of taxation which
small bpsinesses must pay •
just to stay in business.
Excecsive taxes inhibit
_small__ businesses to the
extent that it becomes:
viotually impossible fa
them to generate internally
any additional funding for
improvement of a business
and-or services.
Another consideration is
the amount of time small
businesses must devote to
completing federal paper
forms. This requirement
not only reduces the time a
businessman can spend on
his job. but often equals M
work and hours' that which
a large corporation must
do.
Most , recently, the
number of lawsuits which
have
from
resulted
allegedly defective

Over the years, what has
--175Fne' tö pass isThaTm-.
creasing numbers of small
businesses have gong out of
business. In part, this ha5
been due to owners lacking
managerial ability,
planning.and interest. But
more commonly this
problem stems from more
serious matters such as tax
burden, inability to hire
competent employees,
soaring product liability
insurance, federal

Energy Conservation Means... Saving Energy In The Home
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The
American
homeowner has the double
opportunity of making- a
significant "contribution to
saving , the
nation's
dwindlin g-• e n
gy
resources and, at the Same
time. saving on his energy
costs.
The opportandy.
T. Int
energy conservation in the
residential sector can • be
seen in the fact that the 73
million residences consume about one-fifth of all
the energy used in the

sector, space-heating and
-By repairing leaking cent of energy used for
water-heating together are hot water faucets, about space heating.
major uses of natural gas. 200 gallons of hot water per
-Adding storm windows
Since the residential sector month can be saved- and doors can save about 20
accounts for 25 per cent of resulting in energy saved per cent of energy used for
all natural gas used in the for water heating of up to 10 space heating.
United States -40 per cent per cent.
-Insulating pipes or
in Kentucky - the
National estimates of ducts in unheated spaces
potential is great for conservation savings can save up-to 20 per cent in
conserving this fuel' which which require some
in- energy.- used for space
_ _.
has been facing- probtem8 vestMent:
- healing.
of shortage in recent years.
inadditional
-An average investment ' For
Several 'conservation of $100 to $200 in ceiling formation, contact the
measures applied to insulation can save 10 to 36 Kentucky Department of
..-beating to.mes and.water per. cent *at energy con- Knergy, 9th Floor, Capital
require no expenditure. sumed tor space heating. Plaza Tower, Frankfort,
However, several con-Weatherstripping and Kentucky, 40601, or call
.ser vation measures caulking windows and 502-564-7070 or this toll-free
require some expenditure.. doors can save'1.17 to 2 per number, 1-800-372-2978.
13ut these result in savings
large enough to repay the

more than one million
residences in Kentucky.
Although each
householder can conserve
energy in a number of
ways, the greatest savings
can be obtained by conservation measures applied td space-heating ande
water-heating-the two
-major residential end uses
of energy.
Space-heating consumes
57 per cent of the total
energy used in the nation's
homes and water-heating
consumes 14 per cent.
In addition to their being
the largest end users of
energy in the residential

Where There's A Will,
You'll Get Your Way

National estimates of
conservation savings
requiring little or rib expenditure:
.-Reducing the heating
thermostat from 72 degrees Wills are not just for • distributed according to
to 68 degrees will save 15 to people with a lo( of money state laws`,.. and the
30 per cent of energy to bequeath. No matter distribution may 'conflict
needed for space heating. how few assets ycu think with your desires.
Owning property jointly.
-Reducing the water you have, the American
temperature from 150 Council of: Life Insurance is not a substitute for a will.
degrees to 120 degrees can recommends that you have Federal f sti.e tax law
save up to six to 12 per_cent an organized plan to assumes that jointly held
of energy needed for water dispose-of them in the event property actually belongs
Ito the owner who dies first
of your death.
heating. —
-Cutting by one-third Such a plan. the Council and should be included in
the amount of water used points out, has two -pur- his or her taxable estate.
for baths can save up to 14 poses: to dispose of your The survivor could then be
per cent of the energy property to the heirs you, forced to prove that he or
needed for water heating., select, and to avoid she contributed to the cost
possible difliculties with of acquiring that property,
to avoid part of the tax.
estate taxes.
OFFICE
COMPLETE
MOST
MURRAY'S
If you are married, both
If you have accumulated
many assets, you may need you and your spouse should
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
an elaborate estate plan. have wills. If the sarviving
But everyone should have partner dies without one,
at least a will. Without-one, the property will again be
your property will be distributed according to
state-laws-

gwin oCcrhes
OFFICE PRODUCTS,INC.
314 Fast Main Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-0123

This Business News Feature
will appear each Saturday
in the
Murray ledger and Times.

products is on the rise as
are the soaring increases in
product liability insurance.
In some instances, insurance rates have gone up
as high as 500 per 'cent.
'These are butafewof theproblems confronting
small business. In no way
is small business asking
an favors, Mil that it be
,recognized right- along side
of __big.'-business,---Sinall
business has played a
major
role....- in
the
socioeconomic development of this country and
will contipse to_AR so,. if
given a chance. Smallbusiness owners will not
place a tombstone on the
lawn of the White House
marking an era gone by.
They will instead celebraje.
the fact that fhe men and
women of this country and
the politicians who vote*
the laws of •the land .are
intelligent enough -to
realize that the small
corder' butcher and large
chain store meat counter

Edited by
FRANK GONZALES

•

can coexist.
responsible for researching
they would have an agency.
That. .the American
small business concerns.
which would offer them
publie should standarize
This merger/threatens to
services and assistance in
the quality of life, thus the
negate the 33-year struggle
much the same way that
quality of -goods and serand-hope of small business
the Agricultural Departvices to meet the tastes of
people .across the country
ment assists the farmer.
The -status-quo-is- -a sad —Unfortnnately,-Lhe-ageney- --who-only-gained- limited
reflection on the direction
legislative authority as
has not functioned up to
the country is headed. The
recently as April, 1976.
expectations. NF1B hopes
difference between a
Again and again, small
to change this situation. •
freshly- made cheese
huqiness .concerns are-Advances such as the Danishbeing-leopardtiod- 'by -tite ----- --a • massSBA barely scratch the
way government policy-- -- produced breakfast roll are
surface. The perfect
and decision is made. At
great. Likewise, the 'difexample of how small
this one moment in. history,
ferences between a handbusiness gets jacked
made, hand-stitched satin
if small business is to stand
around-is the recent report
side by side with big labor
evening dress and a ,
of the Senate Conunittee on _andliithusiness..a.muslike_
machine-made. machine-,
Committees which Wants to
recognited 44iiita4Iy. If .
stitched synthetic evening
reduce the number of
dress are also. As
Americans want lo be
standing committees from
assured that: their favorite
Europeans have known for
31 to -15. Thus the present
small business is still
a long time - and
Senate Serect Small
there, come the 2igree-nAmericans
are
just
Business ConurThittee would
beginning to understand tury, then they must take
become a partner of and
good service'costs money.
action now to preserve it by
equal - to the already
seeing that the Senate
• During the early fifties,
existing Agricultural
Select Small Business
when the Small Business
Committee. Under the
Committee maintains its
Administration was first
proposed reorganization, a
independence, thus
formed, many small
15-member committeelegislative authority. Then
business owners were
would be frimed. Only five
small . business can surencouraged that, at last,
members
would
be
vive!

Dream house
or nightmare?

For Weather Stricken Small Business

SBA Emergency Energy Loans Available

Small businesses that are immediate participation
facing economic setbacks loan may not exceed
because of energy shor- $500,000. except in cases of
When the nine conies age.--but do the downtages in the Southeast may extreme hardship, and
to buy a home most spouts drain away from
be eligible for SBA bear an interest rate of 6-5i
people go ow armed the house or down the
Energy per cent annum. Bank
Emergency
with good intentl,)ns arid basement wall which
Shortage Loans, the U.S. guarantee loans and a
with stars in their ejes. could result in extensive
Business
Small
Ad- bank's share of an imThey want to 1.' hical erosion' _ the_ founministration (SBA I an- mediate participation loan
and look for all the right dation" Or • the kitnounced today.
have no dollar limitation.
things, but wva: are the chen has everything, a
The SBA -is responding Interest rates . on bank
right things to k for"
ntis refeigerator._ and
in 'accordance
with 'guarantee' loans and a
there
Are
.•\ en a double overr The
President_Carters_concern..
s- choolS - nearls'. Whet, ettr.s--- -problem --p-rn
over the effects Of -the
are - the taxi- Ii is
tint open the oven door
extremely cold weather on
many baths are there"
the refrigerator is
business activity," said
" These are al:
4,, Den because the kit- Wiley
g.
Messick,
,
pointsEbne
'hints Just a Ji
scruttmagtern---- Regional
There are go': hook
narrow'
Director fOr-the U.S. Snell
nearby, but yi ,lream
.
•
' se examples show. __..IiiisinessAriministraticin
According to Messick,
and the schoe. • !iddren whj it's important to
low interest lo`rris will be
use your lawr, a short
past the obvious to
available. upon request.
cut. The tas-, are not ki1,1) that ••dreani
Those businesses which are
too high, bc d new high hi 'U'.''' from turning
•uffering or likely to suffer
school is 1,_.:Lned for the
nathimare. Nos.
,ubstantial economic in-boon,
sour taxes avaIlable
'district
jury because of shortages
will be
3 ; rig
those
, easy-tof energy or energy-related
raised b.' ;.,cr for it The use ,t.t-inie that charts
matenals
may apply at the
house
has two
CNC(/MMON..pitfalls
SBA district office in.their
• battlirp::.s. IL even liala
be .1\
In h..usegate.
the tannin.. The -author,
in
shower
Newell Sam . Knight
The loans may be used
baseme!,-,,, the only drast 1/a.
his exfor 'working capital to pay formerly in the real estate
problen: 1- if some,•ne tensive experience as
financial obligations which profession in Southern
w a ter the opvTait.r of a tic iii
is
r
a concern could have met if Illinois has joined the sales
water and apartment ii cam downsta.:
the
energy shortage did not force at Roberts Realty.
-o low that ten
pressur.
.serv
exist.
Other alternatives Knight and his wife, Edna
no one , a shower catalogs an impressive
are
to
refinance
short term have two sons, Jerry and
upstairs
list of woes reported bj.
and,
in
some
cases,
long Sammy and one daughter
you avoid disillusioned herine
How
term i debt, or to convert a Donna. He is a member of
pitfalls? buyers. The booklet,,.
these
small business to a new and the 7th and Poplar Church
The trit 1.1 io look pa's( 'Hints
The
For
different type of fuel of Christ. a member of the
the obv:,,u- . and, is Frustrated Home
Masonic Lodge AM&FM, a
source.
easy, on, e cu have an Seeker.'' is $2.00. postmember of the Murray
immediate
The
diced,
look for. paid. Write • W. .1. E idea what
participation, or bank Country, Club, the Loyal
For. example, the Associatts. Suite 4M,
guarantee loans may be Order of Moose and the
present- owners just had 1030 N. Siate St.,
made for a period of up to National,Kentucky and the
gutters put in two years Chicago. II.0610
thirty years. Direct loans M-urray7Calloway County
and lilA's share of art,, Board of Itealto,s.

Knight joins Roberts

Everything we touch
turns to SOLD!

BENNIE JACKSON

HAMBURGER
SOCIETY officially.: takes
over as ground beef
becomes America's No. 1
type of meat. Nearly 40 per
Cent of all beef used in 1977
will be consumed as ground
beef, up from 25 per cent in
1970, says William C.
Helming, president of
Livestock Business Advisory Services.

VAN HAVERSTOCK
occ

for Sheriff

KOPPERUD
REALTY it

bankls share of an immedtate-particrpatron- loan"
are set by the bank.
These loans are in addition to loans that may be
made under the regular
physical disaster loan
program to businesses of
all sizes in states and areas
that have been declared
major disaster areas by the
President or disaster -areas
declared • by • the 'Administrator of SBA..
Small business owners
interested in applying for
SBA Emergency Energy
Shortage' Loans
or
Economic Injury Disaster
Loans should_contact their
nearest SBA office, which
is listed in the telephone
directory under "U.S.
Government.".

lodependen, Age,

SERVICE FOR All
YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS

May 24 Primary

rURDOM & THURMAN

YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED THANKS

Insurance Agervf

Pa,d For By The Conci,doie

White House Building 711 Main
753-1222 Business 753-3003 Residence

Al Farrell joins Wilson
The Businessman's Printer

WINCHESTER
PRINTING SERVICES
Charles W. Olree, Owner

Phone 753-5397
.airtio

lob Billinglon.(PCU dials with Charles Gray and Don 14tDaniels at Om Colonial Horse Smorgasbord

102 North 4th
ilawa-o-sinnrirtn5coirrbao

SANK NOTES

All types of business insure with The Murray Insurance Agency. Each business is different. Each business has its own unique requirements. We have the ability to design
progrants to fit each individual business need. Kindly give us a call and let us show you
what we can de for you and sour business.

All TYPES OF BUSINESS INSURE WITH

The Murray
Insurance Agenc

We make lots •f loans to
the business 1,er,p1e of
this area. w.• stint to
get to knoyt YOU and
your busin S,` \ t.)0, Sa
we'll' be • p f 1:4.7ed . to
help you th natth a
.." financial enleevenc
Stop in and get a, qualmby Bill Boyd
ted.
• Tell us how we can help you. Let us i:'
‘ you oarideas about your finances: Use our -r7nerierreefor your own benefit.

—\

slr

PROVIDING MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE
PERSONAL AND BUSINESS
INSURANCE SERVICE
Bk.i-Alr Center Telephone 753-4751

PEOPLES BANK

ci.

NI URRAT

M#

,

,er FDIC

NT.

12011010110002.21111L1tptisont_11_0211

-s

Mr. Al Farrell joins the.
Wilson Insurance and Real
Estate Agency' and Will
represent the firm as a real
'e-ittate salesman. Mr..
Farrell is a-fin MCI tc-eichri
and has served as a supervisor for The Continental
Can Co.
Farrell received his BS
degree from Murray State
in 1968. He is married to the.
former Carolyn -Vsien.
The couple has two
children and live in Lynwood Estates.

BUSINESS
PORTRAITS
Office •Studio

WILSON
WOOLLEY
realist'
Photographer

753-7360
304 Mom, Murray

We At The

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Al Farrell
Newell Sam Knight
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David Crockett Kik A Seer
By David Crockett

I

Fall and-Winter

# (David Crockett (1'786-1836) was born in Hawkin Co., Tennessee. CrOckett didn't learn to
read until he was eighteen years old. Although he had little schooling, he was a Witty and
humorous man. His humor is believed to have been his foothold in getting into politics. Once
when an opponent was getting the better of Crockett in a Public debate, Davyrecovered after the squawking of guinea hens outside had disturbed the audience. The audience never
forgot the man who claimed even the fowl were calling for "Crockett, Crockett." Davy
prided himself as an excellent woodman and hunter. By his own count Crockett killed 105
bears in the Tennessee backwoods in one nine month period. He is known today as one of the
brave soldiers who took a last stand at the Alamo. The following tale is told in typical frontier exaggeration and is taken from Crockett's autobiography, A Narrative of the Life .of
David Crockett—Written by Himself, pablished in 1834.)

Butch Greet Outdoor Editor

•

Short Shots From
Lind Between The Likes

r
• .0

Outdoor Recreation
immatures) and three golden couraged. Additional inYouth Enrichment
-eagles. The census is part of formation can be obtained by
It was evening and
Program,February 25-27
was
,
Valley writing or calling TVA, Land
Mississippi
the
coming along, my pack horse
Cooperative Bald Eagle Study .,Ret ween The- Lakes, Golden
loaded and my dogs following.
The fish and wildlife
under the chairmanship of Pond,KY 42231, telephom 50?All at once Soundwell held up
management session of the
Elton Fawks, Moline, Illinois. 924-5602.
his head and looked about,
Outdoor Recreation Youth
The Mississippi Valley census
Quail Management
then rubbed his nose against a
Enrichment programs will be
Effort Underway
is part of a five-year Conbush,and opened. I knew from
held February 25-27, 1977,• in
Parts
of
a
Project
tinental Bald Eagle
600-acre tract of
the way he sung out that it was
TVA's Land Between The
directed by Alexander Sprunt, land north of U. S. Highway 68
Lakes. Participants are to
and east of The Trace in an old he-bear. The other dogs
National Audubon Society.
buckled in, and off they *rent
check in at Camp Energy, a
John L. Mechler, supervisor TVA's Land Between The
group camp located near the
like a thundergust right up a
of wildlife at Land Between Lakes will receive habitat
hollow. I tied my horse and set
Environmental Edu,cation TheLakes, noted several treatment primarily designed
Center, where campsites will
out after the dogs. The hollow
factors influence the actual, to favor quial, according to
up which the bear had gone
be assigned. The weekend
number of eagles observed or' TVA officials.
'program
made a bend, and I knew he
will
feature any particular
The fields in this demonday at Land
would follow it, so I run across
discussions and projects
Between The Lakes. Mechler stration area will be planted to
to head him. The sun was
concerning environmental
bays
several
of
the
that
various
noted
legumes and other down
now. 'Twas growing
science. These programs are
on Kentucky and Barkley highly
desirable
food- dark mighty fast, and 'twas
in support of local Boy Scout
lakes surrounding the area producing vegetation. Accold: so I buttoned my jacket
Councils.
were frozen and not utilized by cording to John L. Mechler,
fast around me and run on. 1
For additional information,
waterfowl, a major food supervisor
of
wildlife hadn't gone far when I heard
write or call Robert Jones,
source for the eagles, at the management at Land Betthe dogs tack,and then come a
.TVA, Land Between The
time of.the census.
ween The Lakes, the treattearing right down the hollow.
Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
T4-1tublic will have the ment will begin on the plot this
42231, telephone 502-924-5602.
opportunity to search the deep week and will include a Then I heard the old bear
Eagle Census Taken At
. ;0%':'‘
1 .
"‘"•-•'*
:
=y1
inlets and coves of Land variety of accepted resource rattling though the cane, and
•
.4
e'
TVA's Land
!
Between The Lakes for a management techniques the dogs like lightning 'after
Between
glimpse at the eagles during including disking, harrowing, him. I dashed on and felt like I
7
The Lakes
the 8th annual Eagle burning, and plowing to at- had wings, my dogs made
Authorities at TVA's Land
such a roaring cry. They
:pref
l
Weekend, February 18-20, tract and support more quail,
Between The Lakes sighted 16
rushed by me and I harked
1977. The special weekend will mourning
,e
doves,
and
eagles last week during the
them on. They all broke out
7;4.,
4t4.11.4
,
headquartered
at Lake songbirds. Mechler indicated
be
_• _
17th annual Eagle Census
again in their deep tones, and
Barkley State Resort Park the
intensive
quail the woods echoed
170,000-acre
taken
at
the
back and
---644(
)11
Ind will feature Jim Fowler, management demonstration
public outdoor area in western
back
with
their
voices.
former associate producer of will supplement the present
'Twasn't long before they
Kentucky and Tennessee.
"Wild Kingdom," Saturday, upland wildlife program.
Observers reported 13 bald
overhauled him and I could
February 19, al 3 and 8 p. m.
hear 'em fighting not far from
eagles (four adults and nine
Taylor Bay Lake
Preregistration
is
enme. Just before I got there the
Fred Beer Honored
Access Area Closing
old bear made a break and got
For Renovation
Taylor Bay Lake Access loose; but the--dogs- kept close
largest manufacturer of archery equipment in the world. Area, located in the En- up,. and ever once in a while
The company was sold to vironmental'Education Center they stopped him and had a
Victor Comptometer Cor- at TVA's Land Between The fight. I tried f,or my life to get
Bear,
Fred
in 1968, but Fred Lakes, will be closed until up but before I'd get there he'd
poration
.
7
vice
president
Talley,
‘
senior
CHICAGO
ecology of our woods, fields
hunter, of the Winchester Group, and and waters, and to support Bear retains his presidency April 1, according to Lynwood get loose. I followed him this
bow
renowned
way for three or four miles
dedicated conservationist, consisted of an award plaque t roper wildlife management. and is still- active in the Smelser, facilities manager at
the
170,000-acre.public
outdoor
prolilie film maker and and a custom-built Winchester --It is with great pricle;". Mr. business th:gi- a-daily basis.
Fred Bear holds many ara.
southeast of Energy Dam in
founder of the Bear Archery; Super-X Model 1 autoloading Talley concluded, "thC we
The area will be closed for Crooked Creek.
Company, was presented here shotgun.
present the Winchesier- patents on archery equipIn making the presentation, Western Outdoorsman of the ment,
the renovation and construction.
including
Honker Lake Control
today with the WinchesterWestern Outdoorsman of the Mr. Talley cited Fred Bear's Year Award,for 1976 to Fred techniques for the mass Presently the area has 12
Station Damaged
production of glass laminated campsites, all of which will be
50-year crusade for good Bear."
Year Award for 1976.
The water level control
The award was conferred at sportsmanship and a better
Mr. Bear was born -in bows,the first bow quiver, and renovated. Renovation will station in Honker Lake, a subof
en- Carlisle, Pa.,on March 5, 1902. the first arrow with in- consist of preliminary site impoundment of Lake Barkley
a special luncheon at Mc- understanding
Cormick Place, during the vironmental and conservation As a young boy, his love of the terchangeable screw-in heads. preparation, gravel surfacing, in TVA's Land Between The
National Sporting Goods practices among millions of outdoors was fostered by his He also made the first true and crosstie reinforced Lakes, was damaged recently
outdoorsmen around the .father with whom he roamed take-down bow. But he is edging. An additional 22 sites when ice on the bay expanded
Association Show.
The Outdoorsman of the world.
the mountains of Penn- equally well known for his will be constructed west Of the to the point of overturning it.
Year is selected by a national, "Fred Bear is a skilled bow sylvania, hunting deer, premier success as a bow old area with picnic tables,
The concrete structure
poll of outdoor writers` and maker, woodsman, hunter, rabbits and game birds, and hunter — he has taken more garbage cans, tilt-back grills, tilted 20 degrees toward
than 125 big game animals and chemical toilets.
professional conservationists, nature photographer, film running his own trap line.
Honker Dam,and broke a pipe
In lieu of the Taylor Bay that runs through the dam into
and the award is donated by maker and fly fisherman. He
He became interested in with the bow, including
,the Winchester Group of Olin is also the founder of and the archery in 1927 when he saw a elephant; lion, cape buffalo, ramp, fishermen can launch Lake Barkely; consequently,
spokesman for the Fred Bear bow hunting film made by the tiger, kodiak bear, grizzly their boats at the ramp water is draining from Honker
Corporation.
The presentation to Mr. Sports Club, whose members late Art Young. From that bear and polar bear.
Fred Bear's own acOunts of promotion of proper game
Bear was made by William E. are pledged to preserve the moment on, Fred Bear was
places in the Pope and Young
consumed with archery and his adventures aroubd the management and the shooting Club,
bow
hunting',
bow hunting. Unable to buy world have appeared in books sports. The establishment of equivalent of Boone &
magazine
and
in
countless
quality archery equipment in
the Fred Bear Sports Club Crockett.
1/7
Detroit, where he was articles. A compilation of his which actively supports on a
Previous recipients of the
working, he began making hunting journals. entitieo national basis the intelligent Winchester-Western
Outbows and arrows in his "Fred Bear's Field Notes," management of wildlife and doorsman of the Year Award
was
published
last
November
workshop
at home.
fish and game laws, and include Jack O'Connor,
MIN WM
:2"11
or- Zsa
To create a market for his by Doubleday. Over the years, abides by, the rules of fair Representative John D.
NoraX.—Alas 111.71111
—
products, he traveled ex- he has made more than 20 bow chase, is only one such Dingell of Michigan, Roger
tensively, staging shooting hunting films, which have example.
Latham, Lee Wulff, the late
exhibitions and competing in been aired on national
Nash Buckingham, the late
Fred Bear is a member of
archery tournaments. He television, and have been
John Alden Knight, Stewart L.
shown
to
school
children,
the Sporting Goods Hall of
produced a library of bow
Udall, the late Dr. Logan
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
hunting films and lectured at sports clubs and other groups Fame, the Archery Hall of Bennett, General Curtis E.
DON McCLURE
around
the
country.
He
is
also
GRAYSON McCUIRE
-Fame
and
the Hunting Hall of LeMay,
dinners and sports clubs
Walter Alston, the
Take 94 Fast out of Murray for 2 miles Turn regh, ,1,1 280
around the country. In 1947, he a frequent lecturer and Fame. He is also a member of late Robert Taylor, General
Follow 280 for 7 moles past Bonner s Grocery Take
television
guest
star.
the
Explorer's
Club,
the
his
prospering coin,
moved
blacktop onto Panorama and follow blacktop to your r,gh.
James H. (Jimmy) Doolittle,
In recent years, Fred Bear Adventurer's Club and the
party to Gratling, Mich. Bear
the
late Warren Page and Ted
Telephone 502-436-5483
Archery today employs more has concerned himself almost Outdoor Writers Association Trueblood.
'exclusively
the
of
America.
with
He-holds two firstthan- 300 people and is the

- Famed Conservationist Named 1976
Outdoorsman of the Year

_
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am Holiday Travel,Inc

through briars and cane, and he bounced, and the dogs
he deviled me mightily.
fought harder than ever. They
Once I thought I had him. just formed a lump, rolling
'Twas so dark I couldn't tell about, and presently they all
him from a dog, and I started went down into the hole agatn.
My dogs began to sing .out
to go to him. but I found out
there was a creek between us. mighty often now. It had been
How deep it was I didn't know, the hardest fight I ever saw. I
but it was too late to turn back, found out how the bear was
so I held up my rifle and laying, and I looked for old
walked right in. Before I got Betsey to shoot him again, but
across the old bear got loose I had laid her down
and shot for it through the somewheres and I couldn't
cane. Well, I kept on, and once find her, so I thought I would
in a while I could hear my get down into the crack and
dogs fighting and baying just kill him with my knife. I knew
before me. I followed this way my bear was in a crack made
about four or five miles as by the shakes, but how deep it
near as I could guess, when was and whether I could get
the old bear couldn't stand it out if I got in were things I
any longer and took a tree. I couldn't tell. But my dogs
went up but at first it was so -would sing out as if they
dark I could see nothing, but wanted help, so I let myself
after looking about and get- down into the crack behind the
ting the tree between me and a bear. Where I landed was as
star I could see a very dark- deep as I am high, and I felt
looking place, and I raised old mighty ticklish. I couldn't see
Betsey, and she lightened. a thing in the world but I drew
Doom came the old bear, but it my knife and kept feeling
about with my hands and
wasn't much hurt.
Of all the fights you ever see' feet till I touched the bear;
that one beat all. I had six this I did very gently. Then I
dogs, and for nearly an hour got on my hands and knees
they kept rolling and tumbling and inched my left hand up his
right at my feet. I couldn't see body with the knife in my
anything but an old white dog I right, though all the -time he
had, but every now and then was twisting and turning with
the bear made 'em sing out the dogs. I got pretty far up
right under me. After a while and then I plunged it into him.
bear, dogs and all rolled into a He sunk down, and for -acrack last -before- me and-I minute • there was a -great
could hear 'em fighting like struggle, but by the time I
they was in a hole. I loaded scrambled out everything was
Betsey and felt around in the getting quiet. My dogs came
hole with her till I got her agin out, one at a time, and laid
the bear, and I fired, but I down at my feet.
didn't kill him. Out of the hole
I didn't know the direction of
my tent so I determined to
Bay into the lake. Wildlife stay the night. I took out my
officials at Land Between The flint and steel and raised a
Lakes report the condition little fire, but the wood was so
poses no threat to wildlife and cold and wet it wouldn't burn
that water outflow is equated much. I had sweated so after
by the present water intake. the bear that I began to get
The lake at present is stable. very thirsty and felt like I
would die if I didn't get some
present is stable.
In order to repair the water, so I went to look for the
station, a coffer dam will be creek I had waded in, and as
built around the structure, good luck would have it I
allowing the water inside to be found the creek and got back
to my bear. But from.having
pumped out.
been in a sweat all night I was
Park Maintenance
now very chilly. So I set to
Training Institute
work again to build me a fire
Held At Lake
but all I could do wouldn't
Barkley State
make it burn. The excitement
Resort Park
The third annual Park I had been laboring under had
Maintenance Training In- all died away and I was so cold
stitute was held February 13- q felt very much like dying,
16,1977, at Lake Barkley State but a notion struck _me to 'get
Resort Park. The conference, the bear out of the crack, so
in affiliation with Eastern down I went, into it, and
Kentucky University, Ken- worked till I got myself into a
tucky State Parks, Tennessee sweat again, and just as I
State Parks, Kentucky would get him so high that if I
Recreation and Parks Society, could turn him over once he'd
Tennessee Recreation and be out, he'd roll back. It began
Parks Society, TVA's Land to hail mighty fine, but I kept
Between The Lakes, and the on, and in about three hours I
Corps of Engineers, was at- got him out.
(Anyone care to try and top
tended by some 80 persons,
with the program designed to this one? (Excluding Brandon
inform park supervisors and Dill's snake story) Keep in
lower level maintenance mind that this tale was spun
personnel concerning small some 150 years ago and still
stands as a classic!)
engine maintenance.
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641 Super Shell
BUC.4KS BODY SHOP

Sportsman's Special

Outdoorsmen:

BOwf
x woRK
OCC..
"
Ca
•
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•• MIL

900 Sycamore

Vernon's chIppiewa
WESTERN STORE

Lindsey's
_Jewelers

Where "Service Is Our Business

753-5142

Hwy.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Buy Hie fonsotss Kash N Kolloc toot Olga receive your litfl choice of $3.95
retail Fish Fillet Knive, SFar ef socks or $5.95 cosh!

We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of Seiko watches
114 S. Stis

Motray, Ky.

emisago.

Olympic Plaza

753-1440

•16.

2 144's Ent HI 94

753-5693

Murray Bait Co.

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St.

jeep

Home of the longggg dozen

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area

Coldwater Rd
753-6448

Quality & Quantity Guarenteed
...••••••••=••••••111..••••••MI••••IM•••••••••••=we

753-3226

- Eating Is A Family Affair
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Four Wheeling\
,
By Hemp Brooks

Fil

By Barry Wiliam Drat

—The Old House -Part-two they are not-being watched, clubhouse is the regular -Last Saturday chainsaws whey they are not being paid meeting night in March.
There is a great deal of work It
buzzed, Tour-wheel drive and when they are happy with
vehicles groaned up a quarter what they are doing. By day's to do on the house and the road
mile of bad road,plaster flew, endthaold mosewasshowing leading op to it but the
a fire crackled and hotdogs the effects of What the crew • membership is willing and the
work will be aceoMPlishect.
sizzled as the Jenny Pgdge`lad done
Bowhunters put in their first
Gone Vc;tis the brush that had With a lite heln'froni our,
full day on the clubhouse blocked off the house from the friends and a bunch of work
project.
road. The interior wall from our own members we •
No doubt there will be many .separating the two front will have something to be
_ .1..111121X_SittUrdays theared-in,- rooms.bad diS.saPPeared.alting _ proud of a this endeavor.
Watch far more on the old ,
the project-but, like-Rome,the with the crumbling fireplace.
clubhouse cannot be finished creating a badly needed house as the work goes along
, in a day. It's going to take a meeting room stretching the and remember that if You are
a bowhunter you would be
good deal of time and effort full length of the house.
and will be well worth it in the
Flooring, paneling, windows morelhan welcome to apply to
end.
and doors, and other the club Tor membership and
It was amazing to note the amenities are planned for the join in the fun!
Good luck and Good
amount of work That twenty- near future. The target date
plus men could put out when for the meeting room in the Bowhunting!

144.Sunday afternoon tht
monthly trail ride of the twin
Lakes Four Wheelers Inc.
occurred. The four inches of
"goo" on top Of the frozen
cterneath created
some -thoroughly delightful
situations at the Turkey Creek
ORV area in the Land Between the Lakes. Of course it
_depends on, what you call
.dAight(ul.
Driving on a muddy surface
can be challenging when its
/ level. Imagine the muddy
' surface, four inches deep,
--slich -BS greased -glass. For
good measure spread it up and
down some long slopes so
- steep yOu cannot walk up them
without grabbing onto trees
for help. Good. Now sprinkle
these trees all over the slopes
and place them about seven
feet apart. For good measure
add some ruts, and some
stumps and exposed roots in
the -trail." Enough of them
that any attempt at speed is
like driving over the jolly
green giants old time washboard while he's shaking it.
We're not done yet. Be sure
to conceal the trail so that one
drives around a blind corner
and suddenly starts up the
slope with no warning. And
don't overlook the fact that the
fool in frofiT oryou who has a
four wheel drive you secretly
suspect goes better than
yours) has already made
eighteen tries, is white as a
ghost, has elbowed his wife
twice (attaboy Pebbles), and
is now listening to theYilomens

Some members sawed,
some -othars -razed the interior wall and the 01
fireplace and worked on thehole in the floor while some
shoveled.Thelovely catered
lunch was served "youfetch-it" style before an
open fire and by days end
the old house looked a little
better. Much more is to
come as the project continues.

A HOUSE BECOMES A
HOW. This- old house is
about to become the
clubhouse of the jenny
-Ridge Bowhunters Society.
located not too far from
Murray it has been empty
for approximately ten years
and needs some attention.

THE BEST CHAIR IN THE
HOUSE: IRKS president
Owen Norsworthy 'takes a
little break during a recent
trip to the old house. This is
probably the last time Owen
will get to sit down on the
job.

Enlightened Lib yersion.of the eYea..stomp the gas Peo* all
.Gettysburg address albeit the way to the floor, sidestep
with a Turkey Creek the clutch, and hope.
modification wich eliminates
After undergoing' several
commas.. - and doubt.
sensations, the least of which
Allihave-W-do is driVin Is far beyond considerable,
six and a half feet wide rig up you find yourself up on top of
that slippery seven foot wide the hill wondering just what
runway that goes straight up , happened. Pah-sing only lo
into the clouds for four or five unwind the CB mike with the
hundred feet. And it Aloes turn curly cord which somehow
this way and-that at the worst inadearee orbits-around your-possible places to miss some left leg, remove the loaf of
-miner impediments like tree Bunny bread from your lap,
trunks two or three feet thick. lay the camera back out of the
As you focus the slightly ash tray, extract what had
-strange- gleam-in your-eyesbrought on by two hundred Pepsi from under your rear,
and ninety-one heartbeats per and readjust your_ winglsgsf's
minute) and prepare for the which are now on upsidedown
great challenge one of the and backwards, you jump out
youngsters mentions to tell the gang just how you
something about seeing a man did it.
Like giving it just the right
and a dog, the other
passengers having taken one touch of gas at that crucial
look and forgotten man, dogs, point, tapping the brakes once
and going one bit further with to lock the right front but let
the left rear keep digging,
you.
You let your mind con- leaning over to one side to get
centrate on all the information the maximum amount of
it has carefully accumulated weight transfer at the critical
over the Years as to how this time,holding four and one half
should be done. Ybu are calm' inches to the right of the
and cool, a picture of strength stump so the rock down there
in the presence of great would just pass through the danger. This no doubt explains area between the spring pad
why your right leg is shaking and the differential.
If the four wheel drive
so hard that. your feet would
keep time with a 45 rpm Elvis machines ever learn how hi-record • on the 78 rpm speed. talk it may prove emYou analyze every possible barrassing. They know the
angle of attack. You real story.
thoroughly plan your route
Have a. race Week all you
with all your skill. Nothing is
FOUR
heroes. HAPPY
left to chance.
WHEELING.
Suddenly you close tour

The bi kids Tonko

#

It s wet u

here. tool"

Ride'm Bronco cowboy
•

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
4
Kustoin

dors

By Meaty

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting 8 Fishing Licenses

Route 8

Murray, Ky. 753-5644

Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.

from F\awasdkls to Kenworths
Dan Gardner

ston
Food Glad

is Our Business

Tennis Department

Hwy. 641 So.

Chemical Co.
-Inc.

rillizer
Located W Railroad Avenue

753-1933

Outdoor Sportsman
-Murray's
Qualified Bear An

'
Bear

Service •

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
Ouns g Ammo
wit
641 South Phone 753-9491

cme 15 3

WARD & ELKINS
753-6779

408 N. 4th

Speciahung in servicing tires ond 4 wheel drive vehicles

"Widest" Selection

of 4-Wheeling Tires in the

Jackson Purchase.
•Remington
•holosi Troc
•Rocket 8 Cal Chrome Wheels

•Gumbo
•Notionol

MN

Phone 753-8322

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

Sporting Goods Dept.
All merchandise sold it discount Imes

ItJTSON

10:00 p m

Ike Slott or the

111 I sow has a ore

Uncle Jeff's
Prompt, Efficient Service

m

Murray Home & Auto

"Guns".
New & Used
Browning Remington Winchester
Colt Smith & Wess‘n
We'll Trade For Any Gun

•
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Sims Sparks Murray To 68-64 Victory--

Tigers Get Revenge
By Edging Symsonia
which is now -21-4 on the _ _
By MIKE BRANDON
. That gave Murray a 46-44 headiagoutof bounds. He then heat ha:.
It was tied at°13 apiece at the season.
zipped a pass to senior forLedger & Times Sports Editor lead.
Murray' High, now 14-3 on
Everyone in the First
Seconds later, Sims zipped ward Lindsey Hudspeth who , end of the first perioil and theri
.
truth* second frame,-the' -the- -season; will-play___Todd
Region knows what kind Of -from nowhere and Stole the - made it 1-54
7 -with
th -aketbas
Sports
the
in
Tuesday
County
gain
is.Rough
Riders
began
to
After
Allredagain'
offensive .basketball player ball.
l.&Dud a pass under the
scored,
.' •Arena. ,
Raymond Sims
'basket to Richie _Richardson Sims hit 6-4,Andrea Perry with momentum.
lead _reached
But Friday night in- the -.who-scored on the break mid an assist and it was 59-56_ ,':
Then after a turnover by , seven polifa-arlf,P23Thefore
fg ft pf tp
Murray State Sports Arena, the Tigers led by four.
5 0 5 10
Allred .
'Sims put on a defensive show
Again, Sims stole the ball. Symsonia, Sims hit from 12 two free throws just before the__ .:_utawumax..
7 2 1 16
ne
t
t
s
emT
W1;u
end
Frank
of
the
half
by
feet
and
Murray
led
61-56 with
in addition to his offensive He again fired a pass inside
1 0 4 2
0 0 3 -0
Gilliam made it 30-25 at in- R. McManus
production. The result was a and Murray proceeded to miss 1:48 left in the game.
7
- 5 5 19
McManus
ht.
After a charging foul. on the termission.
6E64, win for Murray, High two shots and two tips ardpn
3 1 1 7
over top-rated Syinsonia as the same sequence of plays, 11Oughlacrers, Perry went to
murrars Intle-ntrof the-- 'McClure
0 3 3 3
2,500 screaming fans acted as Sims wag whistled for his the line for the bonus:, He half came when Sims hit a 15= - Ramage
Totals
25 14 26 64
if the game were -the cham- fourth foul and removed from missed but Hudspeth scored footer to put the Tigers up 42Murray Nigh
pionship of the Regional.
the game with 5:48 left and his On a rebound and the Tigers 41. Symsonia countered with a
if0g fit P5
1'tP
2.4
led 63-56 with 1:29 left to play. basket by Whittemore to Sims
,,. Sims, a 5-11 senior guard, team in front 48-44.
1 1 5 j
McHugh
regain the edge before Sims Gilivazn
.,2 2 0 6
did everything but dunk the.. When Sims _came back_ in,
- 5 2 5 12'gave Murray the lead for good Hudspeth
basketball. He stole the ball, with3:11 left in the contest Billy
4 0 3 8
Richardson
at 46-44 on the one-handed, Perry
he passed it off like it was a
rray still had the lead, up night in plains.
3 3 4 9
6
14
2 5
3 68
Harcourt .
27
2 :
There Were fouls, fouls and rebound tip.
big mass of hot coals, he stole by one at 53-52.
Totals
The loss ends a 10-game
it like a jewel thief would go
Just a few seconds after he more fouls.
13 17 11 23-64
Symsonia
13 12 17 26-68
after a diamond and he scored entered the game, Sims was It was a 64-58 lead for winning streak by Symsonia, Murray
24 points.
fouled and hit two free throws Murray when Hudspeth- went
'He did a super job," to put Murray in front 5542. to the line with 42 seconds left.
Symsonia coach Don Butler But All-Region candidate Tim He missed and the Riders took
said.
Allred countered with a the ball down and scored as 6-4
"We just didn't stop him." bucket and it was a one-point James Whittemore hit on a
rebound bucket.
With 6:24 left in the game, Tiger lead.
Sims went up on the left side of
With 2:31 left in the game, Hudspeth missed two free
.the lane and tipped in a shot, Sims went streaking down the thrOws with 24 seconds left
. He-tipped it in with one hand, court and was flying in the air, and the Riders, got a threepoint play with 18 seconds left
to make it 64-63 as 5-7 guard
Mark McManus scored on the
THANKS, RAYMOND- Senior guard Raymond Sims (10) of the Tigers gave a pass to Richie
break and as fouled.
Richardson who gets two of his eight points off the assist. Richardson, who came off the bench,
• But with 17 seconds to go,
senior swingman
had one of his best games of the season.
Brett
Sniff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Harcourt was fouled. He hit
two free throws to put Murray
ahead 66-63 then on the press,
Hudspeth came up with a steal
and that wrapped up the win.
Hudspeth hit two free throws
after being fouled and the
_Tigersled-68.61.Symsonia-hit
a free throw with a second left
to
trim the final margin down
erratic,
four-under-par
67
that
after nine holes with severe
By BOB GREEN
to four points.
wrist paths. One physician included seven birdies and
AP Golf Writer _ "Besides Sims, I thought
LOS ANGELES I API -For who examined him advised three bogeys.
that Bill McHugh did a super
"It's almost a relief not to be
the first time in two weeks Rik surgery.
job .on defense.-Ha
-I'm staying away -from leading," said Massengale, a
Massengale is out of the lead.
excellent job in picking up the
.
last week's
Palmer and Gary that," said the _23-yent.n1d runaway winner
point man," Butler said.
'
Player are out of the tour- Pate.. But he did advise tour Bob Hope Desert Classic and
."It was a hard.played
nament. And, for an un- officials to withdraw his name the first round pacesetter
ballgame. Both teams 'are
determined period of time, from any event until they are here. He had a 73 that included
capable of playing a lot better
Jerry Pate is out of golf.
advised differently. He left a three-putt bogey on his
though. They played hard and
hole.
second
-You could see he was in immediately for his home in
not very well and that's the
Former national amateur
Pensacola,
Fla.
physical pain," said Roger
same
way we played," Butler
champion
Craig
Stadler,
with
While Pate was struggling
Maltbie, who played with
added.
a
68,
and
Maltbie,
with
a
69,
7,029
-yard
over
the
tough,
old,
Pate, the current U.S. Open
The reason was for the style
champion, in Friday's second Riviera Country Club course, shared third place two strokes
of play, quite simply, some
back
of
the
co-leaders
at
137.
and
Tom
Lanny
Wadkins
round of the $200,000 Glen
extremely close officiating.
BLUR OF MOTION-Raymond Sims fires up the ball, which is
Campbell-Los Angeles Open. Purtzer moved into the lead at Bob Gilder, who matched par
Both teams were plagued with
71,
was'
tied
with
Massengale
under
seven
a blur of motion, and two Symsonia players watch Sims do his
•'You could see 'him flinch 135,
fouls the entire game.
par-marking the first time in at 138.
magic. Sims hod 24 points, nine rebounds, a bunch of steals
when he hit a shot."
The Rough Riders were
Some
of
the
game's
more
Massengale
and on even bigger bunch of assists.
Pate, the 1976 rookie of the two weeks that
whistled for 26 personals,
{stet Photos by Mike Brondbf,1
year and winner of the had failed to lead the tour. glamorous figures had their
Murray for 25. And both teams
difficulties
in
the
weather
that,
Phoenix Open that kicked-off Wadkins had a second-round
could
manage
only
14
of
25
ranged
from
mild
and
sunny
the 1977 season, withdrew 69 and Purtzer a wildlyfrom the free throw line.'
to cool and cloudy. Palmer,
Symsonia outrebounded
Player and Billy Casper, who
Murray 43-38 with Whittemore
have a combined total of more
pulling.down 15 rebounds. He
than 200 career international
OFFENSIVE POS4TION - Lindsey Huspeth (32) of the Tigers
also blocked three shots.
victories, all missed the cut
gets the offensive position and scores two of his 12 points as
Allred grabbed 10 rebounds.
for the last two rounds. Player
James Whittemore watches the action.
For Murray, Hudspeth had
hSd a 149 total, Casper 153,
12 rebounds and believe it or
Palmer 154.
By The Associated Press
Sonics with 19 points, while
not, Sims had nine. Sims
Tom Watson, a recordThe Friday Night Fights Bubbles Hawkins led the Nets setting winner .of two eventsfouled out of the game with 74
have
returned...in .the with 23.
seconds left and received a
earlier this year, also was a
National
Basketball
Hawks 111, Lakers,101
well-deserved ovation from
casualty at 149.
Association.
• John Drew led Atlanta with
the crowd.
Defending champion Hale
In a pair of bruising 26 points but the Hawks Irwin and PGA king Dave
In an earlier meeting this
Pine Knot 79,Shopville 65
heavyweight
bouts, maintained a balanced attack, Stockton just made it at 147,
Beth Haven 101, Fordsville 61
season at Symsonia, the
Doss 61, Western 54 Milwaukee's Swen Nater with all five starters in double the cutoff figure.
Harrodsburg 94, Burgin 71
Rough Riders posted an 87-74
Jeffersontown 53,St.Xavier 38
Shelby Co 70, Anderson Co. 47
Squared off against rookie figures. They went ahead on a
Jefferson 66,Central 58
Thomas
win over Murray.
Wadkins, once one of golf's
Warren East 61, Auburn 53 OT
Trinity 57,Shawnee 52
Lonnie Shelton of the New late third-quarter spurt and brightest young stars, has
Whitley Co. 70, Harlan 58
"It's been a long time since
64
Franklin-Simpson
Butler Co.69,
Betsy Layne 62, Mullins 47
York Knicks in the Bucks' weathered -repeated pressure been in a slump since surgery
we've played them. They are
Virgie 95, Wheelwright 76
02-19-7702.13aes
come-from-behind 124-123 from Los Angeles, which was in December of 1974.
Laurel Co.69,Danville 65 Oh really a good ballclub," Tiger
r829r qryyrIbylqyy852
Boyle Co.67. Garrard CO_ 64
victory and Mel "Killer" paced by Kareem AbdulPW
coach Cry Miller said.
Prestonsburg 72, Paintsville 49
Davis of the Nevir York Nets Jabbar's 26 points.
Knott Co. 101, Johnson-Central 83
"We were very fortunate we
4"Xy. Country Day 69, Bardstown
Allen Co. 65, Monticello 59
decked Seattle's Dean Tolson
65
Suns 102, 76ers 96
nebiehem
could
get them to turn it over a
Fancy Farm 64,Fulton54
Westport 59, Atherton 57
in the SuperSonics' 93-88
Mayfield 59, Hickman Co. 45
few times on the press. That
-74
Durrett
77,
Moore
Ballard Memorial 72, Reidland 64
triumph.
Paul Westphal scored 22
Gallatin Co. 105, Evangel 56
gave us a few easy baskets a
[owes 101. Sedalia 67
Breckinridge Co.61, Ohio Co. 59
ST. 1?ETERSBURG, Fla. Madisonville 92,Paducah Tilghman 6.5
In more sedate NBA games, points and Alvan Adams
couple of times.
Co.
61
Daviess
City
83,
Central
Co. 71, Madison Central 58
the Atlanta Hawks.ended the . added 19 as Phoenix hixilt a 14- ( API - Business-like Judy Scott
"Early in the game, we put
Grant Co.69, Oldham Co. 55
Meade Co.88, LaRue Co. 54
Henry Clay 83, Tates Creek 78
Los. Angeles Lakers' 21-game ,.,point lead and then held off a Rankin didn't let her birthday Morgan Co.56, Raceland
53
Harcourt on Allred and he
Anderson 44
Western
81,
N.Bullitt
Caverns
74,
Warren Central 72
ruin her concentration as she
home winning streak with a late Philadelphia rally.
Tompkinsville ii,Garnalie150
only had four points at halfGlasgow 76,Green Co. 58
Trigg Co.68,Todd Co.Central 58
111-101 victory, the Phoenix
Julius Erving, who fouled moved into a one-shot lead in Cumberland Co.90 Barren Co. 46
time.
That kept us in the game
Central
53
Trimble Co.61,Bullitt
Suns downed the Philadelphia out for the first time this the $50,000 Orange Blossom Metcalfe Co.93, Chandlers 46
in the fiest half because we
Greenville 60,Christian Co.47
.
%Ft;usse
) 11.
(
,
4
3
;
4
2
,prnside
50
6_
Virgie 95, Wheelwright 76
76ers 102-96, the Detroit season with 1:26 left, led the. . Classic on the ladies golf tour.
didn't play very well
,
the 76ers with29 points.
topped
Mrs. Rankirl,__now 32 Riachmond Mhdel 78Mer 67
Pistons
"We stood
Statiin 65, Harrison Co 63
Atherton 54,Westport 47
Washington Bullets-107-97, the
.years old, wasn't all smiles,
Pistons 107,-Bullets 97
offense
and didn't have much
Iroquois
52
67,
Butler
Golden State Warriors held off
Bob Lamer scored 13 of his - after her three-under-par 69'
movement on defense'either.
Fairdale 58, Waggener 56
Bardstown
76,
Adair Co.58
Fern Creek 52, Valley 39 the Indiana Pacers 116111 ana 35 points in the third.quarter Friday on the 6,109-yard'
But in the second half, we got
Bourbon Co.62. Mason Co 48
'Moore 49,Durrett 30
the Portland, Trail Blazers and grabbed J5 rebounds Pasadena Country., _Club Elliott Co.-80,
Rowan Co.61
theerdhdro 57, Male 42
more movement by increasing
Ffopkinsville 82, Russellville 65
Seneca 71, Eastern 43
edged the Chitago Bulls90-87. while Detroit blocked a team course.
1
our defensive pressure and of
-N,flartlin el,Ft.Knox 60
55, Central 45
Thomas
Jefferson
, Joyce Kazmierski shot a 70 Woodford Co.86,Jessamine C. 84
PHYSICAL GAME-Frank Gilliam is outmuscled and outIt was a rare reversal of record 14.....4hots in • cruising
Stuart 64,Collegiate 34 ,
course, that helped our ofWestern $9. Doss 40
for sqle possession of second Ballard 88,Bath Co.64 • .
NBA form, with by% of the past Washington.
heighted here by lames Whittemore of the Rough Riders. Watadded.
fense,"
Miller
Fairdale 64, Waggener 58
Covington Holmes 94, Covington
seven home teams-a11 except
Warriors 116, Pacers 111
place.
ching the action is Andrea Perry (33) of the Tigers while little
Southern 62, Pleasure Ridge Park 611
Catholic 7i
Neither team looked like
Milwaukee andDetroit-going
At 71 were Patty Hayes and Valley 65,Fern Creek 54
Henry Co750,-Gerroll Co. 48
Jamaal Wilkes scored 32
Chris McClure(32)also,tries for the boll.
in
the
were
moving
well
they
Somerset
Casey Lb.68
Hopkinaville 41,Gamahel 36
down to def at. However, the points as the Warriors • soil- --Jo. Ann Washati. Vivian , Henry C,o.100,
58, Carr011 Co.50
Bryan Station 59, Paris 56
Bucks had t rally from a 20- vived a furious second-half Brownley, Pat Myers and Bowling Green 40, Edrrionson C. 39 Meade Co.54, LaRue Co.32
Pineville 45, Lynn Camp34
point halftim deficit to beat Indiana rally. Clifford Ray's Sally Little were tie at-har 72., ' Boyd Co.71,W.Carter 66
Rowan Co.43,Russell 37
Amy Alcott, who won this , Marshall Co.10,Cnttenden C.
Taylor Co.57,Campbellsville 45
the Knicks behind-32 points by 'three-point play with four
Washington Co.66, Onettla-'48
is proud taannounce that
Bob Dandri4e, 26 by Nater minutes remaining put the -tournament as a rookie two canlEmgewl ci)
ls',67.c°ncn75529
, co 5.8 ealsgki Ca. 30
Wen.
5'2
Western
Anden
Franklin
Co.
73.
43, N.-Btd15t33'
Montgomery Co 6A
before he was ejected with
Fred Doughty
Warriors ahead to stay 105-102 years ago joined Sandra Post
E.Hardin93,Grayson Co ;4
Madisonville 85, Paducah Tilghman 76
minuteS to play and 23 by after they blew a I5-point lead. among 11 players tied at 73.
is now associated with
Le1113 Co. 78, Nicholas Co 62
Parr, Higgins, who beat Mrs. Powell Co.79, Breathitt Co 66
Brian Winters. ' ,
Indiana's Billy Knight had 34
BOWLING
University Barber Shop
m,c, li
Rankin On the first playoff 11141reCrearyd ..,oim:517. Coison ri:I:154
SuperSonics 93, Netk-88v
KANSAS CITY - Gary
points.
aliing with
_ hole last Sunday to capture the . Russell 77, Breclunndge C.o.' 58
Fight No. 2.broke out with10
' c 74
of
Trail Blazers sq,,Bulls 87 t:
Mage
Seattle
took
over
first
1.1:11:
Don Kilcoyne,
i7 CO.7
50
8: Anderson
47
minutes left following a
place heading into the finals of
Maurice Lucas dcored123 97,500 top prize in the first 19747
57
for your complete hair care whether tour stop at Miami, shot a 7 . Owensboro 78, Male 39 '
scramhle fLor a tebeittid under-- -points- -.And Herrn'''
a $75,000 Professional Bowlers
:
reLopiR
eas ramy co 69
it be a hair style rater cut,layer cut,
the Seattlt basket. Davis connected on a lay-up in the Defending champion Jo.A' ne
Association tournament.
n Sayre 54
or regular cut.
seven--strokes off
decked Tolson and cut exiNet finaltwo MifillieS-aftera key
GENERAL
'
Covirhgton Holy Cross 83, 'N'e%Inn
Bab .. 1.6v,e near 'the left, eye steal to help Portland snap a the pace at 76.
HEWt.ETT. N.Y. - Race
it
Fred & Dr invites their,former
Fro/ DaallktY
,
Bon Kikiyne •Clifner:.*was
- Ehremen
Flitozlaliebet7t1Ovm
Par-1:3, Hart C. 77
horse ttainer Nick Combekt,
i•\ with another shot. Davis and five-geme 'losing 'streak , Mrs. Rankin was the tour's .:;*
Estill en. 71. lee Cc 59
mod
customers
Moods
to
moo
by or II 753-1953, 306 N. 16th (Next to Mr. L's Rest.)
•_
died
in
a
Tolson were ejected.
one-car
despite the mntinued absence leaditig money winneti, last-- Marion Co_ 70,tampbells-yiIle 67
"
52,
Nelson Co.90, TaylorsiVille 63
yeas with a record $150,734..
automobile accident.
-Plenty of.ParkingSlick Watts •topped the of center Bill Waltob:

yhe,Sym,sonlA

Messengale Out Of Lead For
First Time In Two Tourneys

NBA Staging Its Own
Friday Night Fights

Kentucky High School
Basketball Results

'Rankin Takes
Lead In LPGA

- aut

University Barber Shop
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Watkins Scores 30 As Cairo
Easily Romps Calloway 99-56
By Dairy Wiliam Drew
Ledger & TimesStaff Writer
_
Coach Robert Sione's
Calloway County takers
traveled to Cairo, .111inois,
Friday night to join in a game
ol basketball with the Cairo,..
Pilots.
Friday night was not a very
good night to visit Cairo as the Lakers were belted, 9946, by
Billy Chiimbler's Pilots.
Remember Billy Chumbler?
Yes it's the same Billy
Chumbler that used to play
backetball for Murray State. _!lack Ihr-a
.waa.Mr- Nice-. Guy but that has all changed.
The evidence is conclusive.
The Pilots just don't seem to
like Kentucky high schools
and they really put on a show
:•for'Tile Cakes. '
Cairo was never headed as
the Pilots capitalized on their
strong rebounding
and
lightning-quick running
game to build a 24-12 advantage_ at the end of the first
quarter.
The takers found themselves in deep trouble,early in
the game as field goal attempts failed to find the
basket only to wind up in the
waiting and willing hands of 67 Otha Watkins who helped

40

•b

TOUGH INSIDE-Calloway found little success in trying to go to the inside against Cairo Friday.
Here, Mike Wells drives inside as Otha Watkins (55) and Steve Doss (50) defend for the Pilots.

Nevada-Las Vegas Wipes Out
Pan American 135 To406
rollers wiped out Pan 81-62; Yale nipped Cornell 67By KEN RAPPOPORT
American 135-106.
64; Brown upset Columbia 91AP Sports Writer
The Rebels' regular game 83; Calornia posted a 66-52
When you play Nevada-Las
Vegas at home, that's like would include big production decision over Washington
-rolling dice agatitst the house. 'Trolls Eddie 'Givens, Glen State,--Stfoea. Trtifier-badt
You- not only don't win-ynu Gondrezick and Reggie Thesis Washington 74-9_and the
They combined for 75 points to University of _Hawaii outget taken to the cleaners.
The flashy Lis Vegas lead the nation's sixth-ranked scored Centenary 104-79.
Convention Center usually college basketball teem to its
Owens scored 26 points,
blinds the eyes of visiting 56th straight victory at home. Gondrezick added 25 and
The Rebels were the only . grabbed 18d
teams, and Friday night, Pan
.
rebounds and
American wound up losing its ranked team in action Friday Theus pumped in. 24 points as
night. In a limited schedule, Nevada-Las Vegas rolled to its
collective shirt.
"We didn't' do anything Nevada-Reno defeated St. 21st victory of the season
different, we just played our Mary's 84-82; Princeton against two defeats. The
regular game," said Nevada- stopped Dartmouth 65-45; Rebels opened up a 28-10 lead
Las Vegas Coach Jerry Florida State trimmed Dayton with 13:37 left in the fir*half
Tarakanian after his high 76-71; Penn blasted Harvard and held an 18-point halftime
margin;69-51.
Pan American could pull no
closer 'than 16 points in the
second half as Las Vegas
pulled away behind the hot
shooting of Theus, who hit nine
straight field goals, in the
second half. Henry Taylor
after
standings
Western Kentucky is leading in the_point
scored 36 points and Michael
the first night of competition in the OVC Indoor ChamEdwards added 30 to pace Pan
pionship Track Meet at Morehead.
American.
The Hilltoppers amassed 24 points in the field events
Edgar Jones scored 28
Fridii,night while host Morehead is in second with 13.
points to lead Nevada-Reno
Other scores include Murray 7, East Tennessee 7, Austin
over St.
_ Mary's; -a 26-point
Peay 6, Middle Tennessee 5, Tennessee Tech 2 and Eastern
performance
by Frank
Kentucky did not-score.Sowinski powered Princeton
There were six qualifying events held. They included the
past Dartmouth; Harry Davis
60-yard dash,the 60-yard high hurdles,the 440-yard dash,the -came off the
bench with 18
600-yard dash,the 880-yard run,the 1,000-yard run.
second-half points to spark
In those events, Morehead qualified 8 for the finals, Austin-- -South 'Flotida's victory •
Peay 7, Western Kentucky 7, Murray State 5, Eastern KenKeven McDonald poured in 28
tucky 5, Middle Tennessee 4, Tennessee Tech 4 and East Tenpoints to lead Penn over
nessee 4. "•
Hatvard; Dick Shea and Jim
Dennis Mabbitt qualified for the finals of the 600 for
Vent each hit two free throws.
Murray State. He recorded a 1:13.8.
in the last 17 seconds as Yale
Pat
In the 880-yard run, Murray qualified two. Freshman
defeated Cornell; Brian
Chimes ran a 1:55.4 while Mitch Johnston had a 1:59.6.
Saunders scored a career-high
run.
1,000-yard
the
for
pair
qualified
a
The Racers also
39 points for grown; Doug
Dave Warren recorded a,2:14.2 while Tony Keener ran a
True and John'faselli each
2:14.9.
scored 20 points as California
The best Murray performance in the finals was in the
defeated Washington State
distance medley relay.
and Mike Bratz had 27 to pace
9:33.1.
Murray finished second to Western Kentucky in
Stanfbrd over Washington.
There was a mixup in the race where in the three-quarters,
the runners were one lap (167 yards) short of running three
Jan Signs Howard
quarters.
Johnston led off for Murray with a 1:54.5 in the 880 while
NEW ORLEANS (AP) Dennis"' • Mahbitt ran an outstanding 49.6 in the quarter. The _ The New Orleans Jazz have
- me-fotPat Chimes-In Me-three-Inert& wasnOt available -- 'signed- guard Mo Howard, a
bcause of the mixup. Martyn Brewer anchored the relay free agent, to a National
viitha 4:11.2mile. .
Basketball Associati4n7. conThe other Murray points came in the high jump and in the tract.
three-mile run:
Roirard Was the Cleveland
Bill Bradford cleared 6-10 in the high jump to tie an indoor Cavaliers' second-round draft
school record for Murray State kid won a fourth place. In the' choice in 1976- tiut played in
three mile, Brian Rutter ran a 14:49.8 and finished in fifth.
only nine games before he was
However, in the three-mile run, there was another mixup released.
and the runners all ran one extra lap of167_yards. . _
The signing of Howard
The finals of the meet will begin this afternoon.
brought the Jazz to the.tearn
The meet will not count toward the standings in the All- maximum limit Of 12 players.
Sports Trophy. race.

Western Kentucky Leads
OVC Indoor Track Meet
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inSCOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street

Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug,Prescription and
Sundry Needs
°Pen 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
1041,Q1110,1
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ppeared_ tn_be in rantra with Futrell and -Mike Welts--from' surged ahead 64 in the
We dfd:have irTeast one •
a 40-22 ka.j nobody_ in foul shooting the bottom
out of the opening minutes of the third bright spot,- Slone sal4C
trouble and 16 minutes • of baiket and we did it. I knew quarter:',
Iamb
baclt,-h*S
basketball left in the game. that we tiad to take their insTd
-"gang never really at full strength, but Ile
game- away and we ac- slowed in the pace in the third is back and . I'm glad to see
"We are just beginning to complished that too."
quarter and at the • buzzer him in there." ,
,
jell--as a-tames ihmnbler
- Underway in the' second Cairo -heldin even greater
Calloway. drops to 14-13 b
said. -Our kids played a super -half, the Pilots wasted little, lead at 67.,35. -The game was
action this season and move's
game (in defense tonight. We • time in breaking away from Just about over for the Lakers. on to
further actinTUesda). _
wanted to keep Tommy the Lakers as they quickly
"There waf-ust no Way thil- -.night as they face Reidlan:d an
we could Match \ thett.., the road.
-rebounding strength,'
'
- Slone
said. "We very simpirhad
Coro
bad night all around. I believe Llulds
that our kids played the best Snow
9 0 0 IS
1 00 2
that the could tonight and we Manor%
- Rom
6 0 6 12
just didn't have it."
N'aughn
2 2 1 6
2 1 0 to
_L"A clefeat
pne_carl_ NeLson
rtr
realty cause chaos within a Flubs
b
1 1 IS
team. We need to sort this Watkins
14 2 3 30
Totals
44 11 8 99
thing out and learn from it. It
Callum
was just another loss; simply
to: ft ,it p
that," Slone added.
I ansb
52, 4 12
9- 3
- - Action in the -fourth- quarter Sells
9 4
22
was a repeat of the other three Futrell
7 0 2 14
2 0 1 4
quarteri only a few of the Met'anon
khart
1 0 0 2
fdl.es changed as - the Pilot
1 0 0 2
25 ii 15 56
subs .r,011ed in and t'h? score Totals
.enntunied. to_mount- witlw the Wirfers
final score Cairo 99-56 over Cairo
12 10 13 21 bb
_ Callow a%
24 16 27 32 99
Calloway. '

t°,

-s •

Calloway was cold most of
the way while Cairo was
blazing hot!
As time ran out in the
second quarter the Pilots

College
0
Cage Results
Friday's College Basketball
RetUlts
'
By The Associated Press
EAST
Brown 91, Columbia 83
Drew 90, Clark 78
Ithasa 84_,_,Clarksop 82,50T_
Penn 81, Harvard 62
St. Lawrence 191- Oswego St
84
W Conn 85,Pace 79
Yale 67, Cornell64
SOUTH
- Florida St 76, Dayton 71
Howard 35,S Car St 76
Nicholls St 101, Jacksonville
St93
Troy St 71,SE Louisiana 62
MIDWEST
•
Colo Mines 70,Regis 68
DePauw 75, Denison 69
Emporia St 91, Mo Western
82
Mo Southern -79, Fort Hays
St64
Moorhead St 96, Michigan
Tech 80
N Dakota 66, Northern Iowa
62
N Dakota St 81, Mankato St
70
N Michigan 74W Illinois 53
-Wayne St, Neb 94, Waaliburn

WELCOME ADDITION- Jimmy Lamb (41 )'of the takers was.
welcome addition Friday. Though the Laker: lost, it was the 'fir
it time in several weeks lamb has been near his usual par. He
has lost 10 pounds after sufferint a bout with the flu.

-S orts

By The Associated Press
AUTO RACING
DAYTONA BEACH. Fla. Cale Yarborough won the 100mile finale Of the International
Race of Champions series but
A.J. Foyt took the overall title
for the second consecutive
year while Harry Gant,
Taylorsville, N.C., won his
first silper-speedy - race in
the 200-mile modified stock
car race.
SKIING
VIKERSUND,'Norway -Toni. Innauer Ma the lead
after the opening day of the
World Ski Flying Championships with a score of 189.5
points. .
LAA)L,Switzerland -- Franz
itlammer of Austria regained
the World CO - points lead
when he won his sixth downhill
race of the year with a time of
86
I minute,59.10 seconds.
GOLF
SOUTHWEST
LOS ANGELES - 'Torn
Dallas Baptist 81, Lubbo, k Purtzer fired a four-under-par
Christ 76
•
67 to tie Lanny Wadkins for the
Texas Wesl 95, Wayland second-round lead
in . the
Baptist 94
-$200,000 Glen Campbell-Los
FAR WEST
Angeles Open.
California 66, Washington St
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. 52
Judy Rankin shot a-• threeCa14.)avis 78, Stanislaus St under-par 69 to take the first7.7
round lead in the "Ladies
Cal St LA 83, Cal St Professional
Golf
Bakersfld 81
Association's $50,000 Orange
Gonzaga 76,N Arizona 62
Blossom Classic.
Hawaii,104, Centenary 79
TENNIS .-.
Hayward S!62, Humboldt St
OCEAN CITY, Md.
Bob
61
Lutz
upset
top-seeded
Idaho St 95, Montana St 73'
Guillermo Vilas of Argentina
Lewis & Clark 93, Whitman
VirtaaGerulaitis surprised
80
second-seeded Ilie Nastase of
'Montana 72, Boise St 67
Romania in the semifinals of
Nev Las Vegas 135, Pan the
$100,000 Ocean City
American-NM.
International Tournament,
_Nevada-Renc4
ottLAN-Tu - 'S'Wond=
Calif. 82,OT
seeded Dick Stockton needed
Stanford 74,Washington 69 .less than an hour to down
Ross
Weber St 96, 1_91to 81
Case of Australia _CO, 6-3 in
quartec-finals - of a $100.000
World Championship Tennis
Tournament.
HORSE RACING
PHILADELPHIA (AP) NEW YORK - Apprentice
All-Star catcher Bob Boone
and
a
sensation ' Steve
pitchers
Larry riding
arCau en steered Treacle Tart.
Christenson
and
Tom
Underwood signed three-year o,t:o a
' half-length victory
contracts , with
,000 feature at
the in
Philadelphia Phillies, General - Aqueduct.$25
Manager Paul Owens has
CHERRY HILL, ,, NJ. - Indians Ink Pitchers
Delightly, $5.20, rallied to
announced.
'
CLEVELAND (AP) 'the . The signing Friday brought score a . head victory over
,Cleveland Indians Friday the_t)tal number dl rostered Bobago Gal in ,the Maple
signed veteran.Jim Bibby and players Under contract to 26; Shade Purse at Garden State.
minor' leaguer' Cardell with 14 still unsigned.
HALLANDALE, Fla. ---!
Camper,a pair of pitchers.
„Veterans \ still unsigned Dreaming of More, $8.20,
• Bibby, a 6-foot-5 right: include Naticlnal League home re-gineVed,'„a half-length
handet, was 13-7 with a 3.20 Mil Champion Mike Schmidt, -Metory over TV.linage lritne
earned run average with the Gene Garber, Jim Lonborg, $8,000,0ver Arranged Purse at
Indians last season. A Ron Schueler,Tommy Hutton, Gulfstreirn Park.
.
spokesman for the American Ted Sizemore, 011ie Brown. • AlICADIA, Calif. -71 Happy
League baseball team said he Jerry Martin and Bobby New Year,$18.60, won his first
signed a multiyear contract.' Tolan.
- American race 4'14,4 lengths

Three Sign Pacts

Bri
over Devilaglo in the 116,000
feature at Santa Anita.
,
ANCHORAGE,Alaska 1API
A Galena musher won the
first heat of the world.
championship sled dog race at
the Anchorage: Eur Hen(ezvous.•
Twenty of the top mashers
in the world are competing in
the'. championship. ,

REVERSE LA YUP - Randy McCallon (15) of the takers goes in
for a reverse layup for two of his four points while Glen Olive
watches as do Barry Snow (20) and Steve Doss (50) watch.
Defending is Otha Watkins OS/.
1Stiff Photos by Sorry Drew
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Comparing Bills
We sometimes,compare electric bills with neighbors and then
••
complain tothe local utilitywhen ours is higher.
Comparing electric bills is like comparing apples and oranges.
' No two families have identical 'Jig habits. No two families have
identical appliances. No two _tunnies use electricity the-..same
. way.
Where one family may delight in salads and sandwiches,
another may insist on big, hot meals.
- Whereone family may live in front of the color TV,another may
prefer books for entertainment.
Where one family runs the air conditioning 24 hours a day,
another may be comfortable by running it only during the hottest
part tithe day:
. And when there -are- Oath en-irr--a- family,-this automatically
means more bathing, more cooking,more clothes washing. more
work for the refrigerator, more electrical usage all the way
around.
top of this is the fact that you could be comparing bills that
- are on different billing cycles,- and -this -Would throw any comparison completely out of kilter.
So, instead of comparing bills with a neighbor, compare bills
with yourself, preferably the one for the &line month the year
before, remembering to take into consideration rate increases,
fuel escalation charges, new- taxes, and additional degree days.
This will be a more accurate guide. And it'll reveal how your conservation measures are reducing usage..

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5312

N•sin•e•

,
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Sims Sparks Murray To 68-64 Victory

Tigers Get Revenge
By Ed in S msonia

-

1
*hieh is no%v- -21-4 .on the
By MIKE BRANDON
That gave Murray a 46-44 heading out of bounds. He then "first-half--'..
. -It was tied it13 apiece at the season.
zipped a pass to senior forLedger & Times Sports Editor lead.
14-3 on
now.
High,
Murray
then
end
and
of
the
first
.period
Everyone in the First
Seconds later, Sims zipped ward Lindsey Hudspeth who
Region knows what kind of from nowhere and stole the made it 57-54 with a basket. early in the second frame, the the season will play Todd
County Tuesday in the Sports
offensive . basketball player _hall. He fired a pass under the After Allred again scored, Rough Riders began to gain
Arena.
Raymond Sims is,
basket to RiChie Richard:ion,Sims hiL6-4 Andrea Perry with momentum.
The Symsonia lead reached
But Friday night in the who scored on the break and an assist and it was 159-58.
Symnseisia
Then after a turnover by seven points at 30-23 before
Murray State Sports Arena, the Tigers led by four.
hi It pi tp
5 0 5 10
Sims put dn a defensive show
Again. Sims stole the ball. Symsonia, Sims hit from 12 two free throws just before the . Allred
7 2 1 16
Whttemore
Frank
the
half
by
end
of
feet
and
Murray led 61-56 with
in addition to his offensive He again fired a pass inside
1 0 4 2
Jones
0 0 3 0
Gilliam made it 30-25 at in- it. McManus
production. The result was a and Murray proceeded to miss 1:48 left in the game.
5 5 19
7
68-64 win for Murray High two shots and two tips and on . After a charging foul on the termission
.murray,s_ first
the
:'
1
t
ik
m.va
I
. 1
me
t
man
i
.
._
u
-..s
.
-of
Oeer top-rated- SYITESbicla a- the samF'sequence of Plays, Rough Riders, Perry went TO.
0 3 3 3
,
2,500 screaming fans acted as Sims was whistled for his the line for the bonus. He half came when Sims hit a 15- Rain
25 14 26 64
Totals
if the game were the cham- fourth foul and removed from missed but Hudspeth scored footer to put the Tigers up 42Mvre.yiIib
fg It pf tp
pionship of the Regional.
' thr game with 5:48 left and his on a rebound and the . Tigers 41. Symsonia countered with a
10 4. 5 24
led 63-56 with 1:29 left to play. basket by Whittemore to s.2: ..
Sims, a 5:11 senior guard, team in front 48-44.
3
i 1
2 2 0 6
did -everything but dunk the
When Sires came back in, Then, things got as wild as _ regain- the edge_ before. Sims G-iirug"
5 2 . 5 12
basketball. He stole the ball, with 3:11 left in the contest, Billy Carter on a Saturday gave Murray the lead or good" fludspeth
1 0 1 8
at 46-44 on the one-handed, HapiUcerrrhards°n
ctun
he passed it off like it was a Murray still had the lead, up night in Plains.
3 3 4 9
2 2 3 6
There were fouls, fouls,and rebound tip.
big mass of hot coals, he stole by one at 53-52.
27 14 25 68
Totals
The loss ends a 10-game
it like _a jewel thief would go
Just a few seconds after he more fouls.
13 17 11 23-64
13 12 17 26-68
after a diamond and he scored entered the game, &Me was It was a 64-58 lead for' winning streak by Symsonia, SYniswia _ _
24 points,
fouled a,nd hit two free throws Murray when Hudspeth went
"He did a super job," to put Murray in front 55-52. to the line with 42 seconds left.
Symsonia yoach Don Butler But All-Region candidate Tim He missed and the Riders took
said.
Allred countered with a the ball down and scored as 6-4
"We just didn't stop him." bucket and it was a one-point James Whittemore hit on a
rebound bucket.
With 6:24 left in the game, Tiger lead.
Sims went up on the left side of
With 2:31 left in the game, Hudspeth missed two free
the lane and tipped in a shot, Sims went streaking down the throws with 24 seconds 'left
He tipped it in with one hand. court and was flying in the air, and the Riders got a threepoint pluy with 18 seconds left
to make it 64-63 as 5-7 guard
Mark McManus scored on the
THANKS, RAYMOND- Senior guard Raymond Sims (10) of the Tigers gave a pass to Richie
break and was fouled:
Richardson who gets two of his eight points off the assist. Richardson, who come off the bench,
But with 17 seconds to go,
senior swingman
had one of his best games of the season.
Brett
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Harcourt was fouled. He hit
two free throws to put Murray
ahead 66-63 then on the press,
Hudspeth came up with a steal
and that wrapped up the win.
Hudspeth hit two free throws
after being. fouled and the
Tigers ied 68'63.3yinsonia hit-,
a free throw with a second left
to
trim the final margin down
erratic,
67
that
lour-under-par
GREEN
severe
after nine holes with
By BOB
to four points.
wrist pains. One physician included seven birdies and
AP Golf Writer
"Besides Sims, I thought
LOS ANGELES I API -For who examined him advised three bogeys.
that Bill McHugh did a super
"It's almost a relief not to be
the first time in two weeks Rik surgery.
. job on defense. He did an
t•I'm staying away from leading," said Massengale, a
Massengale is out of the lead:
excellent job in picking up the
runaway
winner
of last week's
Arnold Palmer and GiFy that,'‘ said the 23-year-old
point man," Butler said,,.:
Player are out of the tour- Pate. But he did advise tour Bob Hope Desert Classic and
"It was a hard-played
nament. And, for an un- officials to withdraw his name -the first round pacesetter
ballgame. Both teams are
determined period of time, from any event until they are here. He had a 73 that included
capable of playing a lot better
Jerry Pate is out of golf.
advised differently. He left a three-putt bogey on his
though.
They played hard and
hole.
second
-You could see he was
.in inunediately- forikis home in
not very well and that's the
i
amateur
Former
national
Pensacola,
Fla.
physioal pain," said Roger
sanie way we played," Butler
While Pate was struggling champion Craig Stadler, with
Maltbie, who played with
added.
Maltbie,
with
a
68,
a
and
69,
old,
7,029-yard
over
the
tough,
Pate, the current U.S. Open
The reason was for the style
two
shared
strokes
third
place
course,
Country
Club
Riviera
champion, in Friday's second
of play, quite simply, some
back
of
the
co-leaders
at
137.
Tom
Wadkins
and
Lanny
round of the $200,000 Glen
extremely close officiating.
BLUR OF MOTION-Raymond Sims fires up the ball, which is
Campbell-Los Angeles dpen. Purtzer moved into the lead at Bob Gilder, who matched par
Both teams Were plagued with
71,
was
tied
with
Massengale
under
seven
a blur of motion, and two Symsonia players watch Sims do his
-You could see him flinch 135,
fouls the entire game.
par-marking the first time in at 138.
magic. Sims had 24 points, nine rebounds, a bunch of steals
when he hit a shot."
The Rough Riders were
Some
of
the
game's
more
that
Massengale
two
weeks
and on even bigger bunch of assists.
Pate, the 1976 rookie of the
whistled for 26 personals;
year and_- winner of the had, failed to lead the tour. glamorous figures had their
(Staff Photos by Alike Illivaden
Murray for 25. And both teams
difficulties
in
the
weather
that
Phoenix Open that kicked off Wadkins had a second-round
could
manage
only
14
of
25
ranged
from
mild
and
s
the 1977 season, withdrew 69 and Purtzer a wildlyfrom the free throw line.
to cool and cloudy.. P
er,
Symsonia Outrebounded
Player and Billy Casper, who
Murray 43-38 with Whittemore
have a combined total of more
pulling down 15 rebounds. He
than 200 career international
OFFENSIVE POSITION - Lindsey Nuspeth (32) of the Tigers
also blocked three shots.
victories, all missed the cut
gets the offensive position and scores two of his 12 points as
Allred grabbed 10 rebounds.
for the last two rounds. Player
James Whittemore watches the action.
For Murray, Hudspeth had
had a 149 total, Cover 153,
12 rebounds and believe it or
Palmer 154.
By The Associated Press , Sonics with 19 points, while
not, Sims had nine. Sims
Tom Watson, a recordThe Friday Night Fights Bubbles Hawkins led the Nets setting winner of two events
fouled out of the game with 74
returned...in
have
the with 23.
seconds left and received a
earlier this year, also was 'a
National
Basketball
Hawks 111, Lakers, 101
well-deserved ovation from
casualty at 149.
Association*.
John Drew led Atlanta with
the crowd.
Defending champion Hale
In a pair of bruising 26 points but - the Hawks Irwin and PGA king Dave
In an earlier meeting this
Pine Knot 79.Shopmlle 65
heavyweight
bouts, maintained a balanced attack, Stockton just made it at 147,
Beth Haven 101, Fordsville 61
season at Symsonia, the
Doss 61, Western 54
Milwaukee's Swen Nater with all five starters in double the cutoff figure.
Harrodsburg 94, Burgin 71
Rough Riders posted An 87-74
Jefferontown 53, St.Xavier 38
Shelby Co. 70, Anderion Co 47
squared off against rookie figures. They went ahead on a
Jefferson 66, Central 58
Thomas
win over Murray.
Wadkins, once one of golf's
Warren Egst 61, Auairn 53 OT
Trinity 57,Shawnee 52
Lonnie Shelton of the New late third-quarter spurt and brightest young stars, has . Whitley Co.70,Harlan58
-"It's been a long time since
64
Franklin-Sirnpson
Co.
69,
Butler
- •
Betsy Layne 62, Mullins 47
-Y-cork Knicks in the ituelts' weathered sepeatel pressure been in a slump since surgery
we've played them. They are
Virgie 95, Wheelwright 76
02-19-7702.13aeS
come-from-behind - 124-123 from Los Angeles, which was in December of 1974.
Laurel Co.69,Danville 65 OT)
really a gocid ballclub," Tiger
r629r g ryyrIbylgyy1152
Boyle Co.67, Garrard Co.64.
victory and Mel "Killer" paced- by Kareem Abdullo
•
I•11 Hid k•
coach Cary Miller said.
Prestonsburg 72, Paintsville 49
Davis of the New York Nets 3abbar's 26 points.
Knott Co. 101,Johnson Central 83
"We *ere very fortunate we
Ky. Country Day 69. Bardstown
Allen Co.65, Monticello 59
decked Seattle's Dean Tolson
Bethlehem 65
could get them to turn it over a
Suns 102, 76ers 96
Fancy Farm 64,Fulton 54
,. Westport59. Atherton 57
in the SuperSonics' 93-88
Mayfield 59. Illckman Co. 45
few times orr the press. That
• Moore 77, Durrett 74
Ballard Memorial 72, Reidland 64
triumph.
Paul Westphal scored 22
gave us a few easy baskets a
Gallatin Co. 105, Evangel 56
(Awes 101,Sedalia 67
Breckinridge Co.61,Ohio Co.59
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. Madisonville 92,Paducah Tilghman 85
-In more'sedate NBA games, points and Alvan Adams
couple of times.
M.
61
Davies
CentralCity
63,
Scott
the Atlanta Hawks.ended the added 19 as Phoenix built a 14- (AP) - Business-like Judy MeadeCo. 71, Madison Central 58
"Early in the game, we put
Grant Co.69,Oldham Co.55
Co. 88, LaRue Co. 58
Henry Clay 83, hates Creek 76
Los Angeles Lakers' 21-game point lead and then held off a Rankin didn't tether birthday Morgan Co.56,Raceland 53
Harcourt on Allred and he
Anderson,44
Western
81,
N.Bullitt
Caverns
74,
Warren Central 72
ruin her concentration as she
hOme- winning streak with a late Philadelphia rally.Tompkinsville 71,Garnaliel 50 only had four points at halfGlasgow 76, Green Co.58.
Trigg Co.66, Todd Co. Central 52
111-101 victor)) the Phoenix
Julius Erving, who fouled moved into a one-shot lead in Cumberland Co.90,Barren Co. 46
time.
That kept us in the game
Central
53
Trimble Co.61,Bullitt
Suns downed the Philadelphia out for the first, time this the $50,000 Orange Blossom Metcalfe Co. 93. Chandlers 46
in the first half because we
Greenville 60,Christian Co. 47
Russell Co. 72, Burnside 50
Virgie 95,Wheelwright 76
76ers 102-96, the Detroit season with 1:26- left, led the Classic on the ladies golf tour. .Wayne Co84_ .
didn't play very well.
opped---- the 76ers with 29 points.
Pistons
iiFMrs. Rarikip, now 12 Richmond Model 74. Mercer Co 67
"We stood around a lot on
ceere
Bryan Station 65, Harrison Co 6301
.5
Au,
erton54,
wesgefort 47
Washingtiiii Bullets 107-97, the
years old, wasn't all smiles
.illstons 107, Bullets 97
offense and didn't have much
Iroquois52
Butler
67,
Golden State Warriors held off
Bob Lanier- scored.13 of his ...afte; her three-under-par 69
movement on defense either.
Fairdate 58, Waggener 56
-Fern Creek 53,Valley 39
the Indiana Pacers 116-111 and 35 points in the third quarter Friday On the 6,109-yard Bardstown M. Adair Co.X
But in the second half, we got
Bourbon Co 65, Mason Co 48
Moore
49,
Durrett
X
the Portland Trail 'Blazers and grabbed 15 rebounds Pasadena- Country Club Elliott Co.80, ilowant'o. 61
Owensbor47, Male 42
more movement by.increasing
.
Hippkieurville62. Russellville65
Seneca 71,Eastern 43
edked the Ctiicago Bulls 90-87: while Detroit hlocked a team, course...our defensive pressure and of
N.Harclin 81,Ft.Knox 60
Thomas Jefferson 55,Central 45
Joyce Kazmierski shot a 70 Woodford Co.86, Jessarnme 84
PHYSICAL GAME-Frank Gilliam is outmuscled and outIt was al rare reversal of record 14 shots in cruising
Stuart841. Collegiate 34
course, that helped our of
aliath Co.64
._
Western 59.,Doss 40
'NBA form.l with five-of the past Washington.
heighted here by James Whittemore of the Rough Riders. Watns for sole possession of second Ballard
added.
fense,"
Miller
Fairdale 64, Waggener 58
C.ovington Holmes 94, Covington
seven home teams-all except .• Warriors 116, Paters 111
place.
•
ching the action is Andrea Perry (33) of the Tigers while little
Soilthern 62, Pleasure Ridge Park to
Catholic rt
Neither team looked like
Henry Co. 50. Carroll Co. 48
_Milwaukee and Detroit-going
At 74 -were Pitty Hayes and Valley 85,Fern Creek 54
Jamaal Wilkes scored 32
Chris McClure (32) also tries for the ball.
in
the
movinig
well
were
they
Somerset 100, Cakey Co.68
Hopkins/tile 41,Garnaliel 311
Own-to defeat. However, the points as the Warriors sur- Jo Ann Washam. Vivian Henry Co:58,Carroll(A. 50
Bryan Station 59, Paris 56
Bucks had to rally from a 20- vived a furious second-half Brownley, Pat Meyers and Bowling Green 40, Edmon.son C, 39 Meade Co.54,IARue Co.32
(OT
Pineville 45, Lynn Camp 34
_ _ point...halftime .deficit to .beat Indiana 'rally. Clifford .Ray's Sally Little were tied at par 72. • Boyd Co.71, W.Carter66
ROAM Co. 43, Russell
Taylor CA.57,Campbellsville 45
the Knicks behind 32 points by three-point play with four
Amy. Alcott, who won this Marshall Co.SO,Crittenden Co 5.1
Campbell Co. Conner5g
WasktIngtOn CO.66. Oheida 48
is proud to announce that
Rob Dandridge, 26 by Nater minutes remaining put tt* tournament as a rookie two' Eminence 65.67,
.
Owen Co 52.
%V.v.
, co SR Pnlaaki Ca. 30
Western Anderson 43, N. Bullitt 33
before he was ejected•with 5'2 Warriors ahead to stay 105-162 Years ago joined Sandra Post Franklin Co. 73, Montgomery 66
Fred Doughty
E.Hardin 93.Graysorr-Co.-74
Madisonville 85,Paducah Tilghman 76
minutes to play and 23 by after they blew a 15-point lead. among 11 players tied at 73.
is now associated with
Lewis Co. 73. Nicholas Co 62
Pam Higgins, who beat Mrs. Powell Co.79,Breathitt Co 66
Brian Winters.
BOWLING
Indiana's Billy Knight had 34
University Barber Shop
Co. 57, Corbin 54
Rankin on the first playoff McCre.ary
SuperSonics 93, Nets 88' . ..ampsoints.
KANSAS CITY - Gary
along with
Richmond Madison 84, Maysville 74
holt last Sundt/ to capture the Russell 77, Breclunridge Co. 58
,Fight N.2 broke out with 10
Mage of Seattle took over first
Trail Blazers 90,Bulls 87
Don Kilcoyne
Shelby Co.70. Anderson Co
minutes .left :following a
place heading into the finals of
Maurice Lucas scored 23 67,500 top prize_ in the first 1977 Tollesboro 58,Deming 57 47
for your complete hair care whether
scramble for a rebbund under points and Herm Gilliam tour stop at Miami, shot 11.74. Owensboro 78. Male 39
a $75,000 Professionfl Bowlers
Akrens 82, Taylor Co.69
it be a hair style razor cut,layer cut,
the Seattle basket. Davis. -connected on a lay-up in the Defending champion JoAnne Berea 66, Lexington
Association tournanient.
Sayre 54
•
or regular cut.
decked Tolson and cut ex-Net-- finAllwo Minutes after a key Carner was seven strokes off Bremen 71,Paris66
.
GENERAL
Covington Holy Cross 63, Nes-pon
the pace at 76.
HEWLETT, N.Y. - Race
Bib Love near the left eye Steal to help PorUand-snap
Fred & Don invites their former
Catholic 65
•
Fred Itershty
Don Kilcoyne
Mrs. Rankin was the tour's Elizabethtown 103.Hart Co 77
with another shot:Davis and five-game, losing. streak
horse trainer Nick Combest,
FAtill Co.. 71, Lee co.-59
sad
Minds
fo
customers
come
by or call 753 1953, 306 N. 16th (Next to Mr. I's Rest.)
oneocar
died
in
a
Tolson were ejected.
despite the continued absence leading mopey winner-last Marion Co. 70. Campbellsville 67
52,
Nelson Co.90, Tayloriville 63
year with a'record 6150,734.
automobile acckdent.
Plenty of ParkingSlick Watts 'topped the o of center Bill Walton.
•
1

Messengale Out Of Lead For
FirSt Time In Two Tourneys

NBA Staging Its Own
Friday Night Fights

Kentucky High School
Basketball Results

Rankin Takes
Lead In LPGA

niversity Barber Shop

•

i

•
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Watkins Scores 30 As Cairo
Easily Romps Calloway 99-56

A.

TOUGH INSIDE -Calloway found little success in trying to go to the inside against Cairo Friday.
Here, Mike Wells drives inside as Otha Watkins (SS) and Steve Doss (50) defend for the Pilots.

appeared to be in control with
By Barry Wham Drew
Ledger & Times Staff Writer • a 40-22 lead, nobody in foul
.trouble and. ur -minutes- of
,•
• ••
basketball left in the game.
. Coach Robert Slone's
Calloway County Lakees
-We are just beginning to
traveled to 'Cairo, Illinois,
jell as a tame," Chumloler
Friday night to join in a game
said."Our kids played a super
of basketball with the Cairo
game on defense tonight. We
Pilots.
- wanted to 'keep Tommy
Friday night was not a very
good night to visit Cairo as the
Lakers were belted, 99-56, by
Billy Chumbler's Pilots.
Remember Billy Chumbltr?
Yes it's the same Billy
('humbler that used to play
- basketball for Murray-State:
Backothen Billy was.Ildr.,Nice
Guy but that has all changed.
The evidence is conclusive.
The Pilots just dan't seem to
like Kentucky high schools
-and they really put on a IhOW
for the Lakers.
Cairo was never headed as
the Pilots capitalized on their'
strong
and
rebounding
lightning-quick running
game to build a 24-12 advantage at the end of the first
quarter.
The Lakers found themselves in deep trouble early in
the game as field goal attempts failed to find the
basket only to wind up in the
waiting and willing hands of 6Otha -Watkins• Who helped
himself to 30 points in the win.
Calloway Was cold most of
the way while Cairo was
blazing hot!
As time ran out in the
second quarter the Pilots

Nevada-Las Vegas Wipes Out
Pan American 135 To 106
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
When you play Nevada-Las
,yegas at home, that's like

rollers wiped out Pan
American 135-106.
The Rebels' regular game
would include big production

You not only don't win-you
get taken to the cleaners.
The flashy Las Vegas
Convention Center usually
blinds the eyes of visiting
teams, and Friday night, Pan
American wound up losing its
collective shirt.
-"We didn't do anything
different, we just played our
regular game," said NevadaLas Vegas Coach Jerry
Tarakanian after his high

Gondrezick and Reggie Thetis.
They combined for 75 points to
lead the nation's sixth-ranked
college basketball team to its
56th straight victory at home.
The Rebels were the only
ranked team in action Friday
night. In a limited schedule,
Nevada-Reno defeated St.
Mary's 84-82; Princeton
stopped Dartmouth 65-45;
Florida State trimmed Dayton
76-71; Penn blasted Harvard

.11

• •

81-62; Yale nipped Cornell 6764; Brown upset Columbia 9183; California posted a 66-52
decision over Washington

Futrell and Mike Wells from
shooting the bottom out of the
basket'anti we 'did it -I -knew
that we had to take their inside
game away and We aFcornplished that'too."
Underway in the second
half, the Pilots wasted little
time in breaking, away from
the Lakers as they . quickly

d
surged ahead. 8-0 in'the
opening minutes of the third
quarter:
•
-"
Chumbler's gang never
slowed in the pace in the third
quarter and. at the buzzer
Cairo held'an even greater
lead at 67-35. The game was
jiist about over for the takers.
"There was just no way that
ive „ could match their
rebounding 'strength," Slone
said. We very simply had a
bad night all around. I believe
that our kids played the best
that th'ey could tonight and we
just didn't have it."
. • •''A defeat like This one can
really cause chaos-within a
team. We need to sort this
thing out and learn from it. It
Was just another loss; simply
that," Slone added.
- Action in the fourth quarter
was a repeat of the other three
quarters only a few of the
faces changed as the Pilot
subs rolled in and the score
continued to mount with the
final score' Caito 99-56 over
Calloway.

"We did have at least one
bright spot." SIone
"Jiiiiii;)-1..ainb is back, not.
really at full strength, but he
is back and I'm glad to sei
him in there."
.Calloway drops to 14-13 bi
action this season and moves
on to further action Tuesday
night as the) face Reidland on
the road.
Cake
of ie
2 1
0 ii
0 2
0 12
1 6
0 -•t
76 3 1 15
14 2 3 30
11 8 96

fg ft
0
9 0
1
. 6 0

Snoa
Mallor.
ts..
Vaughn
Nelson
r
.
,A1

Toigis

Cellowm
taunt)
01.1e
Was'
Fut reit .
MeCallon
I khan
Darnell
Totals
Quarters
Cairo
Callossa)

12 lit FA 21 a6
24 16 27 32 99

College
Cage Results
Friday's College Basketball
Results
By The Aszociated Press
EAST
Brown 91, Columbia 83
Drew 90, Clark 78
Ithaca 84, Clarkson 82,4 OT

•,

WELCOME ADDITION -Jimmy lamb (41) of the takers was a
welcome addition Friday. Tlitiugh the Laker: lost, it was the first time in several weeks Lamb has been near his usual par. He
has lost 10 pounds after suffering a bout with the flu.

orts--1-n Brief

Washington 74-69 and the
Princeton 65-, Dartmouth 45
University of klawaii outSt. Lawrence 101, Oswego St
By The Associated Press
- over Devilaglo in the $16,000
scored Centenary 1D4-79.
84
feature at Santa-Anita.
AUTO -RACING
Owens scored 26 points,
W Conn 85,Pace 79
DAYTONA
Ha.
BEACH,
ANCHORAGE,Alaska IAPI
Gondrezick added 25 -and
Yale 67, Cornell64
Cale Yarborough won the 100'A Galena masher won the
grabbed 18 rebounds and
SOUTH
_
milefinale of the International first heat .of the world
Theus-pumped in 24 points as
Florida'St 76, Dayton 71
Race of Champions series but championship sled dog race at
Nevada-Las Vegas rd to its
REVERSE LIMP - Randy McCallon (15) of the Lakers goes in
Howard 35,S Car St 76
A.J. Foyt took the overall title the Anchorage Fur Ren21st victory of thWseason
for a reverse layass for two of his four points while Glen Olive
Nicholls St 101, Jacksonville for the second consecutive dezvOus.
against two defeats. The St 93
(50) watch.
year while Harry .Gant,
Twenty of'the top mashers - watches as do Barry Snow (70) and Steve Doss
Rebels opened up a 28-10 lead
is
Defending
Otha
Troy St 71,SE Louisiana 62
Watkins
05/.
Taylorsville, N.C., won his in the world are competing in
with 13:37 left in the first half
MIDWEST
15,6+1 Photos by Barry Draw I
first super-speedway -race in the championship.
and held an 18-point halftime
Colo Mines 70, Regis 68
the
stock
modified
200-mile
margin,69-51.
DePauw 75, Denison 69
car race.
Pan American could pull no
Emporia St 91, Mo Western
SKIING
closer than 16 points in the 82
VIKERSUND, Norway -second half as Las Vegas
Mo Southern 79, Fort Has Toni Innauer tOok the lead
pulled away behind the hot St 64
after the opening' day of the
shooting of Theus, who.hit nine
Moorhead St 96, Michivan World Ski - Flying Chamstraight field goals in the Tech 80
pionships with a score of 189.5
second half. Henry Taylor
N Dakota 66, Northern losk a points.
after
standings
point
Western Kentucky is leading in the
scored 36 points and Michael 62
.
•
the first night of competition in the OVC Indoor ChamIAA/C,Switzerland -- Franz
Edwards added 30 to pace Pan
N Dakota St 81, MankatO St Klammer of A,ustria regained
pionship Track Meet at Morehead.
American.
70
The Hilltoppers amassed 24 points in the field events
the World 'Cup - points lead
Edgar Jones scored 28
N Michigan 74W IllinOis 53
Friday night while host Morehead is in second with 13.
when he won his sixth downhill
points to lead Nevada-Reno
Wayne St, Neb 94, Washburn race of the year with a time of
Other scores include Murray 7, East Tennessee 7, Austin
over St. Mary's; a 26-point
86
Peay 6, Middle Tennessee 5, Tennessee Tech 2 and Eastern
1 minute,59.10 seconds. ,
performance
by Frank
Kentucky did nut score.
_ GOLF
SOUTHWEST
Sowinski powered Princeton
There were six qualifying events held. They included the
LOS ANGELES - Tom
past Dartmouth; Harry.Davis
Dallas
Lubbock
Baptist 81,
Purtzer fired a four-under-par
60-yard dash,the 60-yard high hurdles,the 440-yard dash,the
came off the bench with 18 Christ 76
67 to tie Lanny Wadkins for the
600-yard dash,the 880-yard run,the 1,000-yard run.
second-half points to spark
Texas -Wes1 95, Wayland- second-round" lead
in
. the
In those events, Morehead qualified 8 for the finals, Austin
South Florida's victory; Baptist 94
KenEastern
State
Murray
5,
Glen
$200,000
Campbell-Los
Peay 7, Western Kentucky -7,
Keven McDonald poured in 28
FAR WEST
Angeles Open.
tucky 5, Middle Tennessee 4, Tennessee Tech 4 and East Tenpoints to lead Penn over
California 66, Washington St
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. -nessee 4.
We sometimes compare electric bills with .neighbors and then
Harvard;.Dick-Shea and Jim 52
.Judy
Rankin shot a threeDennis Mabbitt qualified fpr- the finals of the 600 Or
Yent each hit two free throws. Cal-Davis 78, Stanislaus St
complain
to the local utility when ours is higher.
under-par 69 to take the firstMurray State. He recorded a 1:13.8.
in the last'17.seconds as Yale 77
electric bills is like Comparing apples and oranges:
Comparing
Freshman
Pat
round lead in the Ladies
In the 880-yard run, Murray qualified two.
defeated Cornell; Brian
Cal St LA -83, Cal St Professional
families
have identical" A-ig habits. No two families have
..No
two
Golf
Chimes ran a 1:55.4 while Mitch Johnston had a 1:59.6.
Saundels scored a career-high Bakersfld 81
Association's $50,000 Orange
The Racers also qualified a pair for the 1,000-yard run.
appliances.
No two .eunilies use .electricity the same
identical
39 points for Brown; Doug Gonzaga 76, N Arizona 62
Blossom Classic.
Dave Warren recorded a 2:14.2 while Tony Keener ran a
way.
True and John Caselli ezich
Hawaii,104, Centenary 79 TENNIS
2:14.9.
scored 20 points as California
Where one family may delight in salads and sandwicheS,
Hayward St 62, Humboldt St
OCEAN
CITY, Md..- Bob
The best Murray performance in the finals was in the
defeated Washington State 61
may insist on big,hot meals.
another
Lutz
upset
top-seeded
distance medleY?elay.
and Mike Bretz had 27 to pace
Idaho St 95, Montana St 73
one farrtily may li4e in front of the color TV,another may
Where
9:33.1.
Guillermo
•
Kentucky4n
Vilas
of Argentina
Murray finished second to Western
Stanford over Washington.
.. Lewis & Clark 93, Whitman
and Vitas Gerulaitis surprised
There was a mixup in the race where in the three-quarters,
for entertainment.
books
prefer
80
second-seeded Hie Nastase of
the runners were one lap 1167 yards) short of running three
family runs the air conditioning -24 hours a day,
Where
,
one
Montana 72, Boise St 67
Ilau Signs HowardRomania in the semifinals of
quarters.
corniortable by rtumlng it-only durin'g the hottest
be
may
another
Nev Las Vegas 135, Part
N.
the $100,000 Ocean .. City
Johnston led off for Murray with a 1:54.5 in the 880 while
NEW ORLEANS (AP - American 106
_
part-of-the-clay.
DiternatiOnaTTournam
The
outstancruig
swelter.
enT.
49.6- in the
Dennis hfabbitt ran an
The New Orleans-Jazz ,have
Nevada-Reno 84,St. Mars's.
children
in a family, this automatically
are
there
when
And
TORONTO,
Secondtime for Pat Chimes in the three-quarter was not available
signed guard Mo Howard, a Calif.82,OT
.
seededStockton
Dick
anchored
cooking,
relay
needed
bathing,
the
more clothes washing, more
Brewer
More
Martyn
"misty.
more
means
because of the
free agent, to 'a National • Stanford 74, Washington 69
less than an hour to down Ross
with a 4:11.2 mile.
usage all the way
electrical
refrigerator,
more
the
Basketball Association confor
work
Weber St 98, Idaho 81
Case of Australia 6-3; 6-3 in
The other Murray points came in the high jump and in the
tract.
around.
_
quarter-final's of a $100,000
three-mile run.
Howard was the Cleveland
On top of this is the fact that you could be comparing bills that
World Championship Tennis
Bill Bradford cleared 6-10 in the high jump to tie an indir Cavaliers' second-round draft
on different billing cycles, and this would throw any comare
Tournament.
The
place.
fourth
In
a
schoot record for Murray State and won
choice in 1976 but played in
HORSE RACING
parison completely out of kilter.
PHILADELPHIA (API three mile, Brian Rutter ran a 14:49.8 and finished in fifth. - only nine games before he was
AU-Star catcher Bob Boone
NEW YORK - Apprentice
However, in the three-mile run, there was another mixup released.
S6, instead of comparing bills with a neighbor, compare bills
sensation
Steve
pitchers
Larry riding
and the runners all ran one extra lap of 167 yards.
The signing of Howard it'd
with yourself, preLerably'the one for the same month the year
and
The finals Of the meet will begin this afternoon.
brought the Jazz to the team Christenson
Iep• Cauthen steered Treacle Tart,
. before, reinembering to take into consideration rate increases,
Underwood signed three-yea $9.20„ to a half-len,gth .victory
The meet will not count toward The standings in the All- maximum limit of 1,2 players.
fuel escalation charges, new,taxes, and additional degree days.
contracts
with
the in the $25,000 feature at
Sports Trophy race.
Philadelphia Phillies, General' Aqueduct.
- This will be a more accurate guide. And it'll reveal how your conManager Paul Owens has
CHERRY HILL, N.J. Indians Ink Pitchers
servation measures are reducing usage.
Delightly, $5.20, rallied .to
announced.'"
The signing Friday brought score a head victory over
CLEVELAND (AP)- The
Cleveland Indians Friday the total number of rostered Bobago Gal in the Maple
4
signed veteran Jim
.Bibby and players under contract to 26, Shade Purse at Garden State. .
1205 Chestnut Street
minor
leaguer
Cardell with 14 still unsigned.
HALLANDALE; Fla. Camper,a pair of pitchers.
Yeteraps "tilL_ unsigned Dreaming of More,' $8.2d,
Bibby, a 6-foot-5 right- include National Ifeague home registered a half-length
hander, -was 13-7 with a 3.20 run champion.Mike Schmidt,, victory over T.V. Image in the
For Your Drug, Prescription and
earned run average with the Gene Garber, Jim Eonborg. 68.000 Over Arranged Purse at&
Indians last season. A Ron Schueler,Tommy Hutton, Gulfstream Park.
Sundry Needs
A
401 Olive
'
753-5312
spokesman for -the American Ted Sizemore, 011ie Brown,
ARCADIA, Calif. - Happy
Open 12:00 Noon
P. M.
League.baseball team said he Jerry Martin and Bobby New Year,$18.60, won his first
SC=1
.signed a multiyear contract.
Tolan.
American race by 11s lengths

Western Kentucky Leads
OVC Indoor Track Meet

Comparing Bills

••••

Three Sign Pacts

SCOTT DRUG 1
Will Be Open Every Sunday

1116

Murray Electric
System
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Some Lined Up For Unemioloyment
End Up With New Place To Work
to fill 92 newly-created
emergency clerk positions.
He said he didn't expect to
have any problem filling the
30-day emergency posts,
which pay $415 a month. The
federal government picks up
the tab.
"1 expect we'll have them
all on board by the end of the
day," he said.
The new clerks will help
process the large volume of

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Several persons who lined up
for unemployment insurance
benefits this week didn't get
them.
-Tilley got jobs instead.
James Hayden, director of
the Kentucky Division of
Insurance,
Unemployment
. said Friday he instructed
administrators of the 29 local
offices throughout the state to
-hire people right out of line"

Crossword Puzzler
AC POSS
' Part cLIC
4.,e•
Aesse!
" ast, se
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clamp resulting from weather this week will not be tallied
and energy-related layoffs, until next week. However,
Hayden said. reports through the first four
2 Notice
"We have a world of stuff to days of this week indicated
do," he said. "There has been that aboug 3,000 claims filed
BROTHERS FOREIGN
a tremendous -increase in each day for both regular
AUTO SERVICE invites
claims."
unemployment insurance and
you to bring your
Hayden blames the bulk Of supplemental unemployment
Volkswagon, Porsche,
the increagbd'unemployment .assistance.
or Audi in for prompt
Hayden said those early
on the weather rather than on
and courteous service.
the energy crisis.
reports indicate claims are
Located on Industrial
He said he asked every falling off.
Road. Call 753-0521.
employer participating in the
"Things are looking -a tittle-r
)employment insurance better," he said.
program • to advise him
The division received a total I - YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE
whether layoffs were related of 32,733 claims for both kinds
753-6333.
to weather or energy of jobless benefits for the week
,
problems. He said he received ending Feb. 12.
a large response and that 90
Supplemental
assistance
Just
per cent said weather was the covers persons not covered by
major factor.
Arrived
regular unemployment indon't -think -the gas surance, such as -School
Assorted baskets and
shortage hurt nearly as much teachers or _other school
gift items
as the weather," he said.
employes.
The severe cold and heavy
snowfalls that hit Kentucky
earlier this, year all but closed
down the coal industry and
11 AM to 5 PM
most construction trades.
Monday thru Saturday
Independent truckers and
Co4dwater Rd
753 03'
'
small trucking firms whose
business is closely connected
to the coal industry also were.
FOR FREE OIL and
affected.
adjust on any sewing
Call
Hayden said claims. are still
machine.
coming in from workers Who
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
were unemployed last month
but couldn't get to an
News, Society and
unemployment office to file a
753-1918.
Sports
SPECIAL
claim. If a person has a valid
Retail Display adreason ,for not applying as
New Shipment woven
vertising 753-1919
soon as possible after he is out
houseplant baskets
Display.
Classified
of work, his claim will be
all shapes, all sizes
Classified, Circulatibackdated, Hayden said.
Business
the
on and
However, he said he is not
.79 to $9.95
be
may
Office
encouraging anyone to come
53ex7
claim,
on
reached
in late to file a
pecting it to be backdated.
I916and 753-191 7
12th S. Poplar
Total jobsless claims for
Our 30th Year.

BAMBOO
GARDENS

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

STARKS HOWE

2-19-77

PEANUTS

fT'S A 6000 THING I'M
FiNISHEC BECAUSE I'VE
FOR6OTTEN li)H0 I WAS
UJRITiN6 ABOUT!
-

AnJ

so'his
ife ended.

FREE! FREE! Drawing
for new $20.00 bill at
Country Music Show
Saturday, 8:00 .p. m.
Kentucky Lake Music
Barn. For information
call 502-436-8806.
D44 YOU blieve the Holy
Ilinte is Gorrs tnspired '
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 7530984. It is not a recording. This is also our
business phone.
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WILL THE LADY driving
the red and white car
who talked to the woman
involved in the accident
in front of Big John''s on
November 18, please-.
call 435-4302 after 4 p. m.
As soon as possible.
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If You
Need Them:
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Police
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Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
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753-6952
753-9332
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„
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COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as24cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear, entrance.
. WILL THE LADY who hit
the car in the hospital
parking lot, please
contoct
Edward
Chadwick, 106 South
12th, 753-7267._
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street.
MondayThlirsday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7c30330. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 7533685.
4. In Merno4
IN LOVING MEMORY of
Laverne Adams Miller
who died a year ago,
January 25th on a rainy
and cold day at 2:40.
Mama only had to suffer
a little while before the
Lord came and took her
home to rest and live
with him. She left this
old world with a
pleasant and satisfied
look on her face. The
.days since then have
been so empty and
lonely and almost unbearable, but with the
help from our dear Lord
with our prayers each
day we are able to live
jest a day at a time. The
wonderful memories of
her and our great and
deep love for her will
live on and on. Everyone
that ever knew her loved
and admired her very
much, and we are
looking forward to the
time when we will all be
together and rejoice
with her once again.
Sadly missed and loved
by her family and
friends.
S. Lost And Found
SET OF PRESCRIPTION
glasses found at intersection of Miller
Avenue and 16th. Call at
Ledger and Times and
identify.
LOST TWO YEAR OLD
Black Doberman IV'
scher. Chain choke
collar. Paradise Resort
off Highway 732. Call
436-5414.
6 Help Wanted

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
NEXT WEEK NEW APVENTaRE
*A_

2 Notice

753-5131
753-3994

Comprehensive
Care .
Poison Control
Senior Citizens
Needline
.
learn To Read

TADS

s.s. •-..
• ...3.•

AdvertIsers
ore
requested to check the
first msertfon of ads for
correctron
Thus
newspaper writ be
respOnsible for ortty
one Incorrect Insertron
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTEP IMMEDIATE
LY SO PLEASI CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOtIFY US PROM
PTV/ IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

$2,000.00 MONTHLY!
SPARETIME!
Unbelievably, excitingly
easy!
Send
selfaddressed and stamped .
envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
$25.00 PER HUNDRED stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TK ENTERPRISE, BOX 21679,
DENVER, CO. 80221.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell 'Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.
COMPANY WILL PAY
$50 to person who furnishes us with name of
someone who
will
purchase siding, room
addition or any type
home
improvement
work. Call 502-683-0690.
EASY MAILING work
from your home. Earn
from $754200 weekly.
For information send
stamped self addressed
envelope to Edwards
Publication-to. 391 East
149th Street, Bvinx,
N.Y. 10455.

I

$240 Weekly Possible Stuffing
Envelopes. SEND Selfaddressed stamped envelope
KASH-FLO
ENto:
TERPRISES Bei 60669
Sacramento, CA 95160 DEPT
DY.

6 Help Wanted
HOUSECLEANING, 2
days week for elderly
couple. Call 753-9986
after 5 p. m. or 753-5757.
12 Insurance

Parise sad Merman Owl Estate
753-4451
Office Maws 8:00-51$0
after Wars nal warheads
7534154 or 753-4557

14.Want To Buy
STACKS OF OLD comic
books, magazines and
Big Little books. Call
753-9829.

16 Home Furnishings
BROWN COUCH ANP
black and white TV. Call
753-98!5LONG
GREEN
LEATHER couch.
_ Perfect condition. $20.
Call 489-2141.

__spgpz, QUEEN

washer
and dryer. Both $100.
Call 753-8071.

CANOPY
MAPLE
bedroom suite, $150. Box
springs and mattress,.
$50. Baby bed and
mattress, $25. TV stand.
Call 753-8333 evenings.

WANT TO BUY an
baseball cards. Call
after 6 p. m. 753-8019.

TWO REFRIGERATORS
AND STOVE, air con_,ditioner for sale. Call
1 753-4091 after 5, 753-0764.

WANT TO BUY a used
maple baby bed in excellent condition. Call
753-8393 after 5.

DISHWASHER,
Westinghouse, 4 months
old. $140. Call 753-9829.

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
15.Articles For Sale
FREE!
WHOLESALE
Jewelry Catalog! Exclusive Designers'
Collections! Bargains
galore!
Box
1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44100.
FROM WALL TO WALL,
no soil at all, on carpets
cleaned
with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
. shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
WOOL -RIMS 'origin at
handmade. All wool
rugs extra heavy plush.
All handmade and
designed to order.
Suggest Navajo or
Aboriginal or other
designs. Choose what
you like. Call 753-6453.
TWO HAIRDRYERS and
hydraulic chair for sale.
new. Call 435-4554.

11. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
ELECTROLUX
cleaner.
VACUUM
Brand new. Still has
guarantee. Has carpet
sweeper and all attachments $285. Call 7533634.
SALE: KIRBY Vacuum,
500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359.*
18 Sewinp MArhines
SINGER SEWING
Machine,zig zag and all
regular
attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price $.39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 1-3548619.
FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine. Full
cash price, $30. Call
Lakewocid, i-354-8619.
19. Farm Equipment

SALE - CHAINSAW
chains, 3/5" or 404 pitch.
bar,
Enough for
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
AVAILABLE tsil/W.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all' densities. Cut
to your-specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 7,53-6767.
ATLANTA wood or coal
stove in
excellent
condition. Call 753-4725.
FOUR H. P. air compressor
with
accessories. $250. Call 4892275.
FOR SALE - air compressors, all types
electric motors. We are
now buying used air
conditioners. Call 7539104.
CARPET rubber back 13
x 13, like new. $40. Also
one antique rocker. Call
753-7523.
REFRIGERATOR,
washer, gas cook stove
and bedroom suite. Call
753-0493.
HALF PRICE - Complete water clarifier
system, $200. Used only
3 months. Call 435-4413.
FORMICA. TABLE and
d.
E. ,
chairs.
refrigerator and leather
couch. Call 436-2389.
ANTIQUE CLAW FOOT
mahogany dresser, oak
hall tree, 4 oak dining
chairs, rope design. Oak ,
dining table, marble top1
walnut table. Call, 7534455.
FOR SALE: Oak and
Hickory wood, $12.50
rick delivered. Call 4374731 or 437-4346.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah,Ky.
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Call 436-5870.
CONTACT WEST KY
Grain
Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
,Dryers. Seven per cent
Pre-Season Discount
through February.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for
spring.
AgriProducts has them. Call
753-2958.
FERGUSON 20 tractor.
Call 435-4412.
16' STOCK trailer. Two
years old. Call 753-5464.
1972 -CASE 570, only 500
hours. Used for mowing.
Gas, No equipment.
$4500. Call after 5 p. m.
435-4388.
1969 3,000 FORD tractor
with plow and disc. Call
489-2463.
NOTHING BETTER
THAN Adams hard
surfaced plow points.
Also regular points,
chisel pq,ints, Cultivator
shovel and sweeps.
Vinson Tractor Co. 7534892.
SPECIALS. Heavy duty
truck tool boxes, $89.95.
Standard boxes, $79.95.
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
• JOHN DEERE 1 240
planter. Used 2 years.
Perfect condition. Call
after 5 p. m. 753.4503.
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20 sports tquipment
16' SWISS Six ski boat. 90
h. p. Johnson, trailer,
_filsis_and ull gear. $1100:
-Call 753-2248 after 6 p.

1.

0..

1973 151-2 ft. Chrysler
Currier boat, 70 h. p.
motor and Holtsclaw
trailer for sale. Best
offer. Call 43t-5331.
16 H.-P. ROCKWELL air
boat motor with controls. $300. Call 436-5590.
26" RALEIGH Record 10
speed bike. Like new.
Ca11.7*7356,...
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It. Homes For Sale

NEW 23 channel CB NEW TWO BEDROOM
townhouse apartment,
radios. Full power, full
all carpet, dishwasher,
modulation, fully.
rap_ge,_ refrigerator,
guaranteed, 1477.91
disposal, washer-dryer
Antenna', trunk or reef
hookup,central heat and
top mount only $9.95.
_ air, private deck. Call
Tennessee Liquidation
753-7550.
Warehouse Store, Court
Square, Paris, Tenn.
You save more at ow . NEW TWO BEDROOM
garden apartment,
liquidation store.
carpet, range,
'TVrefrigerator, disposal,
G. E. 25" color
with
washer-dryer hookup.
matching stereo. $150.
Qr will sell separately.
Private patio. Call 753Call 437-4155 after 4"."
7550.
NEARLY NEW black and
Ma navoic.
Call 70-3914.

11-2 H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new. TV SALE. Drive te cuba
and save. We have the
Heavy, duty trolling
motor.35 h.p. Evinrude. lowest prices on all
Zenith TV's. Shop
Call 753-8127.
around and compare.
15' RUNABOUT BOAT,55
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
horse power Evinrude
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
motor, and 15' cam27. Mobile Home Sales
per-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
best offer. Contact
Gunner Nance at 753Two bedrooms, 1 and 34
baths, all electric. Call
4015 or 753-8300.
753-4548 after 5 p. m.
22 Musical
LOWERY organ with
brass • symphoirizer,
rhythm section and
recorder. Cash or take
over payments. Call 4362124.

32 Apartments for Rent

FOR SALE by owner. 2
bedroom mobile home
unfurnished except
stove and refrigerator.
Washer & Dryer connections in use now. One
large 12' by 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' by 8'.steel
storage shed. Ail on four
nice lots 100' by 2Z0'.
Just 3 minutes aWay
from lake. Excellent
well and septic system.
Under $9,000.90. Calf7535352 6:00 a. m: to 6:00 p

ONE

NEW FOUR BEDROOM
21-2 bath, 2 story brick
nearing completion. Be
ready to move into. by
spring: Priced to sell
now. Call 753-3903.

THREE- BEDROOM, 2
bath brick on 1 acre.
,
Good location. Low 30's.
Call 753-9318.

BEDROOM

irritmsnrD
ment. Air conditioned.
Next to fairgrounds.
Highway 121. Call 7533139.

-2.r9

"REMEMI3ER-ir ONL>f A $1)0
RET3ATE "
43 Real Estate

TWO
BEDROOM
apartment furnished or
unfurnished. Call 7534126.
NICE 'FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 South 13th.
TWO BEDROOM all
electric brick duplex.
Private drive. $90.00 per
month.For 2or 3 people.
Call 489-2595.

LOTS-LOTS -.LOTSWe still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving, city water and
sewer included in price
of lots. Prices start at
$3,300. Sgme wooded lots
still available. Owner
with
will finance
down
minimum
payment: Guy. Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

TWO BEDROOM furnished brick. $150 a
FENDER JAZZ bass
month. Near campus. COMMERCIAL LOT...
guitar. Good deal. Call
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
753-6666. Ask for Mark.
358 feet deep... the only
o. m. M-F.
lot availaVe for, sale
across from the new city
33 Rooms For Rent
CONRAD'S PIANOS park.. . ideal for sports
Organs, Kimball and
store. Kick off your
ROOMS FOR RENT m
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
shoes and settle in front
the country. Call 436and Clark. Largest
-. of the fire in this warm
2510
getection in -W-estern • family room, designed
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Just for you. Add .4
'Olympic Plaza, Murray, EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
34. Houses For Rent
bedrooms, living room,
Ky.
bedroom mobile home,
dining area, 2 baths and
THREE
electric heat and central
BEDROOM
a 14' x 45' rec room for
24 Miscellaneous
brick house... near the
air. 28 x 32 heated
those teenagers . . .
University._ Newly
workslicip. New 4" dee_p_
of
rated.
well. Water pipe to all 8
ully carbut
living
comfortable
CASH, when you use Joe
peted. No pets. $200.Call
acres. All within.2 years
unbelieveable low heat
Bailey and Linda Dill's
753-3942.
old. •Beautiful location.
bills. Loretta Jobs
Flea Market to sell
Call after 6p. m.901-247Realtors, 753-1492.
items for y,ou. . . .tables
FIVE ROOM house for 2
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
are now being rented. If
people. No pets. Good
you have old precious,
HOUSE TRAILER FOR.
references. .
Call 753antis:0es, relics, 'etc.sale, '1969 Marriott,
7449.
For Sale
items, call-615-232-6566.
carpeted, PI baths, 2
Or
The FLEA MARKET is
bedrooms, $3,800. Call THREE ROOMS and
located 3 miles west of
bath, near Taylor Store.
753-7490.
Lease
Dover, Tenn., on highCall 753-1E73 or 753-1559
-Zoned for commercial
way. 69 across from
1973 12 x 60 Criterion.
or 'professional use.
Uncle *Joe'f. Oiscount
NEWLY
DECORATED
2
'Fully furnished, and
House has over 1,400
Store. Hundreds of
bedroom house, located
carpeted.
Two
sq. ft. of space,located
items now turning into
on
a
lake
front
lot
in
bedrooms. Extras. Call
on highly traveled
thousands. The INPine Bluff Shores. No
753-5807.
street.
DOOR Flea Market
children
or
pets.
Call
open six days a week
required.
References
29 Mobile Home Rentals
David King
and Sunday afternoons.
$135 month, Call 753753-8355
8355.
MOBILE HOME - 3
CUSTOM MATTRESS
bedroom, furnished or
WE HAVE PROSPECTS
36 For Rent Or Lease
made any size for anunfurnished. 100 x 200
for three bedroom
tique beds or campers.
private lot. Three miles
homes up to the
East of Murray. Call FOR LEASE - Building
Buy direct and save on
Come
by
Wilson
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
all mattresses,
492-8120. - •
'
Insurance and Real
753-5881
Healthopedic or foam.
Estate, across from the
WEST KY. MATTRESS, TWO BEDROOM trailer.
post office or call 7531136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Private lot. In Murray.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
3263.
Phone 1-443-7323.
Call 753-4661.
retail store building on
south side court square
ELECTRIC STOVE and-a MOBILE
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft. BY OWNER mini farm on
HOMES and
camper.for long wheel
large residential tot.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247mobile home spaces for
Three acres located 31A2
base 1-2 ton truck. Call
283.
rent,. at Riviera Courts.
753-4867.
miles East othinrray on
Call 753-3280.
37 livestock Supplies
the Squire Wdrkman
Road. Has water and is
1969.OLDS, power brakes
BRED GILTS, 3 way
in a restricted area. Call
and steering. Body and 30 Business Rentals
cross. Hampshire,
753-8355.
engine in good sham.
Duroc and Yorkshire,
Good work or fishing CLEANUP SHOP or body
Also cross bred boars.
car.'Blessing Scholastic 'shop. At Midway. Call
FOUR BEDROOM home
Call 753-9390.
753-5311.
trumpet. Call 753-6478
just listed in Canterbury
after 6 p. m.
PAIR OF MULES 48 in. -Estates. Home is -less
31 Want To Rent
than one year old, and is
high. Good harness,
YE MOE Horsetradin'
outstanding in both
in
rubber tire wagon and
LOT
PRIVATE
Post and
Auction.
quality and,., design.
house
disc. Call 753-7386.
country for
General merchandise
Large family roomtrailer. Call 753-7707.
wholesale and -retail:
recreation room with
GILTS AND 2 sows with
Used furniture, 'and
area for pool table, and
32. Apartments For Rent
pigs for sale. Call 435appliances, anti •
Wet-hat, firephwe with
4503.
throw rugs, throw
heatalator,.
two
NICE ONE bedroom
pillows. Consignments
bedrooms downstairs, 2
1414 Vine.
apartment.
At
taken. Flea market
38 Pets Supplies
bedrooms upstairs and
space available. We
Storage areas abound.
NICE
FURNISHED 'AMERICAN
buy, sell or horsetrade;
HUSKY Large 2 car attached
apartment for four. Call
607 South 4th. Call 753Male dog. One year old.
garage. This home has
753-0669 or 7575.
9647.
Call
22 after 5:30
economic heat pump
and on Saturday.
heating and cooling.
•
system-,- Andersen
AKC '''GERMAN
thermopane windows,
SHEPHE D. Three
and
plushness
months 101•.
leik\$65.
throughout. Priced in
Its not one of the Wonders Of The World, but it
Female - $45. Ca 435low 50's. Phone KOP4385,
PERUD REALTY,- 753- _
is local and the only one like it... That's our
1222 for more inall MARBLE Showroom at
formation.
29 GALLON Metafraine
aquarium for sale, with
PFALTORS
all accessories. Call-7530657.

Have You Seen It?

Thornton Tile
St Marble

;3-5719
-Quality That Will Please"
612 S. 9th

EIGHT WEEK OLD
-Poodle for sate. corrs3MO.•

South 12th at Syisimorie
TELEPHONE 7531061

GROOMING AND AKC
Miniature Schnauzers. TWO 'ACRES OF land
Hidden Valley Kennels.
east yf Almo on blacktop
Call 435-4481.
road. Call 753-4418.
'

43 Real Estate

175 ACRE FARM located
on State Line Road-only
seven miles.- south of
Murray. Large amount
of tendable land, some
additional land that
could be cleaned up and
some wooded land.
Tendable land has been
in beans Good road
frontage. .Also county
road access on other
part of land. John C.
-Neubauer,- Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 7537531.

Reedy To
Move In A
Delightful three bedroom
hem* with fireplace en
closed patio and large
storage area' Thii gracious
WNW +as much more for
you to see end enice,
13
/
4 Acres
Nest to Scotts Grove Chita, hes ciceptronolly nice 3
ballroom
brIck
with
fireplace, central haat and
air, patio, pars:, an NO it
Min. form
Approx. 2 see. NI 9004
Mid tog qiploway ckse to
lake, wn U 3 bedroom
from and; well septic
task, also 3.outbuilding in-

dojos 98,09e
=211
Insolence I Ito•I Istets
Agency loc.
Phone .
7531253

HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 z,nd McFarlane
Road. Good well and
sePto .stem. Many
large trees for a nice
shad. tr.,rnesite. Call
. Neubauer,
John
Realtor. 505 Main St.,
753-0101
or
Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116.
44 Lots For Sale
LOT FOR SALE in
Qatesborough. Call 7538448.
45 Farms for Sale
FARM FOR SALE. 80
acres 50 acres open
land, high productive. 30
acres good marketable
timber Sale on cohtract. Call after 6 p. m.
901-2475457, Puryear,
Tenn.
46 Homes For Sale
MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price 3 Bedroom Brick,approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-765;

FOR
SALE

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1975 CHEVROLET four
wheel drive with topper.
Autoniatic,
power
steering, power brakes.
Phone 489-2737.

1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 cylinder
automatic, good condition. $1250. -call 4892156 or 7674754 after
-m.

51 Serv.t.es Offered

I. Services Offered
TILE - TILE -, TILE.
Complete patio . and
porchei, brick and tile,

showers., entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.'
Hamilton, 753-8500.,
ELECLICENSE
TRICIAN and as indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203. -

CAKES FOR ANY occasion, and for weddings. VArious sizes and
shapes. Prefer one week
notice in advance. Call
Polly Lamb,489-2602.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of eleetric heat, air '
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and' wiring. 30
Years experience. Call 436-5676.

1168 PLYMOUTH 4'door
PRICE REDUCED!
EXPERT BUILDING
sedan. Reduced for
Separate_ workshop, 3
BY
GUTTERING
and remodeling - one
quick sale. Excellent
bedrooms, 2 baths,
rsshinPt to_somatte_ __SEARS, Sears seamless
mechanical condition.
family room, office
gutters installed per
home_ _:_kkairot& to
-space.landstapet,- nearr---New -tires. .460-or'best-- completion. Call now
TiPe-elfreltMrarrall offer. Call 753-8417:
shopping. Call 753-9380.
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
.Roy Harmon's Carfor free estimates.
!753-4124.
penter Shop,
1972 DODGE DART
OWNER MOVING out of
Swinger, 8 cylinder
CARPET CLEANING ELECTROLUX ,SALES
state. Three bedroom
automatic, good conexperienced, Vet)." aitil service. Call Tony
home, good location.
dition. $1250. Call 489Montgomery, 753-6760,
reasonable rates,
Nice large lat. Call 7532156 or 767-4745 after5 p.
day
or ight.
references,
1961.
free
m.
estimates. Quick drying.
BY OWNER nice, neat 2
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618. LICENSED ELEC1972 V. W. Low mileage.
TRICIAN prompt efbedroom house in quiet
Call 753-3862.
near
neighborhood,
HAVING TROUBLE- ficient servffe: NO "Itih- -too small. Call Ernest
center..
shopping
getting those small
1974 FIREBIRD, gold,
White, 753-0605.
Completely remodeled.
plumbing jobs done?
custom striped, AM-FM
Call 474-2337.
Then call 753-6614.
tape. Rocket whe,e1a3 low
FOR A FREE estimate
mileage. Excellent
on all stump removal.
PAINTING AND PAPER
THREE BEDROOM
condition. Call 753-7853.
Contact K and S Stump
been
hanging, interior or
just
brick,
435-4343 or
--Removal.
exterior,'by the-houror
- decorated, inside and
1974
CHEVROLET
753-9490.
job. Free estimate;
out. 1702 College Farm
pickup, fully equipped.
Phone 753-8343.
Road. Call 753-5287.
Call 753-1977.
•
• .SALE: KIRBY Carpet
CUSTOMHAY
bailing
Care. Steam clean one
CAMELOT DRIVE - 1972 Volkswagon. Good
-and_ custom .combining.
room at 8 cents per sq.
nice 4 bedroom- tri-level
condition. $1050. Call
Call
753-8090.
and we will clean the ft.
central
gas
brick with
354-6217.
free, limit 4.x
hallway
heat: central electric
10. A 10' x 10' room
air, carport, wall to wall 1966 RAMBLER. Runs
GENERAL BACKHOE
would only be $8.00. Call
carpeting, pella winwork, ,hite gravel,
like new. Must sell. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
dows . and • fenced
436bank
gravel.
Call
767-2357.
2306.
backyard. Includes 2
GLASS REPAIR and
additional lots. Call 753- 1968 PONTIAC WAGON.
replacement for homes DRIVEWAYS
WHITE
8080 or come by 105.N.
Power, air, tape player.
autos- stores, M and G
reeked and gr.tded. Free
12th BOyD MAJORS . %SO-. 1967' Datsun, 4
COM pfete 't ra a
estimates: Call Clifford
REAL ESTATE:'"
door, $395. Call 489-2595.
Building
No.
5,
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
Dixieland
Shopping
p. m.
60 ACRES AND large 1966 MERCURY MONCenter. Phone 753-0180.
brick home just listed.
TEREY,'4 door, 38,000
Located 7 miles from
ELECTRICAL
WIRING
actual miles. Spare
PAINTING interior and
Murray with frontage on
home and industrial, air
never used, air, power
exterior. Texture ceiling
major blacktop Highconditioning
stPering _and brakes
•
. .• • •
•.
Way. Several excellent
refrigeration, heating..
Call 753-7523,
Call Ralph Worley, 75-3uilding sites, pond-, lots
Call 4744841.
0708.
of wooded areas and 1976 VOLARE wagon,
some tendable land.
8.000 miles, power
FENCE SALES AT
WET BASEMENT? We
Phone Kopperud
brakes, 225-6 cylinder, 3
SEARS now. Call Doug
, make wet basements
Realty, 753-1222. We,
speed transmission. Call
Taylor af 753-2310 for
provide a full range of
dry, _work_ ccimpletely
153-7523.
free estimates for your
Real Estate Service.
guaranteed.
Call or
needs.
write Morgan Con-Phone us today.
1972 AUDIE 100 IS. air,
struction Co., Route 2,
AM-FM, new radials.. WILL DO inside or out47 Motorcycles
Box 409 A Paducah,- Ky.
$2000. Glyn Gordon, 753- _ _sidelininting aed
day---or
- - 5312- or 753-7773.
carpentry
work. Phone
1974 YAMAHA 3e0 trail.
night 442-7026.
527-9959.
$2.50„ Call 489-2275.
FOR SALE 1950 DODGE,
bought new in Murray. DRIVEWAYS
INSULATION BLOWN in
white
1975 ELECTRIC miniIn excellent condition.
by Sears save_ on these
lime
rocked.
Sand
and
bike. Ride all day for
will trade for.
OF
high heat and cooling
Mark-Bucy.
hauled.
Call
pennies. Charge
runabout boat. Call 489bills. Call Doug Taylor
753-8381.
overnight. Ideal for
7275.
at 753-2310 for free
or
to
town
commuting to
estimates.
ELECTRIC
COLSON
classes. Priced to sell.
1972 JEEP COMMANDO, " AND Plumbing. Clent
Call 753-6564.
drive,
wheel
4
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
Colson, licensed elec•automatic, power
TANK and backhoe trician and licensed
1975 HONDA CB-550.
steering. Call 437-4817.
work needs call John
master plumber. Alnno,
Excellent condition.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
Ky. 753-8549.
_
CHEVROLET
only; 1500 Miles. Call
1972
after 4 p_.m. 753-3143.
Caprice, low mileage
FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
Two door hardtop, all
Residential;
Service.
54. Free Column
power. Call -753.-l.556
1970 750 TRIUMPH, $600
mobile borne-hookup
after 5:30.
Gall 489-2399 after. 4 p
FREE THREE PAftT
and. service. Licensed.
m.
Beagle puppies..Seven,
Roger Fain, 435-4539.
1966 CHEVROLET Imweeks old. Has been
pala V4,- air. Good
WILL ,SET WITH an
wormed, and have
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
condition) Call 753-7271.
elderly person. Day or
temporary
distemper
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
night.
Experienced.
C511
shots.
Call 753-3994 after
Honda 550 four with
1972 CHEVROLET Im4:30
753 7301 or 753-3739
windjammer. Call 753pala Coupe. excellent'
2228.
condition. Good tires.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
JEEP CJ-5-75 Renegade
Package, 1200 x 15 tires
on spoke wheels. Call
753-5532.
1957 FORD PICKUP with
camper, $295. 1968 Ford
LTD,$350. Call 489-2595
1970. TRIUMPH SPIT"
FIRE new paint, good
condition. $1200. Call
753-2958.
1977 GRAND LEMANS.
8,000 miles
Plenty
extras._Call 753-0492,

Call .753-7508.
1968 CAMARO R-S. Clean
door
hardtop,
2
automatic, V-8, air,
power steering, and
brakes. $1095. Call 7534428 after 5 p. m. 7539739.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
stereo. must see
• appreciate. Call. 4928441.
50 Campers

COLEMAN- RV , AIR
'conditioner s3le. While
they last,.-Mach 1-$367,
Mach II - 6403, Mach III - 406 ,Sirutt, 6th
Street Fir
1974 CHEVY 1 ton with
$426._ This price includes
baths Up- ,e-drooms, storage
taxes and installatinn.
. cab and chassis. custom
room.' w.L to wall carpel
deluxe, • power brakes
Open 6 days a week ahd
Two beelr•vims ,doemstairs.
large '..ivr4; room, den. kitClean, , Sunda) afte\noon.
steering.
and
rnen an
dining roam.
47,000 miles, 350 four
Camper
Murphy's
Classed 'root porch with
heat Iii, Sir glass enclosed
speed. Price is $2,650.
Sales. Highway 62 E.
• back v,r, r 2 fireplaces, one
Call 753-0165 or see at 66
_gas log I.irge full basement •
Dawson Rd.,-Princeton,
• carpet. 1 '7 bath, four
and
4th
Station,
Ky. 502-365-5082.
separat, rooms, laundry
Chestnut.
room.
e kitchen sink,
"- "Strower ...able car garage
16' TRAILER, camper.
stith extra room in bhck,
.riornplet-1,
,
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
insulated 1971* V. W.. automatic,
Double p ved driveway, one
,be
seen
1206
.
$1100.
Can
brick ,..tbuilding.r-grett •
tree,. o ,f an acre; CornSouth 16th, after 6 call 51 Service5 Offered
f.'
435-4149
FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
Phone
- 1964 FAIRLANE, 6
Residential;
Service.
753-5862
cylinder, automatic,
mobile home-hookur
from 7055
.excellent
condition. • and service. Licensed.
$400. Call 753-3704
Roger Fain, 435-4539.

Manager Needed

Salaried position, Bonus Plan, Company Paid Insurance
Apply In Person Only To

Sec

Richard Parker

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Kentucky Housing Corporation has received a
set-aside of42,500,000 in Section 8 contract authority
from the Department of Rousing and Urban
Development This set-aside may be used for new
coisstruction and'substantialrehabilitation of rental'
property for low and very low income families.
S.
Specific .inkeniation relative • to the SeV•Aon 8
obtained -from Kentucky Area Of
program
. can
ice of HUD or KkIC. '
Kentucky Housing Corporation will . accept
preliminary'proposals for housing units under the
Section 8 Housing Assistance Parnents Program
through March 18, 1977. After .this date proposals
of Fund%
will be accepted subjer4 to the ava ila
,
„
submitted by private owners
Proposals may
.and _Public Housing Agencies., Proposal should_ be
•
submitted to the following address
Kentucky Housing Corporation
108 Kentucky Towers
.
Louisville, Ky. 40202
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1
Deaths and Funerals .
Ben Waldrop Dies Mrs. Clint Younger Final Rites Today
At Local Chapel
Friday; Funeral To Dies; Was Sister
Be Held On Sunday Of Local Persons For Dennis Taylor

Dr. Kyo R. Jhin Will Speak At
University Church Of Christ

Ohio River Contaminated By
Carbon let Moving Downstream

Dr. Kyo R. Jhin, nationally degree in Liberal Arts and
,
from
Freedknown- et/traitor and speaker, Religion
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — the river,
said, are Ashland, Maysville,
will be the guest speaker Hardeman College, the B.A. Faced ,,wph the relentless
Covington,
Under the boil order, Linder Newport,
Sunday, February 20, -during degree in Mathematics from downstream journey of a 70- said,-"when the stuff hits the Louisville;
Uniontown,
the morning services of the David Lipscomb College, the ton toxic mass, Kentucky local area, everybody should Henderson, Morganfield and
University Church of 'Christ. M.A. degree in Governmental officials today advised per- boil water in an open kettle for possibly Paducah.
Ben Waldrop, farmer of
Mrs. Clint ( Upal Irene) The funeral iservices for
Jhin left his native Korea at and International Relations sons to take precautionary five minutes until the thing
Dexter Route One, died Younger, sister of four local Dennis H.(Tubby) Taylor will
"Paducah may or may not
an early age and became one from New York University,a measures with Ohio River passes — for the next five to be affec-ted," he said."Most of
...suddenly Friday at,Z:30 p.m. Persons, died Friday at two be hefa today at two p.m, at
second
M.A. degree in drinking water.
•
at the Kumfy-Calloway a.m. at her home on Route the chapel of the J. H. Chur- • of the youngest interpreters in
their water comes from the
seven days."
the history of the U.S. Amy, Matheiratics from ,Bostori
County Hospital. He was 60 Two, Paris, Tn. She was 65 chill Funeral'Home with the
State environmental and
He said that people with junction of the Tennessee and
College, end the Doctor's health officials decided
serving from 1950-1955.
•
• years of age.
years of age.
to kidney or liver problems Ohio rivers. But -we're not
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos ofForced to drop out of high degree hi Mathematics issue the "boil order" early -should draw enough water to taking any chances."
Mr. Waldrop was born May
The deceased was a ficiating. Mrs. Margaret
10, 1916, in Calloway County, member of the First Baptist Porter will be soloist and Mrs. school during the Korean War, Education, Curriculum and this morning on the advice of last until the problem ends."
The carbon' tetrachloride,
Jhin later received the A.A. Supervision from Auburn, the--1/4
and was the sonof the late Roy Church, Paris, Tn., where she Maxine Clark will be oreanist
caused* by
The state-has-contacted all probably
-'--Env4rentnental
University.
*':'• Waldrop and Josie Duncan had served as a Sunday School - Active pallbearers will be
Protection Agency, which first cities which draw drinking discharges _ from chemical
Kyo Jhisl became an detected
.
.46 Waldrop.
teacher for many years. Born Archie Simmons,Phil Shelton,
the
carbon water from the Ohio River and plants along the Kanahwa
American citizen in 1966 and tetrachloride in
Survivors are his wifc-Mrs. May21,1111; in Henry County, Robert Glin , Jeffrey, Fred
the Kanahwa has advised them of the speed River, has passed Ashland,'
has served in many capacities River in West Virginia.
Rena Waldrop; and his Tn., she was the'laughter of Schultz,. Willie Jackson,
,
of the chemical mass and how Kir.- and is moving downin public and private schools,
stepmother, Mrs. • Lela the late Reed Byrd and Joyce
John Nichols, Gov. Julian to treat it, Linder said.
Stream at about 2% miles per
Elwood Brown, Tom Jones,
colleges, and universities
Waldrop, Dexter Route One; Orr Byrd.
Carroll's press secretary,said
Kentucky communities with heur, Lindereaid.
and Oren Hull.
New
York
Naomi
and
Alabama.
Mrs.
two half sisters,
Mrs. Younger is survived by
Mrs. Darlene Colson, a
that because the poison is intakes on the river, Linder
Clifford Francis,operator of
Honorary pallbearers will
Jhin has been appointed by particularly
Wilson and Mrs. Ella Mae her husband, Clint Younger; be Eli Alexander, Ty Holland, teacher at Lowes High SchOol,
Ashland's municipal water
dangerous when
Hensley,inilianaixilis,
.
604as_been appointA4446___resileat_as a_ sininber,oL tombined with c..etts...n-diags;.-,
4,044
lime -daughters,. Mrs- Iltdith
-"WM;—^1014---444/Y9P- Bervid- four half brothers, Clement Bomar, St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. Ross, Dr. C. C. Lowry, J. D. the American Institute for the National Advisory C9uncil the order applies "especially
Welch informed residents in a
Waldrop, Indiana, Columbus Bobbie Joyce Isabelle, ,Rayburn, Tom Rowlett, Dub Foreign Study (AIFS) to on Adult Education for a three to persons with liver or kidney
televised address Friday night
y•exaereothevre
m.
DirHeeetoisr urr
theen
Ttolyp ailments and to Persons using
Waldrep, Murray Route Humboldt, Tn., Mrs. Terry Russell, John Hina, and accompany a group of E
that Ashland's drinking water
of
Three, Roy Elmer Waldrop, Raymer, Union City, Tn., and members of the Murray Board students on an educational
was safe.
alcohol or barbituates."
Dexter Route One, and John Mrs. Dorris Evans and Mrs. of
travel program abroad.
Jack Linder, manager of
Education.
W. Waldrop,'Indianapolis, Dora Parris/4.Paris, Tn.; two Interment will be in the
Tuesday, Febrary 22, at Educatimr- Services Agency. technical services for the
Bro. John Dale, minister of
Jhin was a Member of the Division
Ind.
sons, Dwight Younger, Paris, Murray City Cemetery. 7:30 p. m. in ROom 108,
of
Sanitary the Seventh and Poplar
be
held
First
funeral
will
The
International Engineering, said that he and Church of Christ, will speak at
Tn., and Clint Younger, Jr, Friends may call at the .Faculty Hall, Murray State
Sunday at two p. m. at the St. Louis, Mo.
•
• University, Mrs.Colson,along Mathematics Congress. He other Kentucky officials, the 8:30 a. m., 10:40 a. m.,and
funeral home.
was named 'Huntsville's iqcluding Natural
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Also surviving are five
Resources six p.sm. worship services on
Mr. Taylor, age 53, died with Dr. James Kline, will
Outstanding
Fuheral Home. with burial to sisters, Mrs. Wilmouth Ray,
Young Educator Secretary - Robert Bell, Sunday, February 20, at the
interested
all
Thursday at 5:45 p.m. at the meet with
The First Baptist Church
follow in the Temple Hill Mrs. Lucille Rollins, Mrs. Murray-Calloway County persons of all ages for the tour of the Year, by the Huntsville discussed other methods of church.
will
hold regular worship
Jaycees,
and
Cemetery.
Alabama's combatting the carbon
Violet Johnson, and Mrs. Hospital. He Iv& principal Of • to discuss the program.
His morning sermon topic services on Sunday. February
Outstanding
Young
Friends may call at the Pauline Bailey, all of Murray, the Carter and Robertson
Educator
Students will study in
tetrachloride moving down will be "All That God Had 20, with the pastor, the Rev.
funeral home after 3:3'0 p. m. and Mrs. Notie Baumhurger, Elementary Schools and had Aberdeen, Scotland, and have of the Year, by the Alabama
Done With Them" with Dr. Bill Whittaker, speaking
today (Saturday
Evansville, Ind.; one brother, been with the Murray City the opportunity to visit such Jaycees. In 1969, the U.S.
scripture from Acts 15:1-4. on "Upside Down' Or Right
Samuel C. Byrd, Evansville, School System since 1952.
cities as Edinburg, London, Junior Chamberof Commerce
The evening sermon topic will Side Up" with scripture from
Ind.; seventeen grand- native of-Ripley,- Tenn., he - Amsterdam, and Paris with selected Jhin asone of the four-be "The Gospel Is For All" Acts /7:1-9 at W45 a.m., and
children; one great grand- was the son' blithe late John an optional tour on a cruise to Outstanding Young Educators
with scripture from Matthew on "Word and Deed" with
of
America.
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr., 28:18-20,
and bouada Taylor. He was a Western Mediterranean.
Scripture from Luke 24:13-27
In great demand as a public minister of the First United
The funeral . will be held. member of the First Christian
Mrs. Oma Dell Tinsley died
Mrs. Colson has noted there
Serving at the 8:30 service 'at seven p. m.
speaker,
he
has
made
more
Friday at 10:15 p. m. at the today at two p.m. at LeDon Church and received his B. S. - are plades available in the
Methodist Church, will speak will be Ray Karraker making
Dan Shipley, deacon of the
1000
addresses on the subject, "Foret The the announcements, Alan
Parkview Convalescent Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, and Master's degrees from -group and this is the purpose than
week, and Bill Wilson,
throughout
the
U.S.
and
the
Center, Paducah. She was 88 Paris, Tn., with the Rev. Murray State University.
of the meeting on Tuesday.
Barriers" at the 10:50 a. m. Jones directing the song minister of youth, will assist in
world. to youth rallies, services on Sunday,February
years of age and. the wife of Carroll C. Owen 'officiating.
Survivors include his wife,
service, Robert Usrey reading the morning services. Miss
graduation ex-cercises, civic 20. His text will he from
Pallbearers will be Charlie Mrs. Ann McLean Taylor, to
Ion Tinsley who died in 1916.
the scripture, and Jamie Potts Janice Crawford will sing a
functions,
church
and Galatians
Wyatt, whom he was married on July
The deceased was a Beard, George
3:23-29
and and .Gary Potts leading the solo, and Sing and Tell will
university events, and various Colossians 3:1-12.
member of the First Baptist 'Truman Murphy, Charles Orr, 17, 1946; one daughter, Mrs.
prayers. Presiding for The present special music.
national, regional, and state
Church, Murray: Born May 14, Henry Watson, and Guy Dan ( Mary Ann) Anderson,
The Chancel Choir, directed Lord's Supper will • be Gene
Directing the song service
conventions.
1888, in Calloway County, she Edwards. Burial will be in the. Auburn; Ala.; one son, Bob
by Paul Shahan with Bea Roberts and Rithard Duke. will be Dr. Ray Moore with
Dr. Jhin will speak to a
was the daughrer of the late Memorial Cemetery, Paris, Taylor, Murray; three sisters,
Jerry Bolls will direct the Judy Henry as organist and
Farrell as organist, will sing
•,Jeff Adams.and Sally HensleyTn.
,
Robert Nolte, former combined- assembly of all the anthem_ "the Earth Is song service and Johnny Alene Knight as pianist. '
Mrs. Martha Hall, Mrs.
Adams.
Dorothy Coker, and Mrs: newscaster with the Paducah youth classes during the The Lord's." Greeters will be Bohannon will make,the an; Thf ordinance of bipti.lin "
-'Mrs. Tinsley is4SurviVed by.
idary LOX Cannon, all 01----WPSD-TelevisionStatiorr, will.- ---Sooday -School hour -at 9.30 Mr.and Mrs. John Fortin. • nouncements at the merning will be observed at the
three daughters, Mrs. Gene
Memphis, Tn.; five brothers, be the guest speaker at the a.m, and will speak to the
Church School will be, held and evening services. Charles evening service. Special
(Ruth) Hill, Dayton, Ohio,
John, Nebraska, Joe and 10:45 a.m.services on Sunday, entire church at the 10:30 a.m. at 9:45 a. tn. No early service Lamb and Edgar Rowland music will be by Sing and Tell,
Mrs. Gerald (Edna) Canter,
Clyde, Memphis,Tn., Tommy, February 20, at the First worship service.
will preside for The Lord's and a solo by Miss Kim Alley.
will be held.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sedalia Route One, and Mrs.
Arizona,
and - Bruce, Presbyterian Church.
The Work Area on Missions Supper.
Taking the offering on
Alfred (Vera) Foster, North
"Jesus Changes Men" will on Sunday will be Sue Dunn will begin a study of Africa on
Alexandria, Va.
Those serving at 10:40 will Sunday will be Dan Shipley,
for
Edgar
The
funeral
Reading, Mass.; three sons,
•
be the subject of his sermon and Patsy Mullins, infants, Sunday opening with a potluck be Jim Wilson reading the Allen Rose, Danny Adams,
Tin- Wilkinson will be held Sunday
FrPd arid. t.pon
with his scripture from II 9:30 to 11:30 a. m.; Dee.Gantt family dinner at six p m The scripture and Joe Garland and David Bowker, Joe Pat Ward,
sley, Dayton, Ohio, and Elmo.'" at two p.m. at the chapel of the
Corinthians 5:17. Kathy and Kim Whitten, toddlers, youth will meet at 5:30 p.m. Larry Cunningham 'leading Ralph Darnell, and Bob
Tinsley, Scottsdale, Arizona; Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Mowery will be choir director 10:30 to 11:30 a. m.; and and will join the group for the prayers. At the evening Billington.
lialf.brother, Dr. Earl Adams, Home with the Rev. R., J.
and Jim Wright will be Verona Grogan and Kathy supper and mission study at service Kevin McManus will
Volunteer nursery workers
Miller,Sunday night.
Coldwater, Murray Route Burpoe and the Rev. Wendell
organist.
'
read the scripture with the Sunday morning will be Mrs.
Seven p. m.
One; twelve grandchildren; Rone officiating. The song
Sunday at 9:30 a.m. during
The Pastor-Parish Com- prayers to be led by Ronnie Wilburn Farris, Mrs., Terry
three great grandchildren.
- service will be by the Grace • Funeral services for Lester the Sunday School hour a new
mittee will meet Sunday at Sills and Richard Duke.
Denton, Mrs. David Travis,
Baptist
Church
Choir
with
Funeral arrangements are
McCann • of 1616 Miller college class will be organized
Serving on the Extension Miss Nancy Noffsinger, Mr.
tWQ p. m. in the church parlor.
incomplete but friends may John Wood as leader and Avenue, Murray, will be held with Dr. Ken Wolf as leader.
Members are
Leonard Department will be Leon and Mrs. Don'Robinson, Miss
call at the Blalock-Coleman Dwane Jones as organist.
Adult choir rehearsal will be
a.m. at St.
Monday
at
ten
Vaughn,
Nat
Ryan
Hughes; -Adams,- Chuck- Adams, Webb-patty ...RobiRson Mrs. B. C.
Dwain,
Pallbearers will .be
Funeral Home at a time to be
Catholic Chinch With the held Wednesday at 6:45 p.m.
Leo's
Frances
Sexton,
Mrs.
Jack Caldwell, and Greg Garland. Grogan, Misses Dana and Lisa
Terry, Gary, and Joe Mcannounced later.
"Facts,Faith and Feelings" Bailey, Rex Alexander, Sid Teresa Gibson will be the teen English, Mrs. Paul
Martin Mattingly of- This will be Ash Wednesday.
Dailey,
Clard, Mason Billington, and Rev.
The guest speaker for will be the subject of _the Easley, Mrs. Milton Jones, nursery helper. .„
Interment will be in
Jr., and Miss Deena Dailey.
Wildy Hillman. Burial will be ficiating.
Cemetery. Sunday, February 27, will be sermon by the Rev. Jerrell Harry Sparks, Donna Stinson,
Bible Study will be at 9:45 a. Sunday School will be at 9:30
in the Murray Memorial the Murray City
will be held Bert Randall, professor at White, pastor,of the Memorial and H.T. Waldrop.
Prayer
services
m.
a. m.
Gardens.
Baptist Church, at the 10:50 a.
Sunday at seven p.m. at the Austin Peay.
Friends
may
call
at
the
m. services on Sunday,
Blalock-Coleman Funeral'
Miss Ora Sula Cable- died funeral home.
February 20, at the church.
may
call
Home
where
friends
Mr. Wilkinson, age 73, died
Friday at eight p.m. at the
The Sanctuary Choir,
after seven p.m. tonight
Murray-Calloway County Thursday at 9:30 p.m. at his (Saturday).
directed by the Rev. Ron
home
at
308
South
Sixteenth
Hospital. She was 79 years of
Hampton, minister of music,
Mr. McCann, age 68, died
Street, Murray. He was a
age.
with Dianne Wilkins as pianist
at the
Friday
at
1:45
a.
-m.
The deceased was a retired carpehter and a • Cedar Crest Senior Citizens
and Margaret Wilkins as
"Vibrations From African organist, will sing "Just As I
member of the Hazel Baptial. member of the Carpenters Home, Possum Trot. He was
Church, and was the daughter Union No. 1734. The deceased a retired civil service worker Fraternal Visit" will be the Am."
of the late Owen Cable and Ida was a member of the Grace and was a member of St. Leo's subject of the talk by the Rev.
Robert Perrin,deacon of the
Baptist Church and sung in the
Tishel Cable.
May 20, 1908, in Dr. Jaines A. Moak when he week; will assist in the morChurch.
Born
Miss Cable is survived by church choir.
the son of the will show slides taken on his ning services.
The Murray Man was fllinois, he was
one niece, Miss Ida Lorene
The Youth Groups from the
McCann and recent trip to Africa during
late;
Onnie
the joint meeting of "the recent Youth Retreat held at
Vinson, one. nephew; Willie married December 20, 1921, to Penella Stewart McCann.
Owen Vinson and his wife, the former Stella Hillman,
Survivors include his wife, Sunday School Classes in the Brandon Springs in the Land
Sue, and one great niece, Miss who survives along with' one Mrs. Anne McDonough . Mc- Fellowship hall of the First Between The Lakes will speak
daughter,
Mrs.•
John
Beth Vinson, all of Hazel.
seven Christian Church on Sunday, at the seven p. m. evening
Cann,
Murray;
- services prior to the .sermon
Funeral services will be (Virginia) Gentry, Louisville, daughters, Mrs. Lawrence February 20, at.9:45 a. m,
Dr. Moak will speak at 10:45 by the pastor.
held Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the four granddaughters, Mrs. ( Helen ) Farrar, Murray
Hazel Baptist Church with the Ginny Lawrence:'Mrs. Donna Route Three, Mrs. Richard a. m. on "God's Human
Special music will be by the
Rev. James Garland of- Jarrett, Mrs. Kathy Self, and ( Marion)Davis, Hamlin, Mrs: Resource" and at seven p. m. Elementary Choir.
ficiating and the song service-I Mrs. Becky Hardin, and seven Ralton (Kathy) Spratling, 606 on---"Did Christ Come Too
Sunday School will be at 4:40
great grandchildren.
.•
by the Hazel Church Choir.
a. -am. with Elbert Thomason
Broad, Murray, Mrs. Homer Soon?"
Wilkinson was born July
The music will be directed as director, and Church
Burial will be in the Hendon
(Beverly) Kyrk, Union, Ill.,
Cemetery in Stewart County, 12,1903, and was the son of the Mrs. John (Vernaeette) by Margaret Porter who will Training will be at six p. m.
Tn., with the arrangement:S.1;1y late Elmer Wilkinson and Ina McAfams, Wadsworth, Ill., sing a solo, -The Holy City."
the Miller Funeral Home of Holland Wilkinsonof Calloway Mrs.
Shonfelt, Jane- Prince will he the
Patsy
Hazel where friends may call. County.
Waukegan,Ill., and Mrs. Allen organist. The anthem for
(Continued from Page I)
(Cotnie) Caineron, South Sunday evening will be "The
_
King
Of
Love
My
Shepherd
secret
payments in their 1974'
.4arolina: two sons,• JameS
book "The CIA and the Cult of
George's Friend
McCann, Is."
and _ Daniel
Lyle Underwood will be Intelligence.".
Waukegan, Ill.; sister, Mrs.
Edith Ann Says
Agency lawyers claimed
77 Plymouth Votare
Kathryn Dehl, Illinois; worship leader, Emily Apteisonn
"Fancy Plants" is
twenty-seven grandchildren; person will be candle lighter, that publication of the names
Honoring His Birthday
several great grandchildren. and Mrs. A. B. Austin and Dr. would -result in grave and
uid Mrs. David
i edge will irreparable injury tolhe inWith A Sale!
be greeters.
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